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TERRIBLE!

TERRIBLE!!

Salt Rheum for 20 Years.
SYSTEM THOROUGHLY PERMEATED,
VET

Sarsaparilla wrought

Dana's

a Cure!

Mrs. Moody resides in Weston,
Aroostook Co., Me., and whose
remarkable
lish

statement

we

pub-

below, is well known as one

OF
THE
OLD
WHOSE WORD IS

SCHOOL

WOMEN,”

GOOD AS

GOLD, ONE

OF THE

THOUSANDS, WHOM THE SONS
of
the
Pine Tree State are
PROUD
TO
CALL
MOTHER.
SHE
SAYS:—

-AND-

PRESSED READY FOR WEAR,
No. 13 Preble Street.
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$100 IN GOLD
Prizes will be given to the story-writers of
Maine within the next 60 days, as follows:
Best story, $30 in Gold; second best,
$25 in Gold; third best, $15 in
Gold; fourth best $10 in Gold. This
is done to attract attention to

“I have been terribly afflicted
with Salt Rheum for over 20
LS S5* years. At times my head
I n EL would be one mass of
eruptions. My hands were so bad
they wonld bleed and 1 had to wear
kid gloves; and I could hardly see,
it affected my eyes so badly.
I doctored and doctored, tried other
Sorsaparfilas, Salves, Ointments, etc.
Would diet, m g bi box eating no butter or fat Bv B By! SJ meat, etc. But
to no avail, I could get only temporary
relief, no permanent cure. For a few
years past I have had no appetite,
could not sleep, and if I would look
up I would be so diEzy that I would
fall. I also suffered with Indigestion.
of ever
I was hopeless “spaj A
getting better ns I I isI am 74
years old. Last Christmas I commenced
taking DANA’S SARSAPARILLA. The
first bottle did not seem to help me in the
least, but I persevered, and the result
was wonderful.
My hands and
eyes are perfectly well, appetite good, indigestion cured, in
fact, Salt Rheum ftSiQE'Ei
does not trouble
W lfv[ i£,<ul
me in the least now. It seems like
a miracle to me.”
To whom it may concern:
This is to certify that I am well aewith Mrs. Jane Moody, and
mow
her statements to be
—

Suainted
true.

A splendid all round medicine which is

HOWARD F. MASON,
Coll, of Taxes, Belfast, Me.
Dana Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast, Maine.

BETTER THAN GOLD
Buy a bottle, read the rules, and try for a
prize. This medicine is performing wonderful cures eve ywhere. See our books
for testimonials Druggists. $1 a bottle.
—

BUY

IT !—»

TRY IT!—»
’TWILL DO YOU COOP!
M

H1DDEH MEDICINE CO.,

for

More Pay and

Mewburyport, Hass.
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More

Sam

The Case of ilie Nellie
May.

May 2.—General Anson
McCook of the bureau of
immigration
came from
Washington today and inspected the schooneriNellie
May recently from
Cape Verde islands, detained for carrying more than her complement of passengers. Capt. Godinho of the vessel
was arrested under the
direction of District Attorney Gardiner this afternoon
and released under §1,000 bonds for appearance May 7th.

Yearly Contract—

Hurricane
Island and
Hallowell in the Fight—Deer Isle Also
Likely To Be a Battle Ground.

Rockland, May 2.—Probably no secEngland,

present strike
than the large granite cutting islands in
Penobscot Bay.
At Hurricane Island
and Vinalhaven, the principal seats of
the industry, every quarry is
and

mpn

pmnlfttrnrl

ting

out

Tlioon

paving and

iimee

cut stone.

_i.

At

Vinal-

same condition of afon a larger scale.
The Bodwell Granite Company, the Booth Brothers, the Hurricane Granite Company,
George Smith & Co., and J. P. Ambrose
employ in the neighborhood of 1000 men.
Late advices from Deer Isle, where nearly 800 men are employed, state that the
men are still at work.
The firm of Gauss

& Small

belonging to the Association,
men will probably follow the examof
their
ple
brethren, and go out soon.
The contractors will extend the existing
bill of prices until January 1, 1893, which
the men refuse te accept, asking, on the
contrary, for an advance of wages and
bills signed for a year.
The quarrymen
want an increase of 10 per cent, and the
granite cutters about 15 per cent. The
paving cutters only ask for bills signed
for a year.
Such, briefly, is the situation here.
their

Augusta, May 2.—About 100 quarryemployed at the Hallowell Granite
Works struck this morning.
If the
strike is not immediately settled, the
men say the cutters and
helpers will join
the strikers, making the number out
men

about 300.

A PRELIMINARY
The

Boston, May 2—Local forecast of the
weather for New England: For Tuesday: Cloudy; occasional rains; slight
changes in temperature; east and northeast winds.
For Wednesday:
Rain;
slight changes in temperature.
Local Weather

Report.

Portland, Me, May 2,1892.
8 a. m. 8 P. M.

Barometer. 29.873129.957
Thermometer.. 46.0
Dew Point... 44.

Humidity...

94.

46.0
44.
96.

NE

7
Velocity.4
Weather.Foggy |L Bain
Mean daily ther... BO.OIMax. vel. wind. .10 E
Maximum ther_58.0 Total precip.... 10
Minimum ther
.43.01
..

Weather Observations.

The following are the observations of
the Agricultural Department Weather
Bureau for yesterday. May 2, taken at
8 p. m., 75th meridian time, the observations for each station being given in
this order:
Temperature, direction of
the wind, state of the weather:
Boston, 48°, NE, rain; New York, 66°,

SKIRMISH,

Strike at Quincy to Begin in Earnest
Tomorrow,

Quixcy, Mass., May 2.—Work was suspended in all the Quincy quarries today.
The price list agreed upon
May 1, 1890,

between the quarrymen and manufacturers having expired April
80, 1892, and no
satisfactory settlement in regard to the
amount to be paid the men from
May 1,
1892, having been arrived at by both bodies, it was voted by the quarrymen to
suspend work until May 4. On that day,
if no satisfactory list is
agreed on, the
strike will begin in earnest.
The demand first made by the men was for 25
cents per hour for average men
against
21 cents per hour, which has been the
price up to the first of this month. Since
this demand was made the executive
committees of both bodies have thaI ■>n,
the committee of the quarrymen
agreed
to reduce the rate per hour for the avermen
to
23
cents.
This
the
age
manufacturers would not agree to. The committees have not met since, but it is
thought
that they will get together before Wednesday, May 4, and that the whole affair
will be settled. At present there are 390
members in the Quarrymen’s Union in
this city who are idle today
awaiting the
result.
DOWN ON THE CAPE.
on

Serious

were

employed.

The strike was ordered by the Central
Labor Union. It is understood the teamsters will join the union and matters will
be settled.
Vermont Alio Involve*,
Barre, Vt, May 2.—All the paving
cutters at Graniteville struck this morn
ins for an increase of wages. The granite cutters here are still at work but
they
have no agreement with the dealers
and a strike or lookout is expected soon.
Want to Work Eight Hours.

Norwalk, Conn., May 2.—The Norwalk Union carpenters struck today for
nine hours’ work and ten hours’ pay.

Cape Ann Expect

No

Trouble.

Discontented.
L, May 2.—Between

Even the Plumber* Are

Providence,

R.

125 and 146 plumbers struck
nine hours and $3.50 per day,

[Speolal to the Press.]

Quarry Owners

Wind...E

Albany, N. Y., May 2.—General Porter, president of the Grant Monument
Association, has approved the suggestion that a repository be provided in the
monument in which ean be placed the
bound
in
volumes
autographs
of the
surviving members of the
the
names
of
G, A.
R., with
the organizations in which they served
General Palmer has issued an order calling attention to the fact that General
Grant’s ashes have not yet had a sepulchre worthy of them, and recommending
the acceptance of the offer of the monument
association,
urging every soldier
and
sailor
to
place his
name
the
roll.
Let each
upon
the
comrade, says
order, who enters his
name contribute one
dollar, and after
deducting from the amount received the
cost of indexing and
binding the collection,- the remainder will be devoted to
the completion of the tomb.

Are

Vinalhaven,

To-

morrow.

WITH THEIR DEAD COMMANDER.
Names of Grand Army Men To Be Flaced
in Grant's Tomb.

a

of the Men

fairs, only

—AGENTS FOR—

STERLING DOW.

Earnest—The Demands

al non-union teamsters

Baltimore, Md., May 2.—About 400
house carpenters here struck today for
eight hours as a day’s work.
The Norwalk Carpenters’ Piea.

Granite Cutters’ Strike Has Begun in

The

liaven there is the

Insurance,

Plate Glass Insurance,
—AND—
Surety Bonds Issued for Persons in Bank*
or other Positions of Trust who are

Required

IN MASSACHUSETTS OTHER HUN-

increased at noon when they were followed by the quarrymen.
Fortunately
for the Booth Brothers and Hurricane
Granite Company, which control the
quarries, the strike occurs at a comparaAt the time of their
tively dull season.
going out, there were only about 350

-ALSO-

life

Quarries.

silent,
tonight “strike” is the sole theme of
conversation of nearly 1500 men who depend upon employment m the two towns
At Hurricane Island, the fun
began this
morning when the paving and stonecutters went oat, and it was
considerably

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Exchange

in Maine

Stop

tion of this state, or even New
is affected more from the

Cures Others
will

Sounds of Hammer and Chisel

DREDS HAVE LEFT WORK.

the
standard specific
for Scrofula, Catarrh

Brldgtoa Academy notes.

35
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Pages.
The Willard Trophies.
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tcday for

DEEMING WILL BE HANGED
Unless As He Hopes He Succeeds la Cheating the Gallows.

MAY

3, 1892.

SSBSSAJffiTO

CELLS FOR POACHERS.
Behring Sea Will Not Be Safe for
the Law Breakers.
DEMOCRATS AT LAST GET A

QUO-

RUM AND PASS A BILL.

The

House

Twine

Has

on

Would

Admit

Steamers to

Toted to Put Binding
Free List—Another Bill

the

Certain

Foreign Built
American Register—Sec-

retary Foster Testifies Regarding the
Baltimore Civil Service Cases.

Washington, May 3.—The Secretary
of the Navy has issued instructions to
naval and revenue marine vessels assigned to enforce the modus vlvendi proThese
hibiting sealing in Behring sea.
instructions
differ from those of
last year in three important particulars. First, any vessel found sealing in
Behring sea is to be seized, whether or
not she has previously been served with

PRICE THREE CENTS.

ler of New Jersey moved to suspend the
rules and pass tlie bill which authorizes
the Secretary of the
Treasury to grant
registers as vessels of the United States
to foreign built
steamships now engaged in freight and passenger business
and sailing in an established line from a
port in tbe United States of a tonnage of
not less than 8,000 tons and
capable of a
speed of not less than 20 knots per hour,
of which not less than 90
per cent of the
shares of capital of the foreign corporation or association owning the same was
owned January 1, 1390, and has continued to be owned until the
passage of the
act, by citizens of the United States;
provided that such American owners
shall, subsequent to the date of this law,
have built or have contracted to build in
American shipyards steamships of au aggregate tonnage of not less in amount
than that of the steamships so admitted
to

registry.

The motion

And Then Forgot to Pass the
priation Bill.
THE

was

agreed to and the bill

CITY

FATHERS

An

Connecticut Republicans

trill

Meet

In

AND

THE

Important Meeting;—New Police Officers

and Englnemen Elected—Mr. Carr
Liquor Agent—Mrs.
Raymond

Chosen

Police

Valuation—Mr.

SENATOR HAWLEY WILL PRESIDE.

Appro-

SCHOOL SALARIES.

Is

passed.

was

MADE A NIGHT OF IT,

Matron—Real

Estate

Kelioe’s Bath Houses—

Salary Bill Passed Bat No Money Appropriated.
The May meeting of the City Council
held last evening and the following
business was transacted:

Convention Today.

was

Haktfokd, Conn., May 2.—The Kepublican state convention will meet in BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN.
this city at 8 o’clock this evening.
SenPresent, the Mayor and aldermen.
ator Hawley will be permanent chairPolice Matron Appointed.
man.
The delegates and alternates to
The petition of Mrs. Mary J. Raymond
Minneapolis will be chosen and a state to be
appointed police matron was taken
central committee elected. The delegates
from the table, and on motion of Aiderwill
at
be
a notice.
Governor
Bulkthe
mere
large
probably
of
Second,
presence
man Stevens it was voted to appoint her
eley, James P. Platt, Timothy Hopkins
a
vessel in Behring sea
having
police matron for the ensuing year.
on
boad 'a
On motion of Alderman Stevens the
outfit
is
sealing
frtl*
rP„H
salary of police matron was fixed at Uli
WESTBROOK AFFAIRS,
per month, the same rate as last year.
on the vessels seized are to be sent as
Republican Ballot Clerics,
prisoners with the vessel to suffer the last Night’s Meeting of the City Connell.
TTa
co-ntonCAfl t/i rian+l-t
penalty of the law. Under the British
Alderman Josselyn, In behalf of the
The regular monthly meeting of the
After the summing up for the defence law, all persons killing, aiding or abetting
Republican city committee, presented
in killing fur seals in Behring Sea, are
council of Westbrook was held last the
the jury retired.
city
The court room, ala
following names to be appointed balpunishable by fine of £100 and imprisready well filled, was crowded to suffoca- onment at hard labor for six months. Un- evening. Aldermen Babb, Haskell and lot clerks under the provisions of the
the American law they are subject to Foster were absent.
tion during the pause.
Australian ballot law.;
Many women der
six months’ imprisonment and a fine of
The return of the special election in
were present and Deeming tried to conwarn 1—is. H. Sargent, F. H. Brown.
Seized
American
vessels
are
to
$1,000.
Ward 2—G. E. Lefavor, W. G. Smardon.
ceal his nervousness by smiling and comWard 2 was canvassed, and William W.
be delivered to an officer of the United
Ward
3—A. H. Purrington, H. P. Higgins.
menting in an undertone on their appear- District court at
Ward 4—J. B. Seed, w. G. Donovan.
Sitka, British vessels to Cutter declared elected alderman. Mr.
ance.
His last remark before the jury
Ward
6—W. G. Chapman, S. Marsh.
retired was: “When I get out, I will the senior British naval officer at Una- Cutter had 84 votes, and Russell WinsWard 6—A. H. Ball, W. H. Farmer.
laska. Commander E. D. Vance of the low had 48. Alderman Cutter
Ward
7—H. P. White, C. H. Tolman.
have the pick of them
for
a
qualified
Yorktown is
in command of the and
wife.”
As the
On motion of Alderman Gallagher the
was assigned to committees.
jury filed back American fleetplaced
into the room
matter was laid upon the table for the
shifted
Deeming
K elating to the Streets.
uneasily but smiled at the foreman. The
BINDING TWINE BILL PASSED.
present time.
foreman delivered to the judge the verAlderman Cordwell reported in regard
New Policemen Appointed,
dict of guilty as charged in the indict- The Democrats at Last Succeed in Secur- to sidewalks that
progress was being
In accordance with a recommendation
ment.
turned
white
ing a Quorum.
Deeming
made as fast as possible. In regard to
and trembled as the judge turned toward
Washington, May 2.—In the House the petition of the Portland Railroad from the City Marshal, Police Office*
him and passed
him
the
sentence
upon
today, Mr. Bryan of Nebraska, moved to Company for a change of location, an or- George F. Harmon was given an honors*
of death. The judge said that in all his
ble discharge from the service, he being
experience with criminals he had never suspend the rules and pass the free bind- dinance was presented and had its first two
and second readings.
The change is
years over the age limit required by
before seen such a consummate wretch ing twine bill.
such that President Warren announced law.
as the prisoner.
He spoke of Deeming’s
Mr.
Burrows
demanded
a second and
The resignation of Police Officer James
his intention to oppose it.
shameless effrontery during the trial, and
to Mr. Bryan’s request that the
Alderman Cordwell reported in regard L. Woodbury was received and accepted.
remarked that the jury had
rightfully objected
The
to the change of grade involved on Main
Mayor appointed Henry McCorignored the prisoner’s clownish attempt second be considered ordered.
street by the surveys of the electric road. mick to take the place of George F. Harto
As the
Messrs. Burrows and Bryan were approve himself irresponsible.
and
William White to take the
Pre
sident
Warren
stated that it was a mon,
judge pronounced the words to be hanged
tellers, but no Eepublican matter of importance that the grade place of James L. Woodbury.
by the neck until dead, Deeming gasped pointedbetween
them pro or con.
After should be established permanently in
and tottered but recovered himself passed
Liquor Agent Chosen*
a brief wait, the Democrats
managed to order to secure lines on which to conDaniel J. Carr was elected city liquor
enough to bow with assumed indifference.
a
He then sank back in his seat.
The au- muster quorum and a second was or- struct sewers.
agent and his bond, being presented, was
A discussion followed by which it
dience in the court room applauded the dered.
apMr. Payne of New York, in opposing peared that
verdict and sentence.
Engineer Jordan had run approved. For Memorial
the measure, said that no good reason lines some years ago but established no
Day.
Deeming was then taken back to pris- could
The order appropriating $500 for obbe advanced for placing binding grades where not
on, was searched carefully and locked in
especially
required.
President Warren suggested that the servance of Memorial Day which was
his cell.
He called back to the keeper twine on the froe list which did not apply
to every manufactured article in the matter
as the latter started down tike
might be settled by an order to laid npon the table at the last meeting,
prison cor- united
btates.
ihe tariff on binding establish the grade between Lamb and
ridor, and with an effort at dravado said: twine was
was taken up and given a passage.
but seven-tenthf of a cent a Spring streets.
“I suppose you think I’m in a tight fix.
The Appropriation Bill.
The
abolition
of
this
small
pound.
Alderman
Cordwell’s
I
I
duty
but
I may cheat
plan establishing
Well,
suppose
am,
was intended only as a
The appropriation bill was reported by
the gallows yet.”
sop to the farm- the grades of the streets was accepted^
ers who had been injured by the bill to
for fill A ltATlAfif: nf
onrl flia
the committee as follows:
Baron Fava’s Return.
tablishment of the grade of the electric
place wool on the free list.
1892.1891.
Mr.
Covert
of
New
York
road.
the
opposed
Rome, May 2.—Baron Fava has started
Advertising.$ 1,100.00 8 1,100.00
measure and denied that there was
An
on his way to Washington.
order
any
presented by Alderman City debt. 28,000.00
28,000.00
trust to enhance the price of binding Skates,
establishing the grade of Main City building. 10,000.00
12,500.00
twine where jute was an ingredient part street as reported
Cemeteries
and
They Made Too Much Noise.
pubthe
committee on
by
lic grounds.
of its manufacture.
4,000.00
3,250.00
was adopted.
highways,
Contingent.
20.onn.no
en'nnn on
Brunswick, May 2.—Saturday night
Mr. Bryan asserted that there was a
The claim of damages by sewer
Drams and sewers...
5.500.00
by
11,000.00
duwuoiu nine arbinding twine trust. He advocated the James Bryant was referred by recom- Deering’s Oaks.
5,000.00
3,250.00
lived from Waterville at the Brunswick
measure as being in the interest
6,000.00
mendation of City Solicitor Lyons to the Discount on taxes...
6,000.00
pending
Electrical appliances
6,000.00
6,500.00
committee on sewers for adjustment
depot, the students were there to wel- of the farmer.
Fire department salaThe motion to suspend the rules and
come them.
The night watchman deries.
30,125.00
Tlie Police and the Firemen.
28,700.00
Harbor.
cided that the noise was too great and pass the bill was agreed to—yeas, 173;
300.00
300.00
Alderman Pride stated for the com- Health.
1,600.00
1,800.00
ordered it stopped. The students, how- nays, 47.
Interest.
4,790.00
4,780.00
On
motion
of
Mr.
Blount
of
continued
mittee
on
to celebrate with great
ever,
Georgia
police that as their pay had Bonded interests and
balances. 152,430.00
enthusiasm, and the result was that the rules were suspended and the bill been cut down, the police petitioned for
156,540.00
Police contingent....
three of them were “pulled in.’’ The passed appropriating $150,000 to enable
3,600.00
3,500.00
to
furnish
them
a
Public
uniform
suit.
buildings....
6,500.00
4,000.00
boys were given a private hearing this the President to fulfill the stipulations thejcity
and
stationAn
order
Printing
was
offered
morning and it is understood were dis- contained in the treaties between the Pride that the sum of by Alderman
ery.
2,000.00
3,500.00
$110 be appro- Street
lights. 35,000.00
charged with some good advice by the United States and Great Britain signed
33,000.00
to uniform the police and
city School salaries. 80,000.00
78,000.00
February 29 and April 18, 1892, in regard priated
judge.
It had its first reading and Schools... 20.000.00
to tribunals of arbitration at Paris. marshal.
20,000.00
Burglary at Lisbon Falls.
Schools special.
6,000.00
1,446.00
There was neither opposition to nor dis- went over under the rates.
School for deaf.
1,200.00
1,200,00
Alderman Stewart, on part of the com- Salaries
Lewiston, May 2.—The house of Harry cussion of the measure.
officers.. 27,656.00
city
31,000.00
800.00
Mr. Belknap of Michigan moved to mittee on fire department, recommended State reform school..
800.00
Ginsburg, the Lisbon Falls merchant,
of poor.
29,000.00
27,000.00
the rules and pass the Senate that a new hose reel and 500 feet of hose Support
was entered by burglars
Streets.
90.000.00
85,000.00
Saturday night suspend
be
established
in
the vicinity of Brown
bill to provide for the permanent preserSanitary committee..
6.500.00
6,500.00
and property amounting to four or five
vation and custody of the records of the street.
County tax. 36,095.06
36,007.64
Au
order
was
offered
hundred dollars stolen.
State
Entrance was volunteer army. There was some Ill-or104,481.06
104,481.06
appropriating Watertax.
and hydrants.
for that purpose.
It appeared in
8,000.00
effected from the piazza through a win- ganized opposition to the
8,080.00
but $100
6,000.00
5,000.00
the discussion which followed that $500 Public library.
dow into the kitchen. The articles were it passed by a large vote. measure,
Green street schooltaken from the apartments on the second
and
house
The House went into committee of the had already been appropriated
23,000.00
00.002
floor, including two sleeping rooms in whole on the diplomatic and consular that this sum would be additional, chief- Forest city cemetery.
1,619.96
which were Mr. Ginsburg and members appropriation bill. Mr. Hitt made va- ly for badges, belts and other insignia of Fort Allen park.
1,569.97
Fort
Sumner
park....
2,816.89
3,667.73
of his family.
rious efforts to restore the salaries of office.
Vital statistics.
500.00
The Walker Bequest*
Evergreen cemetery.
consuls, but his efforts were of no avail.
6,000.00
How Mr. Brown’s Kindness Was Repaid.
Australian ballot law
.;.
1,000.00
Solicitor
stated
that
Pending action on the bill, the committhe
City
Lyons
Mill pond fill.
11,011.38
Baldwin, May 2,—Some weeks ago, tee rose and the House adjourned.
check list used at the last election would Water commission..
1,500.00
Mr. Adolphus Brown, a
6,000.00
be legal for the vote of the city on the School special, books
prosperous
North school.
4.500.00
farmer of this town, hired a man for
Walker bequest on Wednesday.
UNDER THE CIVIL SERVICE LAW.
Centre street school.
800.00
The city solicitor thought that the High school.
work on his farm.
A few days ago, Mr.
4,000.00
Messrs. Foster and Roosevelt Differ as to
words
and
“no”
would
be
suffl“yes”
Brown came to the conclusion that the

Melbourne, May 2.—The trial of P.
R. Deeming for the murder of his last
wife was resumed this morning. The
latest testimony for the prisoner wag
that of Dr. Fishboume, who was called
to give evidence as to the prisoners sanity. He swore that he had examined
Deeming and found symptoms which indicated disease of the brain.
The jury returned a verdict of guilty,
and added that the prisoner was not ineiino
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Gloucester, Mass., May

2.—The general strike of granite cutters in the
Cape
Ann quarries, which has been
anticipated for some time, took place
today.
When the hour for going to work arrived
this morning, the sound of the whistle
at the Cape quarries at Bay View did not
meet with the usual response from the
men.
Their demands had been refused
and they declined to work. A
general
notice was sent out and the workmen at
Rockport and Pigeon Cove joined in the
strike, and soon 2000 men were idle.
There was no rioting or disorder among
them.

The

strike

was
engineered
through the Quarrymen’s Union of Quin-

cy, and the demand is for 25 cents an
hour and nine hours instead of ten hours.
The officers at the Cape Ann quarries
said they feared no serious
trouble, that
work at the present time was slack on all
the quarries on Cape Ann, and
they believed the men would, in a few days, return to work.

They Propose

Providence,

to

Fight It Out.

R. I., May 2.—The quaremploy of J. T. Tank, B.
J. Blanchard, F. A. Ingerson and AmSW, cloudy; Philadelphia, 66°, S, cloudy; brose Holes, of Uxbridge, Mass., and vi66°,
S,
Washington,
cloudly: Albany, cinity, struck this morning. They de54°, IV, rain; Buffalo, 50°, W, cloudy; mand 43 cents an hour and nine hours
Detroit, 58°, NE, cloudy; Chicaco, miss- work for five days in a week, and eight
ing; St. Paul, 56°, W, partly cloudy; hours’ work with nine hours pay SaturSt. Vincent, 38°, W, partly cloudy; day. The
employers propose to fight it
Huron, So. Dak., 44°, NE, rain; Bis- out.
marck, 40°, W, cloudy; Jacksonville,
Nearly a Thousand Out.
72°, SE, cloudless.
New Haven, Conn., May 2.—Nearly a
thousand workmen employed in the quarTwo Unfortunate Schooners.
ries in and near Stony Creek, have
Pbovincetown, Mass., May 3.— the general quarryinen’s strike. joined
The
David
Schooner
E. Torry,
Portland men on strike are
employed by the Red
for Providence, while entering Province- Granite
and
Norcross
Company
Brothers.
town harbor last night, struck on Wood The men
employed by the Brooklyn
End bar remaining ten minutes, causing
about
in
500
Quarry
number,
her to leak 1500 strokes an hour. As she are still Company,
at work, and will
probably arswung off she was run into by the range matters in a manner
satisfactory to
schooner Mary E. Rice, New York for all concerned.
Cohassett, carrying away her boat and
Will Join the Union.
mainsail and doing other slight damage.
The Rice also got ashore but immediateHolyoke, Mass., May 2.—A large
ly floated. She lost her anchor chain and gang of men in the city highway departflying iibboon in t he collision.
ment struck this morning Because severrymen in the

man was not the kind he wanted so lie
gave him his pay and a suit of clothes
and offered to drive him to the station.
The man refused this offer. Then he
waited until Mr. Brown had left home
and set fire to the wood lot.
The neighbors turned out and fought the flames,
after
them
out
several
hundred
putting
dollars’ worth of wood had been de-

West Baldwin

Campmeeting.

[Special to the Press.]
West Baldwin, May 2.—The execuof the Western Maine
Advent Campmeeting Association will
hold their spring business meeting at
their grounds at this place on Saturday,
May 7th. Many improvements will be
made on the grounds this year and
several cottages will be built.
Any
wishing to build can meet the committee
at this time and select their lots. The
committee will decide on the date of the
annual campmeeting which will be held
tive committee

early in August.

People’s Party Will Meet Today.

Its

Enforcement.

---

civil service at Baltimore

resumed
today. Secretary Foster testified that
the Roosevelt report accused Messrs.
Fensley and Ray, who are in the customs
service in Baltimore with violating the
The report charges
civil service law.
Ray with mendacity and Fensley with
collecting campaign funds. The witness
conferred with the Baltimore collector
He had been told that
on the subject.
Ray was one of the best clerks in the service and Fensley had not intentionally
violated the law. The witness left the
collector to deal with the matter.
Taking into account the good character of
the employes, they were let off with a
was

reprimand.

Chairman Andrew read from the commissioner’s report, extracts showing by
the admissions of Hoover and Reed,custom house employes, that cheating and
other demoralizing practices prevailed in
the Baltimore Republican primaries to
which federal office holders were parties.
Secretary Foster said that he knew

was

referred.

The bond of N. A. Swett as
was

*829,624.35 *820,881.40

CVO

Washington, May 2.—The House civ- published. Other Business.
il service reform committee’s investigaFrank B. Leighton’s petition for a
tion into the conduct of employes in the
fountain in the upper part of the city
constable,

approved.

An order was offered

authorizing the
fire department committee to contract
for horses to haul the apparatus.
The petition of W. W. Lamb and others for a sewer on South
street, was referred.
Petitions for sewers

on

North, King

and Brown streets, were referred.
S. D. Warren & Co., were authorized
to change the location of their tramway.

Income.
7*~87T7007o~0
Estimated expenditures. 829,624.35
Amount to be provided.*741,924.33

The
following changes were made by
the Board of Aldermen: The appropriation for school salaries was made *78,000,
the same as last year. The lire department salaries was made *31,425 and the
appropriation for support of poor was
reduced to §27,000. With these amendments the report was accepted.
The report came in for a long discussion in the lower board. The amendments made by the upper board were
not acceptable, and it was voted to non[CONTINUED

ON EIGHTH

I'AGE]

The Mayor was authorized to grant
Geo. W. Cole’s petition for a billiard
hall license.
The petitions of Helen E. Noyes, Adelaide Herd, Lucy A. Rand and John Sawyer, by Hezekiah Elwell, guardian, for
state

ered.

pensions,

were

Subsequently,

considstatement
matter was

favorably

after

a

by City Solicitor Lyons, this
referred to him.

Gaedineb, May 2.—A state convenThe meeting adjourned to Monday,
tion of the People’s party of Maine will
May 9.
be held in this city tomorrow for putting nothing of the practices.
Mr. Reed Will Speak.
Mr. Roosevelt stated that only Ray and
in nomination a full ticket of state offiwere accused by the commission
Fensley
Wiijuingtost,
May 2.—Delaware’s Recers and electing delegates to the Omaha
of violating the civil service law.
The
State Convention will be held at
convention in July..
Hon. E. Gerry
commission had found that although
lover next Thursday.
Ex-Speaker Reed
Brown of Boston will address a public
Reed and Hoover had not violated the lias accepted an invitation to address the
meeting in the evening on the principles law the attention of the
should
convention.
Secretary
and platform of the party.
be called to their conduct.
Mr. Roose-

Eublican

Wlntlirop’s Oldest Citizen.

velt asserted that all these

men

of the grippe. She was the oldest
She was the widow of
person in town.
the late Deacon Stephen
Sewall
a

today

wealthy citizen, widely known
ing anti-tobacco agitator,

as a

lead-

The

were

plainly guilty upon their own confession.
April 2.—Mrs. Bewail, If
they had not deserved punishment,
mother of Mrs. A. P. Snow, aged 94 died
then it was impossible that men could do
Winthrop,

in violation of the civil service
law which would deserve punishment.
Passed by the House.

anything

Washington, May 2.—This being suspension Mvuday ut the Mouse Mr. Mow-

Actors’

Bah-.

New Yobk, May 8.—The actors’ fair
fund at Madison Square Garden was formally opened this evening by Joseph
Jefferson m an appropriate speech. An
enormous crowd was present and favorite actresses presided^ over the various
booths The sales tonight amounted to
over

$11,000.

POWDER
Absolutely

Pure.

A cream of tartar baiting powder. High eat o
all in leavening etrength.— Latest United Statu
Government Food Report.
gox at B»kiag rowtua Co.4106 Wall St- SLY

ELECTRIC ROADIt Is

Stretching

Out

BASEBALL.
Westbrook

Towards

Kapidly.

JI ISC

THE WILLARD TROPHIES.

How the Portlands Will Play.
Of the Portland nine A. W. Kirmes
He is a good man
will play third base.
in that position and a good hitter.
Wm. J. Clymer is short stop and is
considered one of the best men in the

last Shoot of

a

Well

Win. H.

Robinson.

ins.

Wm. H. Bobinson
took place last Thursday at the residence
of his daughter, Mrs. J. A. Appleton,
No. 5 Newell street, Haverhill, Mass.,
where he has resided for the' past four
He leaves a son, Mr. Wm. H.
years.
Robinson of this city, and a daughter,
Mrs. Appleton, also two grand-children,
Mr. Robinson was a baker by profession, residing in Portland until the death
of his wife, four years ago. He was a
member of the Methodist church in Portland, and had been an Odd Fellow in this
city for 47 years. He was formerly a
member of the police force.
He was a
most worthy citizen, and was surrounded
by many friends. He had been in failing health for the past two years, but
until within a few days of his decease
was able to be about the .city.
The
funeral took place Sunday afternoon,
under the auspices of the Odd Fellows,
and the remains were brought to this
His age was
city for burial yesterday.
75 years, 0 months.

Bowdoins

Symptoms.

Bilious attacks

are accom.

"

Pure

remedy.

It

regulates

ST. LOOTS.

St. Louis.001

1

1

2030—8

Washington. 32000320 0—10
Base lilts—St. Louis, 11; Washingtons, 9.
Errors—St Louis, 7: Washihgton, 2. Batteries
—Gleason and Bird, Dolan, lullen and Milligan.
AT

CHICAGO.
0—4

the

Wold’s Champion.

George A. Bugney,

an

time in

exactly
hour, (15 miles).
Hutchingson, Wardwell and Hodsdon
one

came in 12 minutes later.
Jordan broke
the previous record by 15 minutes. The
wind was at a quarter, and the roads in

as cents.

poor condition.

COOK S TOURS.
Decoration Day Excursions!
Niagara Falls and Return,

$11.00
New York and Hudson River, 6.50
Send for particulars.

TH0S. COOK & SON,
Officially appointed S >le Passenger and
International Tourist Agents to the
World’s Columbian Exposition by
the Executive Committee,

332

aplC

Boston,
Washington St,,’_’
°

Mass.

eodlm

Ladies Who Use Face Powders.
To neutralize the injurious effect of any
powder or liquid, us6“Leaubelle Oil Balm.”
If the powder is used at night, apply “LbaukELLE” in day time; if during day apply it at
night, or first bathe the neck and face with
“Leacjrelle Oil Balm,” then apply the
powder. The effect is most elegant. Keeps
skin soft, smooth and pliable. 50c and $1.00 at
Druggists, large size prepaid by express for
$1.00. E. S. Wells, Jersey City.
Rough or Coitxs.Li

“Rouk

iSc.Salvc
on

astor.lOc.

Itch’-

Ointment, cures Skin Humors, Pimples, Flesh
Worms, Ring Worm, Tetter, Salt Rheum,
Frosted Feet, Chilblains, Itch, Ivy Poison,

Itch, Scald Head, Eczema. 50c.
Druggists or mail. E. S. Wells, Jersey City.
Barber’s

‘Wells’ Health Renewer’

cures

Sexual

Indifference.

A Red Nose,
toss, rough, red face or hands, or a coarse
■d, uneven or muddy skin destroy the
effect of the most handsome faces.
lle Oil Balm will assure a clear,
..in and complexion, tones down the

,banishes Pimples,Blackheads,Blotchckies. Prevents tendency to Wrinkles,
or
Withering of the skin, drying up
,ie flesh.
50c. and $1.00 at Druggists,
size
prepaid by express for $1.00.
urge
E. S. Wells, Jersey City.
■

ag

ROUGH

ON TOOTHACHE. Instant reflet

15c.

Don’t die in the bouse. “Rough on Rats”
clears out rats, mice, flies, cockroaches, bedbugs. Never fails. Sold all around the world;
used by all civilized nations, everywhere.

Knights of the Golden Eagle.
The Grand Castle of Maine will be instituted in this city at Castle hall, No. 80
Exchange street Thursday evening. The
ceremonies will commence at 7 o’clock
with the examination by the credential
committee of all past chiefs, after which
the past chiefs degree will be conferred
on all Sir Knights entitled to receive the
degree, then will occur the election of
Grand Castle officers, five past grand
chiefs, one from each castle, a supreme
representative, and the appointments of
deputy grand chiefs and grand instructors for each district, and also the appointment of the various committees.
4n Tnf-Ammtpfl Itantiaivi.

Providence, May 2.—Twenty-nine
colored men and women were to be received into the Baptist Church yesterday
on confession of faith, and the Seekouk
was
river
selected as the place oi
baptism. In the afternoon an enormous
crowd of colored people assembled on
the banks of the river.
The pastor was immersing one of the
converts and the deacons were devoutly
waiting to receive the sister as she came
from the water, when two dogs engaged
in a fight on the water’s edge just where
the baptized persons was to come out.
The young woman was nearly drowned
while the pastor was looking around tc
see the cause of the disturbance, and the
deacons forgot the pastor and grabbed
the fighting dogs and threw them into
The dogs dropped close bethe river.
sides the minister and the young woman.

The parson dodged, and as he weni
under he lost his hold upon the girl, and
she, too, sank out of sight. The deacons
rushed in and rescued the pastor and the
The
now thoroughly baptized sister.
dogs had had all the fight taken out oi
and
had
swum ashore long before
them,
the commotion ceased.
They Claim Almy Was Insane.

Concord, N. IT., May 2.—Associate
Judge Allen of the Supreme court came
here from Claremont today and will gc
to Plymouth tomorrow to preside with
Chief Justice Doe at the hearing on the
motion for a new

trial

in

the

case

oi

Murderer Almy. The application for s
new trial filed by Messrs. Burleigh and
Story of Plymouth, who defended him,
is based on the ground of insanity.
The
hearing will probably be brief and the
testimony will be confined largely to ex
perts on the question of insanity.

DRY

Sporting

Known

For years their
black rocks were

trials of skill with the

noted, but like all such
organizations, death, removal from the
city, and other causes forced a dissolution of the clnb, a few years ago, the
most of the active members and some of

the honoraries being merged in that
flourishing institution known as the
Portland Gun Club. AVhen the association dissolved there
remained about
forty dollars, and it was decided to use
the money to buy five silver cups with,
to be known as the AVillard Trophies,and
to he shot for on May day of this year.
As

May day fell on Sunday, yesterday
the day chosen.
There was a good turn out of the

was

THF HEALTH FIIIHl fiflMFftHT.
ago, a number of Physicians in New York City formed a
small company to prepare scientifically under the finest expert
special food articles and in answer
to a long felt want to place on the market within the reach of the
and the ailing jU general, perfectly adapted
dyspeptic, diabetic of
food preparations
undoubted reliability, they established their
head quarters on 5th Ave. New York.
The project proved a decided success—they now have regularly
established agencies all over the world, we are their agent here.
All of their products, 53 iu number, always in stock at the Millett
Store and a descriptive pamphlet explaining in detail the different
articles may be had for the asking.

MRS. LINCOLN
In her well known cook-hook on page AS, endorses and mentions at length Peeled Wheat Flour, just one of these admirable
preparations—we make the following extract from the same:
“Health Food Flour. A still better method of converting wheat
into flour and one which is endorsed by leading Scientists and
Physicians, has been recently introduced by the Health Food Company of New York. Bread made with this flour has been found,
after repeated trials, to be sweet aud agreeable to the taste, light
and spongy iu texture, with none fof the objectionable features of
graham bread and answering fully all the demands of perfect

nutrition.”

This flour is by analysis, twice as rich In the essential elements
of the wheat Kernel as the best “Entire Wheat” flour and nearly
three times more so than common white flour.

there

cloudy,

was

no

wind,

ty:
Cloeo on

T>T/»

member of the Grange who makes the best exhibit of farm products. $5.
Class 7—Colonel Fred N. Dow, Portland. Best

gent’s driving horse, size and style, speed not

considered. $6.
Class 30—Mrs. Isaac Dyer, Gorham.
Best
collection of potted plants, not less than 10 varieties. S3 and $2.
Class 17—Eastern Argus, Portland. Best pair
of working oxen. $10.
F.
Charles
Portland.
Best
Libby,
trained pair of steer3 trained by boy under 16
years. S3 and $2.
Class 33 L. S. Lane, Westbrook.
Best collection water colors, done by exhibitor. $3 and
$2.
Class 33—X. John Little, Portland. Best collection oil paintings, done by boy or girl 16
years or under. $2 and $1.
Class 32—L. P. Hawkins, Deering.
Best
specimen silk embroidery done by exhibitor.
$3 and $2.
Class 26—Special offered by society.
Best
acre of sweet corn, cnt and packed at Portland
Packing Company’s factory, Gorham village.
$16 and $10. The clerk of the company will
be one of committee on this special.
Also a
trace of corn, 76 ears, from same acre as above
to be exhibited at the fair.
Butter and cheese, class 24—W. L. Wilson &
Co., Portland. Best six pounds of print butter
made on the farm. $3 and $2.
Farm exhibit, class 27—Kendall & Whitney.
Portland. Best collection farm products raised
by exhibitor. $3 and $2.
Class 28—James P. Baxter, Portland.
Best
collection table luxuries made by exhibitor. $3
and $2.
Fruit, class 26—E. O. Conant, Portland. Best
collection fruit grown bv exhibitor. $3 and $2.
Canned fruits, etc., class 20—D, F. Whittier,
Gorham. Best collection canned fruit, preserves, jellies and pickles made by exhibitor.
$3 and $2.
Domestic manufactures, class 31—Edward W.
Guptill, Gorham. Best specimen rugs made by
exhibitor. $2 and SI.
Crops, class 25—M. W. Best, Portland. Best
collection vegetables raised by boy 15 years or
under. $3 and $2.
Exhibition ladies’ horseback riding. Ladies’
special competition. Thomas P. E. Cartland,
Portland. To the lady taking first prize in exhibition of ladies’ horseback riding, a pair of
best French kid boots.
Millinery and dressmaking, class 34—F. H.
Emery, Gorham, Best exhibition millinery. $5.
Hon. J. A. Waterman, Gorham, to be filled
later.
Needle and fancy work, class 32—Mrs. L. A.
Goudy, Portland. Best collection art needlework. $3 and $2.
Bread and table luxuries, class 28—Frederic
Fox, Portland. Best loaf flour bread made by
girl of 14 years or under. $3 and $2.
Class 33—Mrs. L. W. Edwards, Westbrook,
and Mrs. O’Neil E. Straw, Gorham. Best collection oil paintings done by exhibitor. $5, $3
and $2.
Class 33—George B. Emery, Gorham.
Best
collection paintings on china done by exhibitor.
aau

It has

been

decided to restrict the
competitors in the colt class to colts of
Cumberland and York counties.
Heretofore competition has been open to the
whole state. Colt owners who are thinking of entering can obtain all the information needed by addressing the secretary
of the society at Gorham.
Build

The Bath Inde
Koanoke is safely
bec, Arthur Sew:.

i

s

it

i wice earn spring come periods of absorbing
interest in Dress Goods. The first is at the
opening of the new stuffs. That’s oast. The
second is NOW that Spring is here in fact. But
the one interest now absorbing beyond all else
centers in our Dress Goods Department.
The
CHEAPNESS in price and goodness in quality
is the attraction.

12 pieces all Wool Mixtures. 40 in. wide, the
quality is fine and the weight light—just suitable for summer wear, in pretty mixtures of
Gray, Blue and Brown,

33c.

yard.

40 in Crocodile Cloth in plain colors and mixtures, the weave is extremely pretty, a change
from the plain stuffs, all Wool and fine quality,

2 o’clock.

A LARGE BROWN LOAF IOg.

CEO. C. SHAW & CO.

goods,

Co.,

will

begin

the keel of the

constructed
first iron
The
ship produced in New England.
Sewalls will prepare to build the largest
vessels that may be desired.
They will
put in a plant of the most modern type
and fitted with
every
improvement
known to the machinists and constructors of this day.
over

in the United States and the

"—-"

ASEMENT.
Cotton Dress Fabrics

6c. yard.
Apron Ginghams
Dress Ginghams, 10,11,12 1-2 and 16c. yard.
The Pongee, very fine Cotton Fabric, 30 in.
wide, In elegant colorings and designs, 12
1-2 cents.

Figured Muslins, white ground with colored
figures, 12 1-2 cents.
Llama Cloths, cashmere finish, the styles in
these are far ahead of anything we have
ever shown, 9c. and 10c. per yard.
Chaliies—4000 yards to be sold Monday at 4c.
yer yard.
6 1-4 c. yard.
Linen Crash
eqjpcs. Glass
This is an unheard of price for a pure linen
crash of this quality'.

Fruit of the Loom Bleached Cotton Remnants,
6 1-2 cents yard.

Bargains in Unbleached Cotton, 36x40,

45

in.

9-4 and 3 0-4 widths.

25c.

eoilot

apr30

yard.

Actual value, $1.25.
Those all Wool Stripes, 40 in. wide, in Green,
Brown und Blue are slipping out fast. Never
One of
have been retailed less than 50 cents.
the greatest cuts in prices ever made on perfect

yard.

SPECIAL PRICES FOR MONDAY.

Onr 75 cent Bedford Cords. You should see
the colorings.
Entirely new shades, 40 in.
wide, in Blues, Browns, Grays, Tans, Reseda,
Steels and Porcelain tints. Very fine quality.
62 1-2 cent India Twills, in colors, 40 inch,

IRRESISTIBLE

INDUCEMENTS

TO CLOSE OUT OUK STOCK OF

49c.
87

yard.

1-2 cent India Twills, in colors, 44 inches

wide,

DRY AND FANCY GOODS.

69c.

yard.

$1.00 India Twills, in colors, 46 inches wide,

We sell the best goods cheaperthan you can buy the poor
goods. It will pay you well to look at our bargains. Our
store has been crowded for the past two weeks and we
intend to keep it crowded with customers by selling the
goods that everybody wants at unheard of low prices.
This week we will sell 6-4 Fancy Plaids and Striped Cloakings
to close:

75 aud $1.00, former price $1.25 and $1.50
“
“
2.50
1.75
“
“
2.75
1.85
“

2.25

3.12
3.50

“•

3.00

“

“

“

“

4.00
4.50

73c.

Monday’s Prrice, 59c. yard.
The quality
Black all Wool Henriettas.
equal to any sold at $1.00, widths 38 inches.

Very fine, brilliant finish,

Silk and Gloria Umbrellas with gold and silver handles to
close!
price
$2.00
$1.00 former
“
“
2.75
1.75
“
“
3.75
2.63
“
“
4.75
3.50
“
“
5.00
3.75
•*
“
6.75
4.00
“
“
6.00
4.25
“
“
6.50
4.75
“
“
7.50
5.50
“
“
8.50
6.25
Above are all perfect and in good order. We simply make this
price to close them out quickly.
Our sale of Colored Dress Goods, Dress Trimmings, Dress Buttons and Kid Gloves at half price and less will be continued.
Misses Plaid and Striped Cotton Hose:
Sets, former price .60
“
“
15 “
.75
Good 9-4 Unbleached Cotton .15
“
“
10-4
.16

59c.

yard

ONIONS
G-alore I
ONIONS
one

THE
All

10c., 3 for 25c.

at

BEST

CIGAR.

A

Cigar

Dealers,

Druggists

Black Silk Warp Henrietta, one of the finest
qualities made, warranted not to slip, beautiful
finish. Actual value $1.75,

For

Monday $1.39.

You have never seen its match.
28 inch Black Japanese Silk,

98c. per

yard.

22 inch Black China Silk,

m
Attraction in Ladies’ and Children’s Car*
ments for Monday.
We have received special invoices of Garbe put on sale today. Capes, Jackets,
The Childetc., in the newest spring styles.
ren’s Keefers in Tans, Modes and Blues should
are
all
fixed at the
The
not be passed.
prices
But for today a
lowest rate of retail profit.
be
made
from
the
former
will
prices.
special cut
ments to

Outing Flannels, in a choice line of stripes anti
figures, today's price 8c, yard.
One lot of Stripe, Pink and Ked ground at 6c.
yard.
One very large line of these goods in different
qualities, light and dark colorings, in large
varieties, at 10 and 12 1-2 cents.
One lot of Outing Flannels for Infants’ wear, in
white and colors, plain and stripe, very soft
finish, 12 1-2 cents.

LINENS.

459c. rard.
The Figured Silks are now in great demand.
We have them in Chinas, Japanese and Changeable.
An exceptionally fine line. Examine
them.

One lot 8 Button Length Suede Momsquetaire
Kid Gloves. The maker put these on the market to retail for $1.25. We close the lot. Mon-

day’s price,

75 Cents.

Our large shipment of All Linen Huck Towels,
very large size, and the finest quality
ever shown at this price,
12% cents.
For 6 cents we have the Huck, Turkish Crash
and Honey Comb Towels.
Splendid values in higher grades of Pure Linen
Damask Towels.
Another invoice of that Bleached Table Damask, £4 In. wide, 25c. yard.
Specials in the better qualities.
3c. yard.
Unbleached Cotton Crash,
Barnsley Bleached Crash, plain and twilled,"
18 inches wide, 10 cents.
19 inch Glass Linen Crash, very fine and heavy,
regular 16c. quality, for 12%c18 inch Cotton Diaper, 30c. piece. Special for

Monday only.

We have Kid Gloves in the Foster Lace,
finished and Suede. Mousqetaire in finished
and Suede, in Black, and all the new shades.
Also the Chamois in natural and white. Prices
$1.00, $1.25 and $1.50.

PARASOLS.

Ullrrl

and

I>

and Grocers,

Monday Only.

At this Sale 63c. yard.

PIIDDY

Tvr
-i-^1

for

40 in. Black all Wool Cheviots. These are
the $1.00 quality, not the coarse homely weave,
but fine and good weight,

J. M. DYER cfe CO,
dtf
may2

For every

yard.

40 inch Cheviot Cloth, in the light delicate
mixtures of Blue, Gray and Brown, soft and yet
fine woven,

OO.

HEADQUARTERS
-FOR-

Foot Wear.

Stylish

There is some satisfaction

LADIES’ STYLISH SEASONABLE SHOES.
SPECIALTIES
Ladies’ Dongola Button.
“

a

...

**

«
“

$1.50

2.00
2.50
3.00
5.00
3.00

and Common Sense,
Opera Toe
“
“
“

“

“

Boyd’s Fine N, V. Boots,
Dongola Side Lace,

•

1

at Bath.

says when the
.died on theKenne-

preparations for laying
first steel sailing ship

We have been through our entire stock, first
floor and basement and selected such merchandise which are seasonable and in demand from
each department, clipped the prices which were
bargains before fora SPECIAL BENEFIT SALE,
commencing this morning.

98c.

FRESH BAKED HEALTH FOOD BREAD at the MILLETT STORE afternoons after

“

Will

TODAY’S OFFERING, MAY 2.

white stnreiiv flour.

Cumberland County Fair.
The following special premium list is
announced for the coming fair of the
Cumberland County Agricultural Socie-

246 IVEiddle Street.

These are the Ginghams in the Scotch and
American makes, in choice designs and colorings. The Lace Stripes which are very stylish
and attractive. Plaids in all the delicate shades.

In an -article entitled the Flour of the Future in the February
North American review says:
“The demand has been made for white bread: fashion calls for
it: the Miller has complied. Mechanical skill has come to the
assistance and every part of the wheat which would tend to darken
the flour is being removed with a precision and thoroughness
But docs this tend to make the
which are simply wonderful.
bread better! Hoes it give the working mail a greater return for
his hard earned loaf than did the old fashioned dark bread 1 The
answer to the foregoing questions is
decidedly in the negative.
What we need is the reversal of the opinion which demands a

rain to hurt.

G. H. McKenney—22 E. G. Peterson.16
R.G. Hall.21 G. H. Pierce.15
AV. F. Todd.20 H. C. Harmon.16
B. J. AVillard.19 Geo. C. Cobb.13
J. N. Martin.19 W. F. Stone.13
L. P. Hawkins.13 G. F. Loveitt.10
J. F. Kandall.17 G. M. Stanwood. 9
T. B. Davis.. ...16 Cbas. F. Somerby... 9
Frank Merrill.161

_DRY GOODS._

ERA8TUS WIMflN

and there

Each member shot
at twenty-five black rocks, the five winning the highest scores to take the cups.
It will be seen by the score that Capt.
Willard and J. N. Martin were tied for
the fifth cup.
Capt. AA/illard said he
would contribute the money for another
cup so that Mr. Martin and himself
should each have one.
This was the
was no

GOODS.

Manson G. Larrabee,

Years medical supervision

members at the Gun Club range at Woodford’s yesterday afternoon.
The conditions were excellent.
The sky
was

score:

Notes.

Boston Herald in Maine, has volunteered
to assist the directors of the Portland
Base Ball Association in their efforts to
raise funds, and will call on Portland
business men for small contributions.
The parties who represented Woonsocket in the New England League having
failed to pay the guarantee, the visiting
committee has awarded the franchise to
other parties of that city who have paid
the money and formed a strong association.
The practice game between the Portlands and Twitchell-Champlin’s will be
called on the ball grounds at 2.30 p. m.
today. There will doubtless be a large
attendance, for all lovers of the game
will want to see the new players.
The new rooms of the Portland Wheel
Club, No. 1 Brown block, will be dedicated by a “hard time smoke,” coffee
and doughnut lunch Wednesday evening.
W. W. Jordan, J. Hutchingson, F.
Wardwell, A. B. Hodsdon, F. Goold and
others started from the Saco house, Saco,
Sunday, for Portland. Jordan made the

All druggists.

ulcers, piles,

AT

experienced
canvasser, who has been representing the

Indian Salve
Kickapoo
heals
sores,

0 0 1—3
Philadelphia
Cleveland.200000000—2
Base hits—Cleveland. 7; Philadelphia, 6. Errors—Cleveland, 1; Philadelphia, 2. Batteries
—Young and Doyle, Esper and Clements.

Mr.

Blood, Perfect Health."

bottle.

of

AT CLEVELAND.
....0 1 00 1 0

Sporting

Kickapoo
Indian Sagwa
a

The following were the results
yesterday’s National League games:

Sydney, N. S. W., May 3.—The sculling match between Stanbury and Sullivan for 400 pounds and the championship
of the world took place today on the
Paramatta river and was won by Stan-

and stimulates the liver and
bowels, purifies the blood, and
keeps the system in a perfectly
healthy condition. Ask for

$1.00

The National League.

Stanbury,

The bilious condition is too
often neglected until it has
led to bilious fever, or some
other serious complaint.
It is
easy to keep the liver and
biliary organs in thorough
working order by using Naown

league.

Boston.0 0100000 0—1
Base hits—Chicago. 10; Boston. 3.
Errors
Chicago, 1; Boston, 6. Batteries—Gumbert and
Clarkson
and
Scriver,
Kelly.

panied by constipation, loss of appetite
colie, vomiting of bile, ana diarrhna.

ture’s

Bates.

Chicago.3 0000001

Biliousness.
—

vs.

The Bowdoins will play the Bates on
the Delta at Brunswick Wednesday afternooh. French and Allen will probably be the battery. Considerable interest is manifested in the game, as it will
be a struggle for first position in the

MISCEIEANEOUS.

Organization.

The electric road to Westbrook beThe Willard Shooting, Association of
Portland was organized during the wingins to seem like a reality to the people
of Deering.
ter of 18S1, and was named after Capt.
Yesterday morning the
Portland Railroad Company’s crew began
Benj. J. Willard, a great lover of field
league.
making the connection between the main
James H. O’Brien is centre field and sports, a noted pilot who brought the
line and the Westbrook line at the junc- comes well recommended
English warship Monarch into this port
as an all round
tion of Spring street and Forest avenue,
bearing the remains of the great philanplayer.
t Woodford’s Corner.
The rails are
Tobin and Platt are the New Haven thropist, George Peabody, and the then
i\v laid
from this junction out along
players and they will probably do the fleet captain of the Portland Yacht Club.
The shooting club was composed of men,
ring street, and along the Westbrook battery work in today’s
game.
oad to the White House, or three miles
Klabedany and Lachaud are the other representative of the city, and embracing
or more on the way to Cumberland
battery and they are both good outfield- these names:
Mills.
ACTIVE MEMBERS.
On the Spring street hill the ers and hitters.
B. J. Willard,
Wm. F. Todd.
space between the rails is paved with
Bulman is the extra pitcher and he is Capt.
Dr. H. P. Merrill,
Benj. H. Spurling,
David W. Deane,
granite blocks to prevent washing, and considered a good ohe.
Samuel D. ltumery,
Geo. 0. Frye,
Geo. Burnham, Jr.,
for the remainder of the distance on
Annis will play in left field, his old po- Geo. F. Loveitt,
F'rank Curtis,
L- P. H wklns,
rails
street
is
used.
The
Geo.
C. Cobb,
concrete
Spring
sition.
Jos. N. Martin,
Clark H. Barker,
used are of a high grade, much heavier
"Billy” Annin.
John F. Kandall,
W. W. Virgin,
Theo. B. Davis,
Geo. II. McKenney,
than the old rails on the main line.
The Portlands in securing this player Win.
H. Kohling,
Chas. H. Somerby,
In every respect this line to Westbrook have not only secured a good player, but C. J. Farrington,
Frank Merrill,
Jos.
F.
II.
C. Harmon,
Fowler,
will be first-class. The cars which are to an old time favorite. In 1885 he played Geo. M.
H. K. Virgin,
Stanwood,
be put on are now approaching compleGeo.
Dr.
G. H. Cummings,
ball
Milliken,
in this city, and the public
good
A. A. Strout,
There are
tion in the company’s shops.
I). C. N. Pierce,
showed
their
Jos.
his
for
A.
Enoch
appreciation
Locke,
good
Knight,
to be seven of them for use this summer,
Chas.
Clias. Day,
four open and three closed. All of them work by presenting him a gold watch. W.-F. Holden,
G. H. Pierce,
Stone,
are to be large, of the size of the largest
After leaving here he went to Newark,
Geo. F. Gould,
Col. E. C. Farrington,
J. G. McFarland,
now running on the Deering line, and
Barbour,
and in ‘87, ’88 and ’89 he was in the West Sumner
Geo. W. Merrill,
It. G. Hall.
will
the
Cars
run
on
fitted
up.
finely
where
he
was connected with the OshHONORARY MEMBERS.
Westbrook line every thirty minutes;
W. Thomas, Jr.,
and the service as a whole will be as kosh and Omaha clubs.
Capt. C. II. Chase,
During the sear W.
Chas. A. Dyer,
Chas. M. Ilice,
good as any electric car line in New En- son of ’90 he played in Worcester and II. I. Plummer,
W. G. Davis,
C.
A.
Plummer.
,r. S. Winslow,
gland could give.
Hartford. Last year he played on the
John N. Lord,
Wm. Chenery.
New Haven club, and on that club stood Jerome ltumery,
M. S. Gibson,
OBITUARY.
John W. Deering,
Zenas Thompson,
among the leaders in batting and fieldo uiicis namuiou.
The death of Mr.

EIEA5EOUS.

YOUNG MAN, hold fast to your Money until you examine
our

SPRINC STYLES.

Men’s $3.00 Shoes vs. all other $3.00 Shoes; Men’s Russett and
Russia Calf Bluches; Men’s Bals all widths, styles and sizes; Men’s
P. L. Bals & Congress, $0.00; Meat’s $2.00 Shoes in many styles.

of Cold
MOTHERS, take your Children to Sign
fitted.
have their feet

branch
Union Station,

044ioonO'IIBSS

st*

Boot and

There are over 300 to choose from, Inclading
every proper sort. At prices from 75 cents to
$6.00. Carriage shades $1.25, $1.50 to $2.50.
A variety of styles at $1.25. Black and Colors,
with Hume and Plain, in different style materials. Changeables in Silks, Silk Surahs in Plain
Colors and Fancies, in a large variety of sticks,
In natural wood and fancy. Special prices for

Monday.

in putting on a Shirt that's at to wear. An excellent place for one that Isn’t is in the rag has.
ket. If you have not hcen troubled with an illfitting, ill-made, uncomfortable Shirt you have
escaped a positive affliction, If you have been
bothered by such au article you will be all the
more apt to steer clear in the future. Don’t get
in a perfect rage every time you put on a Shirt
but try OUR SENATOR, the most perfect fitting
Shirt made. The price does not signify the
value. $1.10 Laundered. $1.00 Unlaunaered.
You have had plenty of experience with Shirts,
and this experience has probably taught ydu
something. There isn’t the least reason whv
vou should be content with second rate material
or make when that which is neither the one or
the other is at your disposal for less than the
same amount of money.
OUR BONANZA,
made of the Langdon Cotton, reinforced front
and back, perfect in fit and workmanship. Try
one. Only »6c. laundered; 75c. unlaunaered.
OUR FOREST CITY Short Bosom Shirt and
PORTLAND PRIDE are equal in value, according to price, 65c. and 50c. each.

properly

BROWN.9
®

461

CONGRESS

STRFJIT*

MANSON
mays

G.

LARRABEE,

346 Middle Street.
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LETTER.

Bcview of Current Matters by
Master Observer.

a

Gome Political Reminiscences—Cleveland’*
Relations with Thurman—Superintendent Byrnes and His Great TaskNew York and

Reform.

[COPYRIGHT, 1892.]
Chatting in the Astor house the other
cay with the gentleman now in charge
cf one of our old established New York
journals, he told me about an interview
that he had with Allen G. Thurman in
1his city along in 1887. The reminiscence was apropos of some discussion
ibout Mr. Cleveland and his third candidacy for the presidency. This gentleman told me that Mr. Thurman was
very bitter in his deprecation of Mr.
Cleveland at the time named. He had
nothing pleasant to say of his adminis-

*-

tration, and his general hostility was
manifest throughout the conversation.
Much to the surprise of my friend, Mr.

Thurman was nominated on the democatie ticket for vice president the year
following, and knotving what he did
of the old gentleman’s real sentiments, he was prepared to contemt
plate the incongruities of American
politics. This recalled the fact that Mr.
Cleveland during his entire administration absolutely ignored Mr. Thurman,
and therefore gave him most excellent
grounds for hostility. It recalled the
fact to my mind that immediately following Mr. Cleveland’s election in 1884,
a gentleman in this
city who was anxious to impress himself upon national
affairs visited Mr. Cleveland at the governor’s mansion in Albany. He went
there upon invitation, to discuss the
new cabinet and to
learn, if possible,
some of the
characteristics of Mr.
Cleveland. He told me that he never
had met a man in public life who knew
so little of public men and
political history as Grover Cleveland. At that time,
it will be remembered, Mr. Cleveland
had never been further west than Buffalo, he had never seen the city of Wash(

1T1 CfttYn.

guished

llA Tia/l
men

T"»nirnr coan

mow

*-1 ic-4■?*-,

and he had never been in

political student. In talking over the various capable men in the
democratic
party it soon became
any sense a

evident that Mr. Cleveland knew very
little of the personnel of the great organization which had gently boosted
him from the office of sheriff in Erie
county to chief magistracy of the country within a period of ten years. Over
a bottle of rather poor
whisky the fitness of Allen G. Thurman for a cabinet
Mr. Cleveland
position was discussed.
did not know much of Mr. Thurman’s
record save that he had been a conspicuous democrat in Ohio. He did not
know that Mr. Thurman had
actually
kept alive the democratic party in the
state of Ohio during the war and subsequent thereto, and that his vigorous battles in the senate had furnished
inspiration for the party throughout the union.
He finally said: “I think Mr. Thurman
is too old a man for a seat in the cabinet.
I want a young, vigorous and working
cabinet.” Being asked whether he
wanted his cabinet to do thinking
for

him

or

physical labor,
sweeping
that

out

to
perform actual
such as sawing wood and
offices, and being told

Thurman’s experience, his
and his absolute honesty
made him one of the best and greatest of political advisers, Mr. Cleveland
replied: “Well, I am told that he drinks
too much. I am afraid he has no capacity now for takinsr eha.ro-e of a. mat
executive department.” He was then
urged to give Mr. Thurman some dignified and honorable foreign mission.
It was explained that the old gentleman’s party services certainly entitled
him to lofty recognition, and that next
to being in the cabinet nothing would
please him better than to be sent as
minister to England or France. Mr.
Cleveland took the matter under advisement, but he never tendered any sort
of place to Mr. Thurman, nor did ha
give him even the recognition to which
an ordinary
political worker would
have been entitled.
Mr. Thurman’s
Mr.

great ability

disappointment must

have been

great.

It is well remembered that he took no
active part in politics during Mr.
Cleveland’s administration, and there
was great surprise when he was tendered a second place on the Cleveland
tieket in 1888. This was due to the fact
that Mr. Cleveland’s course had alienated the iron-hearted democrats of the
west—the “old hunkers,” so to speak—

hnd there was a deep-seated fear haunting the white house about that time

that perhaps the Old Guard would not
muster to the Cleveland bugle. Then it
was that Mr. Cleveland discovered the
virtues of the “old Roman” of Ohio.
He wanted him on the ticket, and it
.was on account of his urgent appeal to
Tiis counselors, reaching through them
Mr. Thurman, that the old gentleman
was induced to accept the nomination
for the vice
presidency—the great
political mistake of his life—and thus
At was
that the man who was
considered too old in 1884 to occupy
n.fihair in Mr. nipTClanfl’s r*n.Wr»»+.

moe

four

years later considered strong
enough and vigorous enough to represent about all the democracy there was
in the campaign of 1888. I may add
that the ambitious Warwick who went
to Albany to help Mr. Cleveland select
his cabinet told me that when he asked
Grover whether he had ever written or
‘said anything on the tariff question

■which might by any possibility rise to
disturb his administration the newlyendowed democratic leader frankly replied: “Not a tiling, you can depend
upon it, for I don’t know anything
about the tariff.” Three years later, so
apt a student is Mr. Cleveland, we had
him writing more
profoundly upon the
tariff in all its phases than any man in
the

country.
OUR

EFFORTS AT REFORMATION.

The good Dr. Parkhurst’s war
upon
vice in this city has borne considerable
fruit We have obtaine|l from one
grand
jury a very sweeping and well-timed
presentment of the vices which sap and
undermine our community; have had a
lot of dispossess suits started
against
-tteoBle who conduct immoral establish.

menta; have had a closing of saloons to
some extent on
Sundays and have had
a change in the police agency which
promises to bear good fruit. For three
years at least Superintendent Murray
was absolutely unable to give necessary
attention to the police department, and
Inspector Byrnes, naturally hampered
by the limitations of the pro tern, intendency, could do nothing decisive.
Now that we have Byrnes at the head
of the police department he will be
able to carry out, I
think, some
needed reforms.

His first decree shift-

ing the various police captains to new
districts is a wise and judicious perforThe tendency on the part of
mance.
long stationed police captains is to beabsolute autocrats of their dis-

come

tricts.

They naturally form close
friendships and inspire bitter enmities.
Removing them to unfamiliar sections
of the city has a tendency to break up
coteries of law-defiers, deflects a great
deal of temptation and begets a wholesome regard for the
mutability of hu-

affairs. One of the results of this
systematic effort at general reformation is that hundreds and perhaps thousands of depraved women are being
driven from the open haunts
of
vice into private and secret avenues.
A gentleman
told me yesterday that he had been compelled
man

to remove

Ins

family from

an

apartment

house uptown because three women of
bad character had succeeded in establishing themselves there. The general

impression is that in pursuing this policy
society does not cure itself of its vicious
abscesses, but merely scatters them.
Inspector Byrnes used to have a theory
that in dealing with the criminal and
vicious classes of the community the
best thing that could be done was to
keep them in one particular quarter of
the city. Decent people would have no
call to visit that section, and the contamination would naturally be much

less than if the whole mass of abandoned

and degraded humanity were scattered
indiscriminately. This idea cannot be
said to be a new one in dealing with
this most serious problem of great
municipalities. When James I. came
from
down
Scotland
to
take
of
the
British
throne
charge
he found London about as wicked and
depraved as Sodom and Gomorrah combined. In his shrewd, Scotch way he
arrived at the conclusion that the best
thing to do for the town was to coop up
all the thieves, scoundrels and wicked
women in one section and keep them
un^ler restraint. That old part of London known as Whitefriars was the district assigned to the off-colored population. A line of constabulary surrounded the district, and as long as the crooks
stayed inside of what was called “Alsatia” nobody cared—not even sublime
translators of the Bible in St. James’
palace—what they did or how they did
it. According to the veracious chronic1 nu

nT

^a

oc

«-*■# XT?

casts of Alsatia had a sort of independent government
within their lines

of jurisdiction.
They had a chief
who
settled
their
ordinary dis-

been
have
seems
to
unlike
“Baby Bunting” Arbuckle, the rich Brooklyn bachelor of
forty, who has also been the unsuccessful defendant in a celebrated action for
damaged heart. There must be something in the mental atmosphere of a
bachelor of forty which inspires him to
scoff at the pleadings of susceptible female affections. Mr. Schultz chose to
scoff. “Pooh!” he is said to have exclaimed when he was warned that the
Wolters family would call him to account for his trifling. “Pooh! Old Wolters has no
money. I can buy him off
for a thousand
But Mr.
dollars.”
Schultz didn’t reckon on the sturdy renot

spectability

is

which

A FAIR

x_
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some

Miss Georgine Wolters, who has
just
recovered a verdict of
twenty-five thousand dollars for a breach of
to

promise

-1/

■>

uuc

UCIU1UC

ui

di

famous American precedent. Jurists
and counselors for a generation will no
doubt be talking about the verdict in
the case of Wolters vs. Schultz—that is,
if the court of appeals allows the verdict to stand, and a legal
authority who
has followed the case
pretty closely
tells me that the record will, in his
opinion, show no error grave enough to
warrant a >eversal. Bardell vs. Pickwick has, since the immortal “Pickwick
Papers” first made their appearance,
been the best-known breach-of-promise
case.
The plaintiff there, too, got her
damages. But she was no such looking
woman as Miss Wolters.
And as this
estimable young lady, will she nil! she,
is to become a character in the
legal
history and literature of the country,
something about herself and her family
and the law suit they compelled her
to bring will be interesting. The Wolters’

cigar shop is well known to
men about town, but the fair plaintiff
has only been identified with it for a
short time.
It is on Sixth avenue, just

below the Eighteenth street elevated
station, and is owned and managed by
Mr. Wolters, Sr.
When his son, who
used to assist him in the shop, got married and set up in business for
himself,
Mr. Wolters got his daughter
Georgine
to come down from the
living apartments upstairs and assist him behind
the counters.
Wolters, Sr., is a figure
in German life in New York. He belongs to a number of associations and
is president of several clubs and
organizations of Iris countrymen.
When his
fellow members began
telling him to
“look out for Schultz” and the defendant’s friends began telling Schultz
to “look out for old man Wolters” the
elderly and highly respectable tobacconist inquired into his daughter’s love
affair and got the impression that all
was well and that his daughter, as is
by
no means unusual in German circles
was, although poor in this world’s
goods, about to marry a very rich man,
who thought none the less of her foi
working in her father’s shop. Louis
the
Schultz,
bachelor
of
gay

H

leading potteries.

This is a common crockery set, suitable for summer cottages and servants’
Will not sell over 100 sets at this price. The retail price for this sot is

$1.50.

We have the
you to

COPSES MATSON

$ 1.50 per Set

everything in that
large store holds

rlnbl
Tou

can

and can suit
Our new

line.
them all.

This is a good set for ordinary
WEDGE WOOD’S Best English White Granite.
purposes; strong and plain; a great bargain. Only about 25 sets in stock.

$1.75 per Set

GLASS ELEGANT GOODS.

always find
in

our

new styles in Hats and Ties
window every week.

This set contains 10 pieces, printed on ordinary
This price is to close the lot, about 30 sets.

If you try our laundry it will please you. Goods
sent Tuesday forenoon and returned

Price

same as all

MERRY THE

Via

HATTER,

$2.50 per Set
eodtt

time unable to read
and he had great fear

rp-fAWAfl

fn hi«a

HARVEST Patterns. A fine English Decorated set containing 10 pieces; very
large set, fluted shape and neat decoration, in assorted colors; would be a bargain
at $3.75. Thirty-six sets only.

$2.75 per Set

micfni*fn«A

and the

feeling way in which he characterized blindness as the next calamity

Since that time Mr.
Evarts has tried all the specialists and
has left nothing undone to preserve his
eyesight, but his son Sherman, in an
interview recently, said that he had
about abandoned hope. Mr. Evarts’ intellect, I learn, is as clear as it ever
was, and he takes as much interest in
worldly affairs as most men of acute
minds.
He is still vigorous enough
physically to put in ten more years of
hard work, but of course his misfortune
now will remove
him from the conflict.
Since the days of Mr. Seward, the office of secretary of state
has
had no
keener, more dig-

to death itself.

nified or more
sagacious occupant
than William Maxwell Evarts.
It was
the custom a few years ago to berate

nied that Mr. Evarts was an ornament
to the Hayes administration, and whatever

personal

character it had

was

due to himself and Mr. Schurz.
The trouble with Mr. Evarts has been
that, while his tastes were in the direction of statesmanship, he has been compelled to dabble in the pool of politics,
and he never was a shrewd, designing
politician. He suffered in all his contact with purely political life.
His
fame, perhaps, will rest more upon his
ability as a lawyer than as either a
statesman or politician.

largely

TROUBLE IN THE “FOUR HUNDRED.”
It having been announced by Ward
McAllister, who ekes out an existence
during the dull season by betraying

W. L. W. & CO.
We offer as a special inducement during the House Cleaning
Season the new article of unsurpassed merit,

KIRKOLINE,

put up in 41b. packages. Marvelous in its operations, Superior to
all other Soap Powders; price 35c. package.

ALSO,
4,000

lbs. White Cloud

ui

my

own

$3.25 per Set
PERSIAN SHAPE. A beautiful set, decorated with China asters, ferns and
wild flowers, in assorted colors. The body is perfectly white which makes the
decoration stand out very clear. The regular price of this set would be $4.50. Two
crates only of this lot.

$3.75 per Set

Soap.

LARGE
SMALL

CAKES,
CAKES,

SOMETHING

NEW

•

IN

7 cts.
Acts.

*

CEREAL

THE

The DAKOTA is

$5

LINE.

ROASTED OATS.

pened,

and
are
depending upon
their money and subservient Ward McAllister to see that society does it. So
far as Butler McAllister is concerned,
this will be the severest test that has
yet been placed upon his social leader-

ship and

grave fears are entertained
that it will not be equal to the awful
strain. The butler has already marked
out his plan of campaign.

Why let your hair turn gray when Hall's Hair
Kenewer will prevent it?

beauty for the price, shape fine, size large, decora*
gold. This set is sold in ordinary retail

to 6.50 per

Set

The PRINCETON is from the Empire Pottery Co. The ewer is shell shape and
heavily lined with gold, hand decoration of moon flowers, also rich
stipple gold decorations on a white body.

In the process of roasting all the germs of insect life and other
are effectually destroyed, leaving the food
pure and
healthful. Price 15c. per package.

impurities

W. L. WILSON & CO.
THE

$7
12

$5.50 to 10 per Set

eodst

The BRETON is from the celebrated potteries of Haynes, Bennett & Co.
This
pottery is known throughout the country for rich toilet ware. We have the Breton
in a large assortment of decorations. Among them is the Iris, Azalia and Chrysanthemum on a rich ground laid tint in light straw and pale blue. These goods must
be seen to be appreciated.

$7.50

2 Great Bargains 2

chamber.

$8.50

$10

RECEIVED.

gHiundreds
the

of

Dollars’

Loss

to

Importer.

FIRST

BARGAIN.

Per Yard.

SECOND

Too much cannot be
The CORINTHIAN is from the Wheeling Pottery Co.
said in praise of the productions of this pottery, it is something that the people of
America ought to be proud of. We have the Corinthian in two distinct decorations,
one of varigated rainbow hues and stripple gold; a fine combination.
The other a
solid pink ground, stripple gold border and litttle clouds of gold over the entire

$ 12 per Set
LA BELLE is also from the Wheeling Pottery Co., and as the name signifies
“The Beautiful,” it is certainly a fine production of the caramic art, the decoration
is fine, beautiful hand tinted foliage and stipple gold edges.

$15 per Set

BARGAIN.

We have just purchased an entire lot, consisting of 150 pieces
of Endyinion Cloth, a very fine Printed Cotton Dress Fabric, in a
great variety of beautiful styles, equal in value to the Brandenburg
Cloth that sells for 85 cents. Some of the lot are subject to slight
manufacturers’ imperfections and we purchased the lot at our
We shall offer them at only
own price.

It is the

new

$20 per Set
beauty.

J. R. LIBBY,
Congress

The OLIVE is another production of the Wheeling Pottery Co.
shape, in beautiful clusters of Gloxinias and stipple gold.

Etruscan

The CARLSBAD is also from the Wheeling Pottery Co., and is a marvel of
The decoration is in blue Iris filled in with gold and stipple border.

12 l-2c. Per Yard.

apr30

to 14 per Set

&IUX(H/C|

3,300 yards of French Vigoureu* Suiting, AH Wool, in 18 of the
newest and most popular shades of Tans, Modes, Browns, and
Actual
Brays. One of the most desirable fabrics in the market.
value and regular 75 cents, but we have just purchased the entire
lot at a great discount and shall offer them at the low price of

50c.

to 10 per Set

The ALSATAN is also another production of Haynes, Bennett & Co., and
designed by Mr. Haynes. The decoration is by Mr, Shepard and represents pleasant
faces, the border is of penny flowers illumined with gold. This is an exquisite set
and will make a beauty for wedding gifts.

PRESS ft OOPS!
Representing

to 10 per Set

The CASTILIAN is from Haynes, Bennett & Co., and was designed by Mr.
Haynes. We have them in a number of decorations, among them prominent is the
Aragon and Alhambra in a very beautiful design in rich tints of light blue and
marine on a soft ground l&id body. This will make an elegant set for the guest

-xaxr-

JUST

per Set

stock limited.

GROCERS,

aprSO

to 10

The PRINCETON, same style and decoration as above, with slop jar, making
pieces in all. We have had these sets about a week and find them to be sellers;

3532S.OEI-a.T^rC3-3ES STOR-IESiEST.

Taking

young Borrowe’s solemn declaration
that nothing wicked ever occurred between himself and Mrs.
Drayton, The
Butler will go before the “Four Hundred” and plead the case, with tears in
his eyes, if necessary. He will show
that Borrowe knows exactly what he is
talking about and that there is no going
behind the Borrow? returns, as it were.
will elucidate that Borrowe would
know about this matter if there was
anything in it, and that young person
having crossed his heart and
solemnly declared that there is no
foundation for all the ugly stories
that
have
been
said and sung
and printed, it becomes the duty of society to accept this positive and convincing testimony. It is intimated that
The Butler will go even further and
apply the Scriptural test, which is that
only those that are without sin are in a
position to be critical. There is every
chance that
society will divide on this
rock and perhaps go to pieces. In
any
event there is
going to be a vociferous,
if not a halcyon, time in New York society this winter. A sad feature of the
situation is the possibility that Ward
McAllister is likely to
iiMapacitate his
intellect in an endeavor to
adjust matters with happiness to all concerned.
John A. Cockebili,.

marvel of

the entire set is

part,

the “season” deprepared
velop a monkey-and-parrot time. There
has always been considerable
jealousy
of Mrs. Astor as the head and front of
New York society, and her rivals—there
are about a dozen of them—will make
use of the scandal which attaches to her
daughter’s name to overthrow her supremacy. In view of this it is well enough
to look out for breakers. The Astors
are determined that
society shall accept
Mrs. Drayton as if nothing had
hap-

a

tion very pretty in assorted colors and
stores from $5 to $5.50.

a very
interesting season is predicted.
Persons in the swim intimate to me that
the season will not only be interesting,
but exciting. There will be music in the

auuuapucic(
to see

The HADDON is a new shape just imported, decorated with orchid flowers, in
Brown, Pink and Blue. This is a very stylish set and has the appearance of the
more expensive Doulton set.
Only 40 sets in stock.

This Soap has special
merits, being white in color and
equally good for laundry and toilet.

social secrets to the newspapers, that
Mrs. J. Coleman Drayton is to return in
the fall and resume her place in society,

I am

in Brown, rink and Blue.

This is an assorted lot of about 20 sets in Almond Spray, Mosaic and Flower
Decoration on a good quality of English ware. All 10 piece sets.
The regular
price for these sets is from $3.00 to $3.50. Those who come first will have choice of
selection.

others.

237 and 239 Middle St.

a»r30

ware

$2.25 per Set

Saturday morning.

with comfort,
that his eyes were permanently failing.
I recall very well the distressful tone in
whir'll

Sale begins Saturday morning at 8 o’clock, for three days only.

room.

Furnisher’s.

a

ware.

$1.00 per Set

TIES, SITS, EEC.,
At

America leads in fine Toilet

It will pay you to read this through. If you don’t intend to
buy, It will give you
something to talk about The finest collection in New England, and from all the

Hatter’s.

a

CROCKERY.

Some Interesting facts about Toilet Sets.

:

n_•_

pathy concerning a well-known gentleman, whose eyesight at that time
was
failing, and he then told
me
of his apprehensions
concerning himself. He said that he had
been for

CROCKERY.

eminently

so

Wolters is an attractive looking woman
of about thirty-one years of age, tall,
dark, handsomely proportioned and
thoroughly well qualified to make a
good man a good wife.
MR. EVARTS’ MISFORTUNE.
A great many people have wondered
why Senator Evarts, during the latter
part of his term in the senate, did so
little to connect himself with the current of affairs. This is largely explained now by the announcement that
Mr. Evarts is almost blind, and is unable to perform any work which cannot
be done by dictation. He has practically withdrawn from professional and
social life. Some three years ago I had
occasion to call upon Mr. Evarts in his
old-fashioned home over on Second avenue.
He inquired with much sym-

oiuwicuu

AMERICAN PRECEDENT.

At

miscellaneous.

HATS

tr

characteristic of' the middle-class German
menage. The Wolters father, and
brother, compelled Miss Georgine to
bring this breach-of-promise suit, although she shrank from the notoriety
involved, and the verdict of twenty-five thousand dollars in her favor
already causes Mr. Schultz to sing

him in certain political circles because
putes, and they seemed to get along he had accepted an office at the hands
pretty well. It was only when they at- of Mr. Hayes, about whose election
tempted to make stories for pur- there was something of a difference of
But it certainly cannot be deposes of plunder that they got them- opinion.
selves into trouble. I suppose the time
eame when the
goody-good people of
London of high reformatory impulses
concluded that it was their duty to disperse all this wickedness and divide it
with the community.
I don’t know
how the system worked in the olden
time, but I do know that to-day there
is not a city on the face of the
globe
where there is so much open, shameless
and repulsive vice as can be found in
London, day or night. And that, too,
in decent, semi-respectable sections.
Whether Dr. Parkhurst’s efforts will be
productive of lasting good or not I am
not prepared to say. He has
certainly
stirred the stagnant pools of corruption,
and the odors that permeate the community are not pleasant. I suppose
things will rectify themselves in due
time. As the old western philosopher
used to say: “When things are bad
they
never
get much better, but when
they’re darned bad they just cut loose
and better themselves.”

MISCELLANEOUS._

forty,

Street.

atf

THE
6
SAAC C.
aprSO

ATKINSONlOMPANY
Middle, Pearl

ATKINSON,

and Vine Streets.

CENERAL MANAGER.
dtf

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
AND

MAINE STATE Fit Ex

Subscription Kates.
(In advance) SO per year: S3 for six
months; $1.50 a quarter; 60 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance), invariably at the
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press. (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year;$l for six months;
60 cents a quarter; 25 cents lor trial subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses oi their
papers changed as often as desired.
Advertising Kates.
In Daily Press $1.50 per square, first
week; 75 cents per week after. Three inserEvery other
tions or lesA $1.00 per square.
day advertisements, one third less than these
Daily

rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 per week,
first week; half price each succeeding week.
Special Notices, on first page, oue third additional.
Amusements and Auction Soles. $2.00 per
square each week. Three insertions or less
$1.50 per square.
Reading Notices in nonparlel type and classed
with other paid notices 20 cents per line each
insertion.
Fare Reading Notices in reading matter type
26 cents per line each insertion.
“A Square” is a space of the width of a
column and one inch long.
similar adWant, To Let. For Sale and
vertisements, 25 cents per week, in advance,
for 40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all adtisements not paid in advance, will be charged
»i regular rates.
In Maine State Press-$l.oo per square
for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for
each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to sub
scriptions and advertisements to Portland
07 Exchange Street,
Publishing Co.,
Portland. Me.
_

PRESS.

THE

MAY

TUESDAY,

3.

mand that the legislature, still in session
and humbly
very promptly
obeyed.
Wherever the system has been adopted
in its entirety, its popularity with the
people has been as great as in Ohio. The
various modified forms have as a rule
not proved satisfactory.
In New York
the dissatisfaction arises entirely from a
modification which was inserted on the
demand of Gov. Hill, which has made it
expensive and in part destroyed the
secrecy of the ballot.

the

has

got

out of

Democratic

SPECIAL; SALE SlNTUL
—

with

Poor timorous mortal (that's myself),
Harrassed from day to day,
I linger, filled with gloomy doubts,
Yet fearlto run away.

Could I but stand where once I stood
Inside the White House door,
I pledge myself (just once again)
Never to try It more.
—N. Y. Tribune.

Perfectly Well at 79
Years of Age I

AT

“Time Boils Back in ils

centuries.

Dr. Stephen A. Emmons makes an announcement that, if true, is of tho highest industrial importance. It is that he
has succeeded in forging nickel and can
produce the metal at the cost of steel. It
lias about the same strength and is not
affected by water or acids.
William W. Rice of Worcester gave a
banquet at the Worcester club Thursday
evening in honor of Judge William L.
Putnam of Portland.
Ex-Speaker Galusba A. Grow of Pennsylvania is ambitious to preside over the

is

given only

Connecticut is the latest New England
catalogue its “abandoned farms”
and the result is highly gratifying to its
people. Not quite 1 per cent of the farms
of the state are found to be in a condition
that would entitle them to be called
abandoned. Moreover, a wrong impression is probably conveyed in the catalogue
just issued by the Connecticut board of
agriculture, as in some that have been
issued by other New England states, for
farms that are held as sums approaching
$10,000 cannot well be classed with those
that are supposed to testify to the “decadence” of New England.

Remedy

AND

CURED BY THREE BOTTLES!
Mr. B. T.

r*4-

7 v 4-1,

4.
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Congress Street. dtf
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WM, MoALENEY &

SON,

40 years practical experience we
guarantee to suit the most fastidious in
style, price and workmanship.
FOUR FACTS.
1. Nothing but first-class stock used.
2. None but skilled workmen employed and
day labor.
3. Every Harness warranted and hand made.
4. Our prices as low as the lowest, stock,
Btyle and workmanship considered.

HORSE FURNISHING GOODS.
to

a

Class

First

Harness Store constantly kept on
hand, from a Blanket Fin up.

our old patrons and soliciting many
ones, we will endeavor in the future
in the past to merit your patronge.

Thanking

more
as

freshness.

new

Repairing Fromptiy Attended To.
may3dtf

by

EASTMAN BROS.
& BANCROFT.
eodtf

and Kindred Diseases.

^
Q

Prompt relief; permanent

R
iw,

cure.

Sold bv al! druggists. It per bottle; 6 for 16
Beautiful picture free to any address.

THE ATHLOPHOROS COMPANY,

T
’*

New Haven, Conn.

janlG_

add Frye’s AMANDINE

Tor sale.

with Quince to your list
of toilet articles.
It is

delightful and always
ready for emergencies.
For the face, neck,
hands and nails, for

we nave a lew second-hand

Tu,Th,S.ceS6mnrm
BEAED’8 SPEING.
prevent Carriage Shafts
Rattling; can be instantlyinsertedaod withdrawn without uncoupling theshaft or removing
any part of the vehicle.
Sample pair, 25 cents.
Manufactured by
LUKE BEARD,
C3 Court Street, Boston.
Established in 1877.

MTo

from

|
may2

that we must dispose, of
week before our removal.

forget that It Is

Home Institution—the Union Mutual Life Insurance Compauy of Maine, the only
company in the world guaranteeing
to you (without any increase of cost)
the inestimable advantages of the
Maine Non-forfeiture Law.
a

chafling, and

all irritation of the skin, do not
fail to take a bottle

CRESSEY & JONES,
394

d2w
Do not

this

wherever you spend the

Congress St.,

•

that for that reahis sentence was illegal and could
not be executed. Of course there is a
suspicion that Almy is to be taken into

prisoner._

AN HONORED AND RESPECTED CITIZEN
OF KENNEBUNK,
MAINE,
CURED OF A

Severe Stomach Trouble

PARADISE,

SAFES.

By H. C. DeMille. Produced by
Chas. Frohmao's Boston Stock Company.

C0M Auctioneers.
SALE

Our new

Spring stock of
Paper Hangings is ready to

May io, ’gi. [

or

poisonous drugs; Is pleasant to
take; Is gentle in its action, and is
guaranteed to cure diseases of the
Blood, Stomach, Kidneys and Liver,
Sold everywhere.
1
THE ALLEN SARSAPARILLA CO.,
Me.
I
Woodfords,

exhibit.

Interest allowed

on

time

R. Small,
Stephen
President.

Cumberland street, consisting of a tnree-story
substantial brick house, 13 finished rooms, gas,
Sebago water, perfect drainage, and in good repair throughout; will rent for $600. .The lot
contains about 6,600 square feet, with pear and
plum trees, grapery, small fruits, etc. This is a
very desirable property, well situated and
should attract attention. Terms at sale. E. F.
VOSE, Administrator of Pauline A. Sise.

Marshall R. Coding,
Cashier.

dtf

1

F. 0. BAILEY

&

CO.,

Auctioneers.

Offer, Subject
Sale,

SATURDAY,

of Portland 4’s due 1902-1912.
of Portland 6’s due 1907.
of Saco 4’s due 1901.
of Calais 4’s due 1901-1911.
City of Bangor 6’s due 1894.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1899.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1909.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1919.
Calais Water Co. First Mort. 6’s due
1906.
St. Croix E. 1. & Water Co. First
Mort. 6’s due 1906.
Kansas City. Kansas, Water Co. First
Mort. 6’s due 1894-1907.
Maine Central R. R. Consol Mort. 7’s
due 1912.
Cleveland City Cable Railway First
Morto’s due 1909.
Denver City Cable Railway First Mort.
6’s due 1908.

City
City
City
City

Monday, May 9—Chimes of Normandy.
Tuesday, Nay 10—Erminie.

Prices, 25, 35 and 50 cents.

may2

BAILEY &

Exchange

F. O BAILEY.
marl4

PINE ST. M. E. CHURCH,
May 13th, 1893,
-BY THE-

PORTLAND

CO., MISS LEONORA VON
STOSCK,
The

Accomplished New York Violinist.
Solo, Duet and Quartette numbers by well
known looal talent.
Tiekets 50 cts.
Reserved Seats 60 cts.
For Sale at Frank B. Clark's 515 Congress St.

apr28eod2w

W.ALLEN.
dtf

SWAN &BARRETT,

(Electric Cars Pass tke Door.)

ENTERTAINMENTS3ENTERTAINMENTS
Tuesday, Wednesday

and Thursday,
May 3d, 4th and 5th.

PORTLAND NATIONAL BANK,

Grand sale of useful and fancy articles.
Ice
cake and all kinds of refreshments for
Admission, 23c.; Afternoons, free.

cream,

sale.

ap26

FRED E. RICHARDS, President,
W. W. MASON, Vice President,

from Silk or
woolen goods without
injury to the finest
fabric or the most
delicate colors.

C. 6. ALLEN, Cashier.
in our

an

*

■

EYE AND EAR

ggg*

at Olty
Thursday

equal amount of water

LORING, SHORT & HARMON.
mars

eodtf

■

•

Also, several issues of Water Co. 6 Percent
Bonds, Principal and Interest GUARANTEED.

sTsTriciT &

SON

Undertakers,

For

Sale

toy

PORTLAND,
janio

marll

HArfKXSRS.

PRACTICE CAME,

& CO.,

PORTLANDS

86 EXCHANGE STREET,

Opposite Masonic Hall,
And w>th

entire new stork are read; to
answer calls as before.

TELEPHONE CONNECTIONS,
inaro

TUESDAY,

MAINE,
dBm

Game

eod tmayS

called at 2.30.

INCORPORATED,

for the City of Portland to sell the stock of
the BLACK WONDER GOLD AND SILVER MINING CO. of Hinsdale County,
Col. To a person of experience and capabilities. who will give the business proper

offer special Inducements.
or address E. C.
DAVIS,
Manager, Room 0, 344
Washington St., Boston,
apSOdSC

terms.
If yon

desire Marine Insurance, write the
Company for rates and terms.
Correspondence solicited and given prompt
1

BOOK BHD JOB PRINTER,
J

He. 37 PLUM STREET.

ONLY.

rriHlS old and reliable Company is now writ-L ing Marine Risks on the most favorable

STEPHEN BERRY,

we

call upon
particulars
General

MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY.

PROVINCETOWN, MASS.
1845.—MARINE BISKS

Agent Wanted
Eor

MAY 3d.

Admission, 25 Cents.
Apr30,3t

dtf

EQUITABLE

attention,

vs.

TWITCHELL, CHAMPLINS,

-have removed to-

NO.

May 5th.

GROUNDS!

BALL

BASE

57 and 59 Kennebec Street.

H. M. PAYSOY & CO.,

Hall,

Evening:,

Messiah
will hold its annual fair, in the vestry of the
church, on Wednesday and Thursday, May
4 and 5.
Useful and fancy articles for sale.
Hot dinners and suppers each day, 25 cents.
Good entertainment each evening.
Evening
admission—adults 20c, children 15c. ap28dlw

Rubber and Cotton Rubber Lined,
Hose Reels and Nozzles; best
quality, lowest prices.

CHASE & SONS

INFIRMARY,

FAIR and ENTERTAINMENT.

HOSE!

•

BALL

The committee of arrangements (as already
published) of whom floor tickets may be obtained, have the matter well in hand and intend
making this closing event the most successful
oue of the season.
Mr. M. B. Gilbert will make the Backward
Quadrille an enjoyable feature of the evening.
Floor Director, Mr. Nathan Clifford.
Price of Tickets to floor, $3.00, admitting
couple; $2.00, single; Gallery reserved seats,
75c; Gallery admission, 50c. On sale at Stockbridge’s. Floor tickets may he obtained at Boring, Short & Harmon’s, prominent drug stores,
and seats secured at Stockbridge’s. apr28d7t

Per Sale in all Stores.
eoc!3m
marl

Maine Central Railroad
Maine Central Railroad
Portland Water Co.
Norway, Maine, Water Co.
5’s
Bath Water Supply Co.
Co.
5’s
Indianapolis Water
Portland & Ogdensburg Railway Stock
Merchants National Bank Stock

CHARITY

FOB THE BENEFIT OF THE

BOTTLE BEFORE USING
AND BEEP WELL CORKED

6’s
5’s
5’s
5’s
7’s
41-2’s
6’s
5’s

d9t

GRAND

and apply with a sponge
or soft cloth
4

da

*

OAKDALE.

OAKDALE HALL,

BANKERS,
186 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.
dec29
dft

City of Portland
City ot Bath
City of Clinton, Iowa,
Toronto, Ohio,

SINGERS CLUB

assisted bv

Street.

C.

CONCERT

-AT-

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom IS

_dtf

GRAND

robes, jack whips, etc.may3dtd

F. O.

^

7—Eve. Said Pasha.

May 6th, at 11 a.m., at Mart on
Plum street, horse, carriages, harness and
stable requisite, belonging to Mr. Geo. M.
Moore. Chestnut horse. Ned, 10 years old,
kind and perfectly safe for ladies to drive,
works single or double and is very good under
saddle.
Coupe rockaway made by Zenas
Thomson, good condition and a desirable carriage. Buggy, extra wide seat, made by Maine
State Prison, newly painted and lust out of
shop. Open beach wagon, two seats, made to
order by F. O. Bailey & Co., has been run two
seasons and is just out of the
shop, newly
painted and in perfect repair.
Single 6leigh,
new shoes and painted the past winter.
Bailey
shifting pole, sett double hub runners, sett
double harness, one string body bells, 2 single
harness, 2 collars and hames, one English saddle, one bridle, one extra housing, blankets,

to

R

Friday, May 6—Boccaccio.
Saturday, May 7—Mat. Olivette.

AUCTION SALE.

We

OPERA CO.

Favorites.

ap23__dtd

BONDS.

A

Return

THURSDAY. May 26, at 3 o'clock p.m., I
ON shall
sell the valuable property', No. 262

deposits.

*

1

j

original

-OF-

Pricel5cent$.

no

E. CURRIER,

BAILEY k

THE

dtf

--

Allen's Sarsaparilla is the best medicine in the market, being a concentrated extract of roots and herbs; contains

WM.

0.

eodtf

five years 1 have sufferstomach
a
severe
trouble, consisting of weakness,
faint and all gone feeling at
pit of stomach, loss of appetite,
and a continual tired feeling. 1
doctored a great deal, but could get
no permanent benefit.
A few months
ago I began the use of Allen’s
Sarsaparilla, and had taken it
but a little while when I began to feel
better. 1 have now taken two bottles
and can say 1 am cured. My
appetite is splendid, and 1 feel
perfectly well for the first time in
five years.
Allen’s Sarsaparilla did it.
WM. E. CURRIER.

again to correct this error. On the
other hand it is said that the Chief Justice who sentenced Almy has always
contended that the latter’s absence from
court constituted no defect, and that
therefore the judge would not be likely
to admit that it did by re-sentencing the

TWO NICHTS ONLY.
Wednesday and Thursday Evenings, May 4 and 5.

REAL ESTATE.

jiy2o

For four
ed
with

court

THEATRE
STOCK, PORTLAND
I
I
Lea. & Man.
G. E. LOTHKOP,

Exchange Street,

ADMINISTRATOR’S

Accounts of individuals, Arms and corpora
tions received on favorable terms.

in small or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.

KENNEBUNK, ME., 1

it has been contended

98

apr28eodtf

AN

son

MINSTRELS!

FRED E. RICHARDS & GO.,

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

Jan24

Now on sale at Stockbrldge’s. HALF FARE
on the
railroads to all holding ‘•Minstrel”
tickets.
Latetrains.
may2dlw

investment securities.

AUCTION

Deposits

POLICE EXAMINING BOARD.
adjourned meeting of this board will be
held at ltoom No. 13 City Building on
TUESDAY EVENING. May 4, at 8 o’clock.
Per Order.
R. A. McCLUTClIY,
Chairman.
may2d2t
■-

MX3.,

apr!3

summer.

OPPOSITE CITY HALE.

apr21eodtf

& OGDENSBURG

And Various other

incorporated 1824.

Having had

Everything pertaining

Matinee Prices reduced to 25, 35 and 50 cents.

COMPANY

ATHOL, MASS., WATER

can

FRYE’S AMANDINE with
Quince. A necessity, because a nutrient and not a
cosmetic. A cosmetic beautifies for the moment, it is
an artificial beauty. AMANDINE is a nutrient which
nourishes
and
softens
the skin, hence it beautifies
as
nature designed, and
gives a healthful glow,
which imparts a youthful

tumes.

The Largest and Most Expensive Minstrel Organization in the World.
Tickets 50, 75 cents and $1.00.

First Mortgage 3's.

Harness and Collar Manufacturer.

—

_

—

febl4

PRACTICAL

A NECESSITY

on

dlw

PORTLAND

26 PREBLE STREET

aa^28

ray3

F.

ME.

Company of Celebrated Artists.

Tickets Now on Sale.
Half Fare
the Railroads.

Dancers, Comedians, Specialty Artists an<l
Acrobats.
Brass Band Orchestra.
Grand Array of Vocalists.
$25,000 Expended on Scenery and Cos-

First Mortgage 5’s.

LIBBY,

Peerless Celebrities 50

America’s Foremost Funmakers.

MME. HERMANN

And His

Ever.

....

PORTLAND & RUMFQRD FALLS R’Y

some

R.

Assisted By

INVESTMENTS.

respects are not
in this market.
Satisfaction guaranteed in every particular or money refunded.

your remedies.
B. T. ELWET.L.
Very truly yours,

Sold

THE

WEST’S

minstrIls !

....

FINANCIAL.
—

offered in

Minstrelsy

PRIMROSE &

HERMANN, 50

equalled

J.

archs of

Bigger,Better,Funnier than

Cor. middle and Exchange Sts.
dtf
ap26

r*OHTLii.3SrX>,

and in

“HOW CAN THEY STOP US?’

May 19 and 20.
The Great

MDBIM 1 BOULTON,

The famous “Seneca” and
“Bonner” Shirt have no superior

fects of

AND

nvestments.

OUR SPECIALTIES:

«

BELFAST,

CITY HALL-

in this market.

entirely disappeared,
and I have experienced so ffjfns | Fla
great a change that I feel ^v
it my duty to testify to the wonderful ef-

SKODA DISCOVERY CO.,

EXCHANGED FOB OTHER

Men’s White Shirts

stipatfonhas been

for
60 great, that
five or six days
would have no action of the bowels at
all. I have been a great sufferer from indigestion with no appetite. Within
fifteen minutes after taking food into the
stomach, it would become strongly add
with extreme burning sensation, and
no action of the stomach whatever.
Previous to taking SKODA’S DISCOVERY
and SKODA’S LITTLE TABLETS, I had
taken many
remedies, inW Aa BW ly all the sarcluding near ■ ■
sapa villas
upon the market to-day with not the least benefit,
I had been taking your Discovery but a
few days before ffelt a decided change.
I have now taken one-half course (three
bottles), and have a fine appetite; not
the least distress or sonring after
eating, bowels regular in action every
day, and food tastes as good to me as
when a boy; my bladder tronble has

8
8

4.1,

Pretty strong proof of the popularity
of the Aust alian system has just been
given in Ohio. The present legislature
passed a bill providing that the system
should not apply to towns haviug less
than 3500 population. A little later local
elections occurred all over the state, and
so great was the dissatisfaction over the
return to the old method of voting, and
so many were the frauds that were perpetrated, that a mighty protest went up
of Buckeye throats
from thousands
against the legislation that had been enacted, accompanied by a demand for a
return to the Australian system, a de-

ever

with Inflammation at neck of bladder and enlargement of Prostate
Gland. For six years, have been afflicted
with irregular action of the bowels, alternating between Diarrhoea and extreme
Constipation. For two years the Con-

Friday, (11th
Popular) and Saturlay
Evenings, and Saturday GRAND
MATINEE, May 6th and 7th.

Jubilee, 50 Musicians, 15 Instrumental
Soloists, and Quartette of famous Singers, including Myron IV, Whitney. Evening tickets
50, 75 cents and Sl.OOj Matinee tickets 35, 50
7o cents.
Now on sale at Stockbridge’s.
jnd
Half fare on the railroads to all holding “Gilmore” tickets.
my3dlw

ba3nth:sii.s,

BARGAINS

BEST

Gents
I am now 79 years of age.
Have been troubled for twenty years

■n

some

3 GRAND PERFORMANCES 3

GILMORES Merry Millionaire Mon- ^

—

$1.00

formerly of Pat-

the last three years living at Rockland, Me., No. 5 Bunker St., writes :

for

state to

There is much interest in the report
which seems to be well founded that
Almy is to be brought into court again,
and much speculation as to the reason
for it. It will be remembered that when
Almy was sentenced to death he was

Elwell,

ten, Aroostook County, Me., but for

—

MAY 14.

75c

The above lots represent
of the

CHRONIC INDIGESTION

RHEUMATISn,
NEURALGIA,

?

Our Bonner Shirts,
Our famous Seneca Shirt,

EXTREME CONSTIPATION

The descendant of Columbus, who has
been spoken of as living at Chicago, is
said to be the wife of Giacomo Galetti.
Her name was Mail Columbi and her
father was born in Rettola, in the province of Piacenza, where the family lived

}|
L

Flight!”

ENLARGEMENT OF PROSTATE BLAND I

PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.

ior twelve

COMMAND!

SKODA'S

A>'D

HALL.

CITY

Matinee

Evening,

Shirts, laundered,worth $1.25, at $1.00
Closing Out one lot of the “Pearl"
Shirts, laundered,worth $1.25, at $1.00

MINSTRELS!

Saturday

—

—

21c each
One lot, slightly soiled,
One lot Eureka Shirts,
43c each
00c each
One lot Ego Shirts,
Closing Out one lot Silver Shirts,
75c
laundered, worth $1, at
Closing one lot of the famous Gold

B. T. EJ.WELL.

Could I those gloomy doubts remove.
Those gloomy doubts expressed
In “Lakewood Letter” wnich I wrote
To leaders in the West;

Standard and Scientific Specific

181,232 inhabitants,

ANX>

Bonds due lav 1st, 1892;

Sweet dreams of coming power I’ve had,
But now how ch urged tire scene 1
I cannot see the "Promised Land”
A "Hill” it stands between.

the State.

three. Monroe is a Republican county,
and Albany Democratic.

—

CITY HALL

MEN’S

JITH-LO-PHO-ROS

tv,

—

■‘Amidst the encircling gloom” X stand
And cast a wistful eye
To where the June convention meots.
There all my prospects lie.

Besides Professor C. O. Whitman of
Day demonstrations turned out muoh
less turbulent than had been anticipated. the department of biology at Clark uniIn one or two cities of Europe the An- versity, Professor A. H. Michelson of the
archists took advantage of them to give department of physics, Dr. H. H. Donaldson, assistant professor of neurology, Dr
an illustration of their peculiar methods
George Baur, docent in paleontology, Dr.
of reforming society, but for the most Mall, adjunct professor of anatomy, W.
part they were orderly demonstrations, N. Wheeler, fellow in zoology, have accepted positions in the new University of
in no wise dangerous.
Chicago. Other fellows of the biologiIt is not at all likely that the House cal department will also go. Negotiations are pending in this country and
will consent to the Senate amendments
Europe to fill the vacancies, and the reto the naval appropriation bill, which
organization of the biological departmakes provision for six new ships in- ment of Clark university will soon be anstead of one, as the House provided. nounced.
Economist Holman has a strong enough
DR. WOODBURY’S ANTIDOTE
grip on the House to prevent this. But
in the conference that will ensue it is is
especially recommended to patients
probable that more ships than the House suffering
from nervous
originally provided for will be secured.
feebleness
exhaustion,
ious evils
The lynching at Nashville could have and the var
been prevented doubtless if the Governor caused by in
digestion. A
□ad been possessed of any back bone. small wine
glassful beBut he undertook to plead with the fore meals
brings quick
crowd and of course they naturally in- relief and
good sound health. Sold
terpreted that as a sign of weakness and by Druggists everywhere.
saw that they had mothing to fear.
A
I'ebSdlycd
resolute man would probably have had
no great difficulty in dispersing the mob
Jr%
The one
and vindicating the lawful authority of
If the next legislature of New York
is not Democratic it will not be the fault
of the new apportionment. That has
been concocted with an eye single to
that end, and there has been little attempt to disguise it. Under this apportionment four members of the Assembly
have been given to Albany county, with
156,773 inhabitants, while Monroe coun-

of

amusements.J

AMUSEMENTS.

financial.

CLEVELAND’S POLITICAL JORDAN.

patience
majority, and if
they will not attend voluntarily he pro'
poses to compel them to. That is right.
Republican convention at Minneapolis.
The country pays them $20 a day to atMrs. Harrison, who was honorary prestend to the business of the nation, not
ident of the National League of Mineral
to hang around Washington.
Painters, has withdrawn entirely from
As has generally been the case the May the organization.
Spaaker Crisp

with

BUSCEIXAIf EOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

1

attention.
L- N. PAINE,
I resident.

mays

LEWIS NICKERSON,
Secretary.

d6m

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

CENTRAL LABOR UNION-

Primrose and West's Minstrels.

How Its

This famous minstrel company will
Friday and Saturday evening appear in
City Hall and Saturday matinee,in Stockbridge’s Popular Course. The troup
will bring handsome stage settings, elegant costumes and original songs, jokes
and dances. Among the musical numbers will be Larry Dooley’s local hit,
“Mississippi Boat Song,” a tenor solo by
Joe Natus entitled “Memories of the
Past,” and equally pretty songs by J. M.
Janson, Wm. Thompson, F. W. Oakland
G. H. Primrose and others. A novel
scene will be the performance of “The
Musical Dale.” The “March of the Red
Hussars” will be another feature, while
the wonderful Borani Brothers will perform their specialties. The whole will
conclude with “Trouble in Blackville,”
in which Smith, Waldron, Janson and
Martin will furnish the fun of the original “Big Four” combination. Get seats
at

Members Will

Aus-

tralian System.

Insanity, Softening of the

with garments

The Aborn Opera Co. will he at Portland Theatre Friday for five nights. An

exchange says:
“Boccacio was sung in fine shape by
the Aborn Opera Compmy last evening.
The new arrivals, especially Mr. Martin,

most favorably received, and the
cast had the presence of Miss Taylor,
which was a strong feature. The songs
went with a snap, and the dialogue was
given with much vigor, while the choruses showed an attention to detail that
was refreshing.
Miss Gilman was the
and well has
recipient of a floral
were

offering,

she deserved Jthe recognition.
is to be reDeated this evening.

Boccacio

Notes.

The Boston Sunday Times says: Mrs.
Helen Friend Robinson gave a musicale
at her residence, 15 Lee street, Somer-

dripping with the brine of
She-may not know where he

had been, but those who were about
Custom House wharf yesterday about
3 p. m., can tell her. The boy was playing at the edge of the embankment near
Webster’s clam shop, when he tumbled
in. The water was deep, and the chances
of the youngster would have been small
had it not been for Henry P. Prindable
and Martin Conley, who were near.
Young Prindable slid down a pile and
put out a leg which the
youngster
grasped. Then Conley and Prindable
got the urchin out. Once rescued he did
not stop to thank his rescuers; but started for fiome at topmost speed.
Conley
has fished several boys out of this dock,
which, by the way, seems a favorite place
for youngsters with a propensity for
tumbling into deep water. Prindable

on Friday evening,
complimentary has quite a record as a life-saver, having
Miss Alice Linwood Philbrook of Port- resoued two little boys and a girl from
land. It was a delightful affair and was the currents of Back Bay.
attended by
many prominent people
The Yachting Season.
from Boston,
Somerville, and other
places. Miss Philbrook, who is a pianist
The yaching season is now fairly
of ability, contributed materially to the
opened. The raft of the Portland Yacht
enjoyment of all.
Club has been placed in position, the
U. S. CIRCUIT COURT.
yacht flag is flying from the club house,
and the Dorothy Q., and the Yiva have
BEFOBE JUDGE WEBB.
gone to the railway at Boothbay to have
of
Monday—Lason Eoy
Oldtown, violation of

ville,

to

their bottoms cleaned. The commanderies yacht has been refitted and is
Dubier of Oldtown, same, pleaded
George
not guilty and bound over to the
September lying at her moorings. The schooner
term.
W. H. Field, improper use of the mails and
yacht Frolic of the Cambridge that will
scheme to defraud. Bound over to the Septem- have her
headquarters here this season
ber term.
and her owners, the Dodge brothers, will
The traverse jury were excused finally.
pass the summer here. Mr. Isaac C. AtSUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
kinson has a new engine building at the
Portland Co. for the Preble.
Internal
Court.

revenue

law.

Case remitted to District

BEFORE JUDGE WALTON.

The following divorces have been decreed
during the present term .Alonzo A. Doughty vs. Lizzie A. Doughty.

Cause desertion.
Jennie Gordon vs. Andrew E. Gordon. Cause
desertion. Custody of minor child to mother.
Annie L. Strout vs. Greenleaf A. Strout.
Cause cruel treatment.
Albert L. Bowden vs. Grace M. Bowden.
Cause adultery.
Charles O. Woodbury vs. Lizzie M. Woodbury
Cause desertion.
Custody of minor child to
father.
Sadie E. Leighton, alias Sadie E. Bradley vs.
Herbert C. Bradley, alias E. Thomas Goodwin.
Marriage annulled.
Alice A. Patterson vs. Frank E. Patterson.
Cause desertion.
Jennie M. Jose vs. Edward C. Jose. Cause
intoxication: Care of minor child to mother.
Herbert F. Todd vs. Harriet A. Todd. Cause
desertion.
Melissa Gooding vs. Joseph Gooding. Cause
desertion.
Adele M. Libby vs. Walter M. Libby. Cause
cruel treatment.
Florence A. Perley vs. Alvin H. Perley.
Cause cruel treatment. Care of minor child to
mother.
Betsey M. Hodgkins vs. Whitman Hodgkins.
Cause Intoxication and cruel treatment.
Joseph W. Newcomb vs. Maggie D. Newcomb
Cause intoxication.
Laura E. Crosby vs. Horace B. Crosby. Cause,
cruel treatment.
Catherine Killien vs. Thomas M. Killien.
v
Cause desertion.

INSOLVENCY COURT.

v*

orKroom »aie.

Today the last opportunity will he
afforded to purchase those excellent
hand made garments at the store under
the Falmouth Hotel. The garments have
been made with the greatest care by
women who need the money the clothes
represent. No better bargains for the
same number of dollars can be secured
in any store in Portland, and as a rule,
not as good. We hope the public will
show to these ladies who have done so
much to

provide

that their labors

poor women with work
are

appreciated.

Bonded

There arrived at this port for shipment since November 20, 1891:
Consular cars containing grain in bulk.. ..4 253
Cars containing package freight entered
at Island Pond.
1 773
Bonded lumber.486

Total.6,512

These bonded cars would make a continuous line over 43 miles in length.
In addition to this number of cars
there were some 1000 to 1500 of western
freight of box meat, lard, flour and oat-

Damon
are

Assembly Pythi an Sisterhood
holding an apron sale at Reception

Hall, City Building. They have a very
large collection of aprons and lots of other things for sale.
Today a hot dinner
will bo served from 12 to 1.30 o’clock.
There will be an entertainment in the
evening, with ice cream, cake, etc.

MUNICIPAL COURTBEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

MojfDAT-Wm. Herrick, John Price. Intoxication; 30 days in county Jail.
Win. H. Smith.
Intoxication; 30 days in
county Jail.
Thomas T. Mulkern. Assault; fined $10 and
Wm. Casseldon. Larceny; fined $10 and
costs.
Margaret Donahue. Search and seizure; two
cases; fined $100 and costs and 60 davs in
county Jail in each case. Appealed.
James J. Pendergast.
Search and seizure
■

discharged.

Damon Assembly.

The

Those of

our

Calico

Ball.

readers who intend pur-

chasing tickets to the Calico ball to be
given on Thursday evening for the benefit of the Eye and Ear Infirmary should
apply at once for reserved seats at Stockbridge’s, while floor seats may be obtained at Loring, Short & Harmon’s and
at the prominent drug stores.
A Neat

on us

and

are

offering

some great values this

We call your attention to
special bargains this week.

_--d2r&
The alarming increase of Nerve and Brain
diseases is daily becoming more terrible. The
Grip, which so many thousands have had, in
all cases leaves the brain and nerves in a weakened and debilitated condition. This condition
must be immediately restored to one of strength
and vigor of nerves, or nervous prostration or
insanity may result. The unfortunate victim
thus condemned to a living death, tortured by
that awful disease, lingers along awaiting the
endii«in
death.
You who have headache, loss of memory, con"
fused mind, mental depression, strange sensations, dull, dizzy and bad feeling head,
nerveusnes
who
restlessness,
vitality,
and
wake
pass sleepless nights, tired
unrefreshed, who are weak, with trembling,
cold limbs, and nervous and physical exhaustion,-do you not know that you stand upon a
brink more awful than any precipice—the terrible brink of iusanity, softening of brain, paralysis or nervous prostration?
These symptoms are the warnings of impending doom. Meed them now—before it Is to
late—and restore
your nerve
strength, brain
power and vita*
vigor by the great
nerve, brain and
blood invigorator,
Dr. Greene’s Nervura. You can cure
your disease, and
ward off all danger. Purely vegetable and
harmless. Druggists, SI.
“I suffered from nervous prostration, was so
weak and prostrated I could not attend to my
household duties, closed my house and gave up
my home, as I was so restless I could not re.
main in one place, I could not sleep for weeks
at a time, and insanity seemed sure to result.
I resorted to Dr. Greene’s Nervura, -with wonderful effect. It produced good sleep, restored
my appetite and strength until I feel like a new
person.
Mrs. JANET JOHNSON,
164 Cedar st., Boston Highlands. Mass.”
5®“Dr. Greene, the successful specialist, in
curing all forms of nervous and chronic diseases, 34 Temple pi., Boston, Mass., can be
consulted/rce personally or by letter. Call
or write to him about your case or send for
symptom blank to fill out, and a letter fully
explaining your disease, giving advice, &c.,
will be returned free.

hurry

We have five or six lines which are
broken a little on the sizes, yet among
them all we have a complete line of sizes
from 34 to 44.
They are our regular
$12.00 and $13.00 suits. For this sale we
will sell them for the unheard of price of
$10.00. They will do you good,

CHILDREN'S

DEPARTMENT.

Here’s where the mothers feel that
can bring their children.
You can buy of us during this sale a
very good suit for.$1.98.
FOr $2.50 and $3.00 we can give you a
large assortment to select from, and save
you from 50c to $1.00 on each suit.
Finer grades from $4.00 to $5.00 or
$6.00 up to the best made.
Odd Knee Pants from 50c to $2.00 per

Cleveland’s

pair.

SAILOR SUITS.
are

You

very popular.

buy them
$2.98, $3.49,
grades. We

can

for the time specified for
$4.98 up to $7.00 for better

have

REEFERS AND SPRING GOATS
for the children also, ages 4 to 16, at
prices from $6.00 up to $12.00.

n

baking powder. It works
slowly and evenly, and keeps
the
are

dough “set'’ till you

ready.

great sale

of

damaged clothing
H. Wolfs, 221' Middle

continues at J.
street, under Falmouth Hotel. Several
stocks that have been damaged by fire,
smoke and water are for sale at
very low

prices.

We have the latest effects in Scarfs,
in that
line. As you come down town notice the
prices asked by other dealers and compare with ours. The Atkinson unlaundered white shirt is gaining friends.
Only think, a Shirt warranted all linen
bosom and a good heavy cloth for only
49c. Come and look them over.
We have received another case of those
25c Shirts and Drawers. We are not going to say much about them, they speak
for themselves.
We have another unlaundered shirt
which we have chistened the
Farrington,
will like this. All Tinen
may be you
bosom, thoroughly well made for 47c.

Ties, Collars and all the novelties

You

ought to see our 25c Outing Shirt,
well worth 50c, but you know we are

THE

BEST

BEST

IN

IN

THE

THE

WORLD.

iVOHLD.

|
•

A]VB WHY?
Because it is the only Refrigerator that can be kept ab
soluteiy pure and clean for all time.
Superior by reason of its improved construction in the

following points.

1— Cleanliness.
2— Free circulation.
3— Economy in the use of ice.
4— Condensation and dry air.
5— Low average temperature.
©-Freedom from damage by use of ice
picks.
7— Freedom from condensation on the inner wall.
8— Proper location of the drip pipe.
9— Life.

REMOVEABLE PATENT GALVANIZED ICE COMPARTMENT

bound to sell.

here did you

get that Hat?

At the Atkinson Department Store of course. It’s a nobby
style isn’t it? A
young man is always desirous of having the latest thing. Some dealers will sell
him an old style if possible to reduce the stock of “left-overs.” We couldn’t
do
that if we wanted to do it for our entire stock is in the latest
spring styles.

SILK HATS! STIFF HATS! CRUSH HATS!
HARRINGTON,

YOUMANS,

DUNLAP,

STRAND,

BOSTON DERBY.

CAMBRIDGE.

bicycle, racntrng and Grand
Hammock Hats and Driving Hats.

Army

Round

Caps,

AN ILL FITTING SHOE
is a torment to the wearer.
A well fitting shoe is a comfort and a pride.
Everv
3
man likes a stylish shoe but he is more
particular that it shall be comfortable.

MARRIAGES.

WE

In
Chas
uard
Ill

Windham, May I, by Rev. J. E. Aikins,
H. Welch of Casco and Miss Mina D. Kenof Windham.
Malden. Mass., April 30, bv Rev. T. C
Pease, Frank F. Harris of Portland and May E.
Soley of Malden.
In Madison, April 27, Charles E. Knox and
Mis3 Annie Luce.
In Alison, April 23, Cyrus P. Morton of Lexand Miss Hannah Milton of Madison.
ington
Ill Belfast. April 23, Fred M. Staples of Belfast and Miss Fannie E. Sinnott of Winterport
111 Belfast, April 21. Chas. H. Erench of Bangor and Miss Nellie S. Bartlett of Waldo.
In Gardiner, Oscar R. Diggis and Miss
Lillian

MAKE

A SPECIALTY

By use of this improved ice compartment, we are able
challenge comparison as to cleanliness with any Refrigerator made. We sold last season 926 of these Refrigerators, every one giving perfect satisfaction, which
we consider substantial proof of their superiority.
to

WALTER COREY COMPANY,
30

mv3

Free

SUE OF SUSPENDERS
RINES
*■ Atm

Of fitting the most difficult feet and our stock enables us to
fulfill the htoer requirement too. Every day we offer special
bargains and we aim to make our Shoe Department the best known in the city especially to ladies and children. The men
will trade where their wives and children do.

DEATHS.
In this city, May 2, David H. Leighton, aged
months.
[Funeral Wednesday afternoon at 2.30 o’clk,
at the residence of his daughter, Mrs. G. S
Ramsey, 239 Oxford St. Boston papers please
63 years 3

We offer this

w

eek

Footwear.

AT--

=

bampson.

Special Bargains in Ladies’

es

BROTHERS.

a m. m \xm

iT)B il
jP®
*

1%|
|P]I
i
m

This cut represents the eelehrated ‘‘King” Suspenders for
gentlemen, which we shall sell
at

a

V

a

25 CENTS PER PAIR.

and Children’s

We have them in several different patterns and colors.

copy.]

At the Greeley Hospital, April 30, Peter Ferguson, a native of Scotland.
In Gornam, May 2, William W. Cressey, aged
63
years 7 months.
[Funeral on Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clk,
from his late residence.
In North Windham, April 20, Sarah Freeman

aged 79

years 11 months 27

days.

Ladies’ Oxfords!

In Boston. May 2, Reuben Harmon, aged 72
years 6 months 21 days.
In Searsport, April 27, Samuel George,
aged
b
h
70 years 10 months.
In Biddeford, April 29, Mrs. John F. Gold46
tliwaite, aged
years 2 mouths.
In Biddeford, April 29, Rufus Wilson, aged
b
75 years 3 months.
hi Saco, April 29, Harry A., son of William
and Catharine Edgecomb, aged 4 years an d y
months.
[The funeral of the late Mrs. Margaret Gallagher will take place this Tuesday afternoon
at 2 o’clk, from her late residence. No. 232
Danforth street.
[The funeral of the late Nellie Duffy will
take place this Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clk
from her parent’s residence, No. 54 Sheridan
street*

care

for

an

ALSO

THE ATKINSON
Middle, Pearl

1SAaft25

C’

ATMlNSON,

MEI

COMPANY1
CEN’L

k
I

V\

THE

I UMBRELLAS!
-TO BUY-

I

Boys’ Suspenders
pair.

„

The

at 10 and 15

Youths’

Suspenders

pair.
Gents’ Suspenders
50 cents per pair.

MANAGER.

PEACE

BOYS.

AID

cents per

•m 25 cents
_.

I

KM

FOB

and Vine Streets.
•

OTHER

imperfect
1

SEND THE LITTLE ONES TO US.

™™':s
j
%0ENNETTtheFlori3tf57^Congress8trett/U
Flowers

Children’s Shoes!

Children’s tender feet should be fitted with the utmost
fi t may cause trouble in after years.

sstroet;.

eodtf

■

KING

at 15 and

per

at

Suspenders. pe?p“'i8]SMpe“ael'8at

Of All

25 Cts.

25

and

75

SEE DISPLAY IN OUR WINDOW'

-AT-

Small Profit.
We always carry a large line of
Umbrellas, ladies’, gents’ and children’s. in natural wood, metal and
horn handles at the lowest possible
prices. Read the price.
English Gloria Umbrellas in natural
sticks, strong and well made, at only
$1.10 each.
Union Silk Umbrellas at
$1.25,1.39
and 1.50.

RINES
MASONIC

BROS.

GOODS. Steamboat For Sale.

Jewels, Charms and Badges,
Regalias, Lodge Outfits, Knights
Templar Costumes, Gold or Sil.
ver Trimmings.

The Celebrated ‘‘Gerster” Umbrellas
are warranted in every
J. A. Merrill & Co.,
way.
have a
We

good line of these in a
of handles at $2.00, 2.39

JEWELERS,

large variety

Another Bark for the Plate.

The

MEN'S FURNISHINGS.

they

Office.

Bark Addie Morrill, Capt. Andrews,
arrived yesterday to load with lumber
for the Plate.

THE

offering

are

SUITINGS.

George F. Harmon, appointed on the
police force in March, 1874, retires from
tiie force, having reached the
retiring
age; and James F. Woodbury, appointed
in December,
1890, tendered his resignation last night.

“batch of dough” I
into the oven if
you use

we

One lot, about 25 of them,at only $5.00,
regular $7 coat Why go without one?
For $8.00 and $10.00 we can fit you to
one you have been in the habit of paving $10 and $13 for.

Patrolmen Resign,

to

our

OVERCOATS

the front entrance, is in light
wood, supplied with all the modern conveniences.

a

week in

Spring Overcoats and remember

1

Masoni c Meetings.
The annual meeting of the different
grand bodies of Masons of Maine begin
in this city this morning.
The Grand
Lodge will meet at 9 a. m. The delegates have begun to arrive many coming
on the evening trains last night.

E.

our

The Standard Clothing Co. has
just
fitted up a very convenient office for the
manager, Mr. Ware, in their large store
on Middle St.
The office is on the left of

It isn’t
necessary

we sell.
We want every
prices
boys clothing, caps and shoes.

see our

CLOTHING DEPARTMENT.

Cars.

BEFORE JUDGE PEABODY.

Monday'—D. K. Jackson of Westbrook, petition for discharge filed. E. D. Gray, Harrison,
first meeting. A. E. Neal appointed assignee.
W. L. Trundy, Cape Elizabeth, second meeting
and petition tor discharge filed. C. F. Cram
Deering, second meeting. Androscoggin Ice
Company, Portland, petition of assignee to sell
real estate granted. C. H. Edwards, Casco, account of assignee allowed.

We

The recording secretary, Mr. Whitcomb, resigned, and Mr. J. T. State of
the Typographical Union was elected to
the position.

old ocean.

call

to

THE FIRST VISIT WILL NOT BE THE LAST.

to the convention of the state branch of
the American Federation of Labor to be
held at Lewiston, May 23d.

1,_

Aborn Opera Co.

mother in the city

to see what

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Patent Refrigerators!

1

iu a visit to the Atkinson Department Store? That is now the popular shopping
centre not only tor men who desire furnishings but also for ladies who desire
fine footwear anct who have learned the
at which

A. Rounds of the Steam Rail
road Men’s Union was elected a delegate

The notable play of “The Lost Paradise,” which has been running over 100
nights in Boston, will be seen at Portland
Theatre on “Wednesday and Thursday,
May 4 and 5. It is Mr. DeMille’s latest
success and will be played by Frohman’s
company. He has taken a live, serious
topic of the day, and woven about it a
love story of powerful interest, and in
conjunction with the serious affairs there
is a thread of delightul comedy.
The Young liiie Savers at Work at Custom
House Dock.
issue on which the story is based is that
One fond mother in this town was unof capital and labor and the two elements
doubtedly considerably alarmed when
are strikingly brought together in the
her young hopeful, aged about seven
second act. Seats are now bn sale at the
years, came home yesterday afternoon

a

WILL YOU JOIN US

Mr. E.

arrangement could be made to have another mass meeting in City Hall reported
that they could not procure City Hall
until about the first of June.
The label committee from the Boot
and Shoe Workers reported that several
firms had received shoes with the union
label.
The Cigar Makers’ Union has adopted
resolutions endorsing the Boot and Shoe
Workers’ Union label.

Lost Paradise.

that is very popular now and one that receives
ready response from everyone is

Secretary of State Fessenden had
promised to aid the union in the meeting
at City Hall, June 2, to
study the ■workings of the new system. The committee
will wait upon Mayor Ingraham tomorrow and get his
help in the matter.

appointed

NEW

WALTER COREY COMPANY

15rain.

At the meeting of the Central Labor
Union last
evening, the committee on
the Australian system of voting reported
that the Young Men’s Republican Club,
the Young Men’s Democratic Club and

The committee

Stockbridge’s.

Study

tlie

NEW ADVERTISMEENTS.

THE AWFUL BRINK,

ana 2.50 each.

Best grown in China. Finest drank in America.
Packed only in half-pound and pound tea-lead
packages,
Same 33 Served ;n the
J®Panese Garden at the Pure Food Exhibition.
We send free, on
receipt of a 2c. stamp, sample of either Formosa
Oolong or English Breakfast Tea. State your choice.
CHASE & SANBORN, Boston, Mass.

Whe

We sell only to the ftrarfa.

Gentlemen’s Umbrellas at $1.25.

503 CONGRESS STREET.
J. A. MERRILL.

may3

These are in English Gloria Cloth, a
material well calculated for service

and durability.
olive handles.

They

are

BUSINESS

in choice

A.

KEITH.
d2t

CHANGE!

puichased the well-known “LAMHaving
SON PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIO”

on

street and all accoimts due on the
persons owing the Studio will pay their
hills to me. J. H. LAMSON, Photographer.

Temple
same,

may3

The sound and serviceable steamer
the “City of Richmond,’1 600 tons,
and bavin? 61 staterooms, now runbetween Portland and Machias,
ning
on the route of the Portland, Mt. Desert & Machias Steamboat Company, is
offered for sale, delivered at either
Portland or Rockland, after July 1st
next. She may now be seen on her
For description and
present route.
terms apply to PAY SON TUCKER, General Manager, Portland, Mt. Desert &
Machias Steamboat Company, Portland, Me.
may3-dtf

dlw

Portland Yacht Club.
regular monthly meeting of the Portland
THEYacht
Club will be held at the Club Rouse.
Merchants’ Wharf,
4th, at 8 o’clock.

my3d2t

Wednesday evening, May
CHAS. F. FLAGG,

Secretary.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MAINE TOWNS.
Items

WIT AND WISDOM.

Interest Gathered

of

pondents

of the

_MISCELLANEOUS-_

tographer.
Geo. Merrill started up his new rotary
saw mill last week.
Parker Beal cut his foot a few days
since, and is confined to the house in

If you are ever distressed after

eating,

use

Q/fooEiys Synup.
Mr. Healy has been Street Commissioner,
and

now

ment ; is

has
a

charge

of the Sewer

Depart-

respected and reliable citizen.

Gextlemex :—For two years I bad suffered with Dyspepsia, which caused me an
awful distress after my meals. I was
restless nights, occasionally would have

Headache, Sour Stomach, Heartburn,
and Burning Sensation at the pit of my
stomach. Groder’s Botanic Dyspepsia

Syrnp has entirely cured me after everything
else had failed. Its relaxative qualities are
unequaled,

and I heartily recommend it to
any one troubled as I was.
Yours respectfully,
Geo. F. Healy,

■Waterville, Maine.

TO PROVE

THE

MEDICINE^

On and after October 1,1891, we give every
person selling our medicine the privilege of
selling six bottles for $5.00, and guarantee
that in case it does you no good you can
receive your money back. Read guaranty
with every bottle. We claim to cure Dys-

pepsia, Headache, Sour Stomach, Heartburn,
Kidney Complaint, Neuralgia, Distress after

eating, Palpitation
Heart, Colic, Nervousness, Loss of Sleep, Dizziness, Irregularity of the Appetite, Pleurisy Pains, Bloat,
Wind on the Stomach, Hacking Cough, and
Constipation. And why will it cure? Because it is Relaxing,
Purifying, Soothing,
and
of the

Healing. It is compounded from the
purest roots and herbs, free from Alcohol
cr Morphia.
It is harmless to the smallest
child; children like it, and it is far superior
to Castor Oil and all other preparations.
Call for Groder’s Botanic Dyspepsia
Syrup. None genuine unless bearing our
trade-mark, the Beaver.

THE GROOER OYSPEPSIA CURE

COMPANY,

TVATEKVIIXE, MAINE.

in town on business conbay,
nected with the steamer he has building
here. The work is progressing rapidly.
The engine and boilers will be put in in
a few days.
It is rumored that Mr. Kimball have another steamer built as soon
as this one is launched.
A large excursion of Vinalliaven people was here Sunday.

John

Rockefeller, the Standard Oil
in this vicinity Sundao.
Edward Marks has a crew putting his
Ivrinlr viirrl in clioria
1
Crsesus,

Hostess—Shall I have yon helped to
of the lemonade, Major Claptrap?

WEST

GRAY.

On and after May 2nd the mail leaves
West Gray at G o’clock a. m.
The month of April just ended was
very dry and very cold. Vegetation has
made but little progress, and the grass
has just begun to show a faint tinge of
green. The dry weather has given the
farmers an opportunity of working their
low ground, and they have improved it.
Many have about completed their sowing, which is unusual so early in the
season.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Allen are going to Portland this week to occupy
rooms in the W. C. T. U. building on
Congress Square. They will have the
care of the entire building.
Miss Elsie
Libby will accompany them.
Leslie
is
about to move from
Ralph
Portland into the Charles Hunt house.
Miss Laura Allen commenced school
in the Ramsdell district, Monday, May

2nd.

Cape Elizabeth.
Mr. Ephraim Dyer has gone to New
York on a business trip.
Miss Mary E. Dyer who has been in
Washington the past winter has returned.
Mr. S. B. Angell, Jr. has completed the
cellar for his house and the carpenters
will commence work on it next week.
The crew at the Life Sating Station

duty Sunday morning. Friday
evening they tendered a reception to
their friends at the station, and a very
pleasant evening was spent.
A large crew have been at work for the
past week excavating for the plush mill.

Another crew has been at work near the
North church, blasting rocks for the
same and several loads have been hauled
to the place.
JUI5UUU

ruus,

DWELLING HOUSE ENTERED

AND ROBBED.

On Saturday night April .'10th the house
of H. G. Ginsburg of Lisbon Falls was
entered and a large sum of money, one
open faced gold watch and chain, one
nickel watch, one solitaire diamond ring
and a key chain with three or four keys
on it were taken.
The house was entered by prying up a window. There
was in the house at the time Mr. and
Mrs. Ginsburg, their three children, Mrs.
Ginsburg’s brother, G. H. Goldstein and
their hired girl but not one was awak-

have found the
FOUND—I
Earth, for Rheumatism

BURNHAM & MORRILL COMPANY,

JS’tite

Major Claptrap—Thank you, madam,
You have probably heard the old
saying, “You may take an ass to water,

no.

but yon can’t make him drink.”
Hostess—Then I won’t press you any

more.—Telegrafs.
Boils and carbuncles indicate depraved blood
and the need of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.

0.WRING

RANGE

FOR WOOD OR COAL.
With the fact in view that with the practical
housekeeper the question of domestic economy is
always an important one, we invite attention to
famous

the

North

Gold Clarion Portable

Range,
labor-saving

with its many valuable
ments suggested by over fifty years'

improveexperience.
Made in every variety and style
wanted, by skilful mechanics,
from the best materials.
We warrant the CLARION to comprise more improvements than
any other make.
Its great sales prove the fact that It
leads all competitors.
Sold

by

wide-awake Stove Dealers.
sale in

If not for

your locality,
fwvwvwwwv^
r OENO for 32-page booh S se,nd to the makers.
< who will inform you
? ’■*
testimonials.
>
of
how t0 purchase this
5
t/wvNAAwwwvM celebrated
Range.
Manufactured and for sale by

WOOD, BISHOP & CO.
SALE BY

FOR

R.

Heart disease was the
mason by trade.

A.

ALEXANDER.

22 Monument

$q., Portland,

apr28

Me.
eodGm

“Extract of Boot,
BEST

PURESTBEEF

fE&CHEflPEST

EKVALUABLE
iu (fee Kitchen for Soups. Sauces
and Made Dishes.

»pra3*"W"""l"

'""Wl

""‘^eodln^

UNION TICKET
40 Exchange Street,
Low Kate Tickets

OFFICE,
Portland,

now on

Me.

sale to

Detroit, St. Louis, Chicago, St. Paul, San
Francisco, Minneapolis, Kansas City,
Denver, Seattie, Portland, Oregon,
and all points West, South or Northwest, also
to all parts of Europe via first-class steamship
companies; also to ail points South via rail or
water at low rates; berths and rooms reserved
in advance;
all correspondence promptly answered. For further Information, call or audress
C. P. WALDRON, Manager.

epl2eodlm»

ft Is a progressive, successful, old and
reliable Maine corporation of unquestioned stability and tile citizens of Maine
should therefore fee) an especial interest
in Die UNION MUTUAL LIFE INS.
CO. Drop a postal card to the Home
office, Portland, and get nested up about
this great Maine institution.

cause.

He

But I wish to state how remarkably they
rheumatism, and how easily; I was affected by rheumatism in the legs. My business
(wholesale fish dealer) naturally leads me to
damp places. I could not walk, and at night I
suffered fearfully; I tried Balsams, Sarsaparilas and all kinds of tinetures, but they did me
no good, and I was afraid of being a
cripple. I
finally commenced using Brandreth’s Pills.
I took two every night for ten nights, then I
began to improve. I continued taking them for
forty days and I got entirely well. Now, whenever sick I take Bbrandeth’s Pills. They

cure

fail.”

never

Better Days.
“Will you please give me some dinner,
ma’am?” begged a tramp.
“I guess so,” was the reply; “will you have a
plate of soup?”
“I’m not particular,” said the tramp.
“There
was a time,” he went on mournfully, “when I
wouldn’t think of sittin’ down to dinner without
soup; but things is different now. You kin
start me on roast beef or pie, or even an ontry,
for all I care.”—Texas Siftings.
Seen

Stocks arid bonds owned by the
company, market value. 367.695.00
Cash in the company’s principal
office and in bank.
13,783.15
Premiums in due course of collection. 68,427.40
all the admitted assets
ot the company at their actual

Aggregate

LIABILITIES,

Bridghon Academy.
In the Junior prize contest, last week,
the following were successful: Miss
Carrie W. Cleaves, Bridgton, Miss Addie
F. Whitcomb, South Waterford, and Miss
Annie G. Atherton, South Waterford.
The prizes were awarded in the order
given above.
A reception was given by the young
ladies of the school, to Miss Gibson, the
teacher for the past four years in elocution, on Friday evening the 29th of April,
the evening before she left, preparatory
for her trip to Colorado. The company
was confined principally to the students
of the academy and a few Intimate friends
of the village.
The room was very tastily
trimmed and decorated by the young
ladies. A collation was served at about
nine o’clock and the whole affair was a
very pleasant occasion. Just before the
company departed Miss Gibson was presented with a souvenir spoon, by her
lady friends of the school. It was very
prettily engraved with the words, “Bi idgton Academy” and her initials E. F. G.
She starts for her distant home on Tuesday, May 10th, with the kindest wishes
of her many friends.
The Seniors have voted to have two
days for the graduation exercises. Wednesday P. M., June 29th, all the members
of the class except those who have class

parts, as history, oration, prophecy, &c.,
will speak. In the evening an address
before the Alumni of the school, by
some noted speaker.
Thursday June 30,
the regular class parts and in the evening
the usual concert at Academy Hall.
arrangement must make the occasion more enjoyable as there will be
ample time for all the exercises, and time
for renewal of acquaintances and rean

unions.

onT

undersigned have this day by mutual
consent dissolved partnership.
All bills
for or against the late firm of Waite, Norton &
Co., will be settled by Albert E. Waite, at No. 4
Central wharf.
ALBERT E. WAITE,
LOREN F. NORTON,
Portland, April 23, 1 S92.
apr29dlw

THE

notice of

$574,805.66
31, 1891.

claims.$

Amount required to safely re-insure

all

outstanding

risks.

All other demands against the
company, viz: commissions, etc...
Total amount of liabilities, except capital stock and net sur-

3,508.36
194,585.20
49,258.59

coJpartSrsIpT

rriHE undersigned have this day formed a coJL partnership under the firm name of York
& Waite tor the purpose of carrying ou the Sail
Making business at No. 4 Central wharf.
FRK1) H. YORK.
ALBERT E. WAITE.
Portland, April 28, 1892.
apr29dlw

as

112. by Albert H. Nelson, of Portland,
that
his Deposit Book No. 55,330 is lost Me.,
and that
he desu-es a duplicate book issued to hum
MAINE SAVINGS BANK.
by Alpheus G. Rogers, Treas.
Portland, Me., Apr. 25,1892.
dlawSwTu

plus. 247,352.14
Capital actually paid up in cash... 260,000.00
Surplus beyond capital. 77,453.41
Aggregate

amount

of

liabilities

including net surplus.$574,805.55
IV. D.

LITTLE & CO., Agents,

apl6eod3w

29

Exchange Street,

trial will support this claim.
Williams A Carletoo, lls.-lford, Ct.

Established 1878.

Our Screen Factories are

NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION OF COPARTNERSHIP.

LARGEST IN THE WORLD

THE

Our Screens are the Recognized

STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE
all parts of the Country.
orders for

In

Large

or

DOORS,

For houses, filled promptly. We make Screens
to order only, and will send man to show samples, give estimates, or take measures for small
or large orders for city or
vicinity. Our facilities enable us to offer the best goods at the lowest

prices.

E.T. BURROWES &
Office, 70 Tree St.

piano Ss

used

at

NISS NEALLY
is commended

business of Schlotterbeek & Foss has
been purchased and will be conducted in
all its branches by the undersigned corporation,
organized February 23rd, 1892.
SCHLOTTEKBECK & FOSS COMPANY.

THE

as

all

concerts

STEVENS,

FIRST, by such great

host of others.
The
Is at

3 Free St.

Block,
S.

aprll
NOTICE

HOUSE,

12 Free St.,Portland.

ASK YOUR DRUGGIST FOR

Cure

Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Sprains or
Bruises, Sore Throat, and Other Lameness.
Second to no other Liniment in the United
States, well known in all Eastern Provinces.
Will be sold by all druggists. David Scott, Sole
Proprietor in the United States.
Trade mark
on all circulars and bottles. Wholesale
by Cook,
Everett & Pennell. Portland. Me.
feb22dtf
NOTICE.
All persons furnishing supplies or
work
for auy of the City Departdoing
ments, must send their bills to the
Auditor
City
promptly upon the delivery of the supplies or completion of
the work.
(Signed) DARIUS H. INGRAHAM,

Mayor.
J

No other life insurance company
me world issue
policies that in lull
respects are as desirable as tlioselof
your home company—the Union Mutual Lite Insurance Company
u£
Maine. Write to Company’s headquarters, ronlauti, lor particulars.
in

therefore,

Notice is hereby given to all parties interestd, that the joint standing committee of the City
Council on laying out, new streets, will meet to
hear the parties and view the proposed way on
the seventh day of May, 1892, at 2 o’clock in
the afternoon at the proposed point of starting,
and will then and there proceed to determine
and adjudge whether the public convenience requires said street or way to be laid out.
Given under our hands on this 11th day of
April, A. D. 1892.

dtt

For

„.

in need of the
TX7'ANTED—Anyone
»

best laying hens, and the earliest matured chickens, please call on S. YOUNG, at No 106 Green
St., Portland. Me., as I keep the best of breeds;
also eggs for sale; please call and see the fowls.

___3-1
persons in want of trunks
WANTED—All
btms to call at E. D. REYNOLDS’, 656
and
or

Congress

street, corner of Oak; as we
manufacture our goods, and can therefore give
you bottom nricos; trunks repaired; open
evenings until 9,_
3-1

WANTED—1000
market price.

hens alive, will pay full

Apply to IRVING MORRILL, West Cumberland.
2-1

3t

ap!6

dllw

Proposals for Construction

of

Mill and power at South

Portland.
Cf EALED PROPOSALS will be received
TV'Tqst
c_0.1-nMotlnn
L

T

llOOll

rrfV.

Af

cash trade. We can save
week if you will trade with

Mill

WANTED-Travelling salesman;
specialties.

The company reserve the right to reject any
all bids.
apr2od2w

Why not drop a postal card to the
Home Office at Portland, Me., and
obtain Information about the Union
Mutual Life Insurance Co.?
The
more you learn about it, the more
justhled your pride in it as a Maine
institution.
DR. E. H. MATHEWS,

make

can

$50 per week. Trade
179 Monroe St., Chicago.

Tabor,
30-1

reliable active young
WANTF.D-A
dle aged man for work in
office

midand as
Address EXCHANGE
or

an

collector.
SSJlSUSFJ1113
STREET, care Daily
Press,_

30-1

WANTED—Honest, energetic men to sell
1T
Nursery Stock—salary or commission
paid. Inexperience no hindrance, as the
business is easily learned.
Apply at once
stating age. R. G. CHASE & CO., 23 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.
29-4
Painters wanted
WANTED—Carriage
F. O. BAILEY & CO’s Manufactory.

at

GO
28-1

wanted—Man with
small
family, who understands farm work, and
of stock. Address BOX 1095 Portland

Farmer
care

Me.

9-tf
for

Androscoggin

to

right

annum

Also two local

agents at $10 per
week and commission. Call on or after Tues
day, March 22d, at office of MUTUAL
RESERVE. Room 1, 176% Middle street, cor.
11-tf
Exchange, Portland.
man.

RENT—Large brick house 125
FORstreet,
best repair with furnace, bath

Free
room

and cold water. Privilege of sub-letting if
desired. CHAS. B. MITCHELL, 294 Cumberland street, between 3 and 6 p. m.
3-1

hot

RENT-The “Silas
FORStroudwater
village,

Broad

place,”

near
terminus of
A pleasant and attractive place
would rent entire farm to a responsible person. BENJAMIN SHAW, 51%
3-1
Exchange St.
car

line.

high ground;

to

know that we do

nickel-plating, pol-

iron, rubbers, bottles, metals of all kinds. If
you have any of the above please drop me a
postal. Address C. B. WISH, 131 Green
street, city._
11-ltf
OTICE—Wanted to buy
TV
XX 000

from $1000 to $15,worth of cast-off Mothing; I pay the
price for ladies’ dresses, gents’
and children’s clothing, and gents’ winter overletter or

highest

cash

WANTED.
gentleman who took a Black Silk UmTHE
brella from the Supreme Judicial Court
last

room

same to

may2

Thursday afternoon

to

return the

Room 7. Union Mutual Building.

[Advertiser copy]

dlw

§12, §14, $lfi, $18, $20, and upwards at
367 and 369 Fore street.3-2
ure

you going this
NOTICE—Where
mer? Why not to the Ne Krangan House,
are

sum-

Isle ot Springs?
This island is situated in
Sheepscott Bay, a few milesjrom Squirrel Island
and Boothbay Harbor, on steamboat line from
Bath. Casino, Bowling Alley, Yachts and Tenuis grounds. Perfect drainage and pure water:
vegetables from Island garden. Address M. S.
Cambell, Augusta, Me.28-2

chance for small family desiring to live out of
the city for the summer. Address BOX 1662.

City.

LET—Nice tenement of 7 or 8 rooms, sun
all day, and perfectly convenient; rent
moderate to a family without children. Inquire
at 288 Brackett
30-1
street._
LOAN—On first or second
mortgages, on Real Estate, Life Insurance
Policies, Commercial paper or any good collateral securities. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42%
Exchange street._
30-2
to

MONEY

oe an insolvent

ueoior,

on

30-1

houses in all parts of the city.
C. Woodman, 105% Exchange street.

By J.
30-1

furnished cottage on Peak’s
Island near Jones’s Landing.
Call or address C. I. KIMBALL, 219 Spring street.

TO

LET—A

_30-tf
XIOR LEASE—A responsible party can have
A
the rare opportunity of securing one of the
best located stores for retail table on the northside of Congress street.
Make no delay.
BENJAMIN S1IAW, 51% Exchange St.
29-1

erlv

TfURNISHED HOUSE TO LET—.Small
A
down stairs rent of five rooms, ueatlv furniftueu m w estern part oi me
city, convenient to
horse cars, sunny and pleasant; $20 a month

inT,ire

ExcnSarciiiidren1V118
with ante
LET—Large front
TO up flight, 379y» Congress street. Lower
room

room

5 rooms,
6
St. Lawrence street,
$12.00; 5 rooms, 48 Chestnut St., $12. Nice
rent 6 rooms and bath room on Cumberland
St,, near Casco, all complete. L. O. BEAN & CO,
40 Exchange
28-1

St._

LET-Stock farm in Deering, one mile
from Portland; can maintain 40 head of
stock; ample buildings, perfectly arranged for
tile business; Sebago water; 55 acres highly
fertilized, yielding abundance of hay, and 100
acres in pasture.
Seasonable terms. W. H.
WALDRON, 180 Middle street.28-1
8 rooms
hire, house of 7
WANTED—To
in western part of city. Address, P. O.
a

or

BOX, 1671.

27-1

LET-A sunny convenient tenement of
6 rooms at 52 State St. sebago, wood and
coal room all to yourself. Enquire at 52 State
St„ from one to three.
27-1

TO

TO

LET-The best store in the best
for the right parties
149 SpHllg St~

STORE
situation in this city

PELEG*BARI?ERX°

Ap^,1t°

TO

Wharf.
and facilities to do
the business. Apply to PELEG BARKER on the

wharf.27-1

LET—Two newly finished rents at the
Sterling homestead. Peak’s Island. Apply
to Seth Sterling, Deputy Sheriff’s office, Porfriand, Maine.19-4

river

the other; unsurpassed for

a summer or

perma-

nent residence; no earlier or better land can bo
found for market gardening; large fruit orchard
never failing, pure, boiling-spring water; twostory house, wood and tool-nouse, large barn,
good stable, poultry houses for several hundred
fowl; the house faces the south, and is a very

healthy and desirable location; this property
grow more valuable, being so near tha
city. Inquire of E. S. MERRILL, No. 467
Congress street.
30-1
house in

western part
SAMS—Boarding
IJlORof the
city, fifteen furnished rooms, twenty

boarders lots of transient; a chance for some
one to make money; terms to suit purchaser.
Inquire of F. H. LIBBY, 324 Portland street.
30-1

SALE—Houses for sale. Prices $500,
1
$1000, $1100, $1300, $1400, $1500,
$1700, $1900. $2000, $2200. $2500, $2700,
$4000. By J. C. WOODMAN, 105 Vi Exchange
street.30-1

I30R

FIOR

sale or to LET~House, ell
Forstable;
buildings connected; with

and
two

acres of

grade (Boys’) for $30.00, all new; also, fishing
tackle and sporting goods. G. L. BAILEY,
263 Middle street.29-1

covered with thrifty bearing fruit trees, apples,
pear, and plum; very pleasant location for summer resort; cheap.
W. H. WALDRON, 180

Middle street.28-1

DOR SALE—Standing top phaeton in good
A
condition. Also saddle, saddle cloth, bridle
and leggins. Apply to F. H. KING, 243 Commercial street.
28-1
SALE—1 hundred second hand, custom
FOR
made team collars, all sizes: prices from

FERNALD & SAWYER, the Stablers.

28-2

SALE—Two and one-half story House
containing 13 rooms, fitted for two families

FOR

with modern improvements, and a good-sized
lot, situated No, 40 Hampshire street, For
further particulars call on A. C. LIBBY, i2V»
27-1
Exchange street.

SALE—On Mayo street, one and oneFOR
half story house with 6 rooms and lot of
land
about

containing
Easy

$1,250.

4000 square f <
.For
Apply to JOHN F.
Block.27-1

terms.

PROCTOR, Centennial

SALE—At Falmouth Foreside, story
and half house with ell and stable connected. About two acres of land, small orchard,
also pear trees and currant bushes. Good water
and only five minutes walk from steamer landing and post-office. Six miles from Portland.
F.stateof the late Joann S. York. AUGUSTUS
T. DAVIS, Administrator, No. 210 Middle St,
Portland.
27-2

FOR

SALE—In Cape Elizabeth,two miles from
FORcity,
four
of land with house containacres

ing

seven rooms, also carriage house and stable
and hen house; nice spring water on the place.
Apply to J. W. TAYLOR. 385 Congress 8t.,
between 10 and 11 a. m.
27-1

SALE—A summer cottage six (6) rooms
spacious piazza, spring water piped to the
house, mountain view unequaled, convenient
to mail, church and grocery' store; situation
in Intervale Park, Intervale, N. H., M. C.
R. It. Intervale Park was laid out by Dr. Charles
Cullis of Boston, on the slope of Bartlett Mt,,
roads, ponds, fountains, brooks, boarding
house, chapel, cottages all at large expense.
The scenery on every hand is grand and beau
tiful. Address COTTAGE, No. 152 Spring St.,
Portland.
21-2

FOR

SALE—The finest Photograph Car in
Maine, 10x30, finished in whitewood and
cherry, hard wood floor, wheel brake &c; built
in 1890; made in the best manner throughout;
now at Brunswick, Me.; don’t care to
rent; will
sell at a bargain. Address W. C. BUTMAN,

FOR

Middleboro, Mass.

20-3

SALE—Steam yacht, everything new in
July, 1888. Engine 4 1-4x6, boiler built by
Russell, South Boston, gives ample steam, hull
built by Sheldon, East Boston.
Large cubin.
Thirty feet long, draws 3 1-2 feet. Splendid sea
boat and speedy.
Reason for selling, owner
wants larger boat. Address, H. G. J., Journal
office, Augusta, Me.
19-3

FOR

TO

COTTAGES

TO LET-Some Of
the best summer cottages in Portland harSUMMER
of A. M.
bor to let.

Imquire

SMITH, Portland,

Floor space with

beat

and

power. Apply to GIANT ELECTRIC MOTOR COMPANY, 25
and 27 Commercial Street.
mar7dtf

The
floor

over our

store, with

heat,

L. RICHARDSON. Peering Centre.

central

location, very light.

FOR

HORSES.

•

These horses are bettor than green horses for
work; will work single or double in
spot or place. Take ■electric ear on Washington street, Boston. Mass. If you don’t like
these horses your expenses will be paid.
5w»
apro__

TIIE OLD
HELP.
one

gy.y

experienced girl for general
WANTED—Ail
housework. Apply at 035 CONGEK3S

ill-_

BEHABLEFIBM
-OB-

girl to make skirts; also
WANTED—A
to work on cloaks, at 10 Elm street.
I>AV IS.

HORSES.

anv

mar31

31^A.

HORSES.

<>/1 Bloclcy Horses and Mares for sale at the
£i\j Empire Brewery Co. stables. Weight 1000
to 1400 lbs. Brices $40 to $125. Also, 1 pair,
weight. 2600 lbs.; price for pair $100. Also
Caravan. Call at Empire Brewery Co.’s office,
11 Hampden street, cor. Albany street. Take
Hampden street electric cars, pass the door
farmers to

LORING, SHORT & HARMON,
FEMALE

5-S

SALE OR TO let—A nice Cottage
of 5 rooms at Trefethen’s Landing. Best
location on the Island. A bargain for some one.
1' urnished throughout; will allow the furniture
to remain in cottage one season.
Address, C.
A. Slornan, 203 Franklin St, Portland Me.
_marl Ott

IjtOR

spacious second

steam

5-0

SALE—Farm of 100 acres in City of
Westbrook, on Cumberland street; one
mile front East and West End; known as
Hussey farm, Inquire of C. E. GRIFFIN,
Cumberland Mills, Me.14-8

TO LET.

as

cultivation. Good orchard of about one
hundred trees, all in bearing; the best in town
of its size. Also a plenty of other small fruits.
For particulars address 0. G. R., Press Office
state of

SALE —Dry and desirable house lots j
FOlt
also gravel and loams for tilling. Inquire
of A.

apr26&may3

apr26&iuay3

by beautiful elms, located on shore road,
Martin’s Point bridge; the Presumpscot
on one side, fine view of Portland harbor
and overlooking the islands and Casco Bay on

near

street._

LET—Two good tenements of 6 rooms
TO
each, prices *10 and *12 per month; also
for sale

pennon

Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County,
State of Maine. Cumberland ss. April 25tn,
A, D., 1892.
is to give notice, that on the 25th day of
April, A. D., 1892, a Warrant in Insolwas
issued out of the Court of Insolvency
vency
for said Comity of Cumberland, against the estate of
CHARLES C. CHASE, of Portland,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition
of said Debtor, which petition was filed on the
23d day of April. A. D.. 1892, to which date
interest on claims is to be computed. That the
payment of any debts to or by said Debtor, and
tlie transfer and delivery of any property by the
are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the
creditors of said Debtor, to prove their debts
ami choose one or more assignees of his estate,
will be held at a Court of Insolvency to he
holdert at Prohate Court Room, in said Portland
ill said County of Cumberland, on the Sixteenth
day of May, A.. D., 1892, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above
SAMUEL D. PLUMMER,
written.
as Messenger of the Court
of
Deputy Sheriff,
Insolvency for saic! County of Cumberland.

SALE—Seashore farm, of about 30
ITIOR
acres, only two miles from Portland, shaded

TNOR SALE—Five
pairs of the olosest
jl
umicuou uui aca
ju \.uuiueij»uu i/OUIliy,
from 5 to 8 years old, all acelamated; also 4 or
6 family and driving horses; 3 side spring box
wagon, 2 extension carryalls, one with pole and
shuns; one coupe carryall, two sets double harness.
All can be seen at 697 Congress St.,

Messenger of the Court of
Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.

Deputy Sheriff,

ce-

75 cent to $2, all in first class order.
They are
all wool faced and a bargain.
E. E. BBOWN,
15 Silver street, City.28-1

well furnished house on
Wili be leased for the year
or
furnished summer cottage
beautifully located on one of the finest points on
the Cape Elizabeth shore, three miles from the
city. Apply to Prentiss Loriug, 31% Exchange

on

said Debtor, which petition was filed on the
25th day of April, A. D., 1892, to which date
interest on Claims is to be computed. That the
payment of any debts to or by said Debtor, and
the transfer and delivery of any property by him
are forbidden by law. That a meeting of the
creditors of said Debtor, to prove their debts
and choose one or more assignees of his estate,
will he held at a Court of Insolvency to be liolden at Probate Court Room, in said Portland, in
said County of Cumberland, on the Sixteenth
day of May A. D., 1892, at ten o'clock in the
forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above
written.
SAMUEL D. PLUMMER,

good surroundings,

buildings,

mented cellar, furnace heat, water convenient,
some fruit, three miles from Portland, near
horse cars. Terms low. N. S. GARDINER,
185 Middle street.
2-1

TO

LET—A fine
Spring street.
summer. Also a

Messenger's Notice.

of

SALE—A desirable

a

can-

<iujuuaeu

in Deering of
of hay, fine

place
twelve acres, cutting ten tons
IjtOR
set of
with

__2-1

LET—Building with machinery for
ilsh and other goods
TO ning
Custom House
No better location

THIS

FOR

SALE—At West Falmouth, near the
LET—Upstairs tenement for
small FOR
R. R. Station, nice house and stable:
TO family,
at $13 per month. 31 HIGH ST.
poultry and ice houses, with two acres of land

LET—On Custom House Wharf small
building suitable for any kind of fish business that requires dock and water privileges.
Apply to PELEG BARKER, on the wharf. 27-i

Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County.
State of Maine. Cumberland, ss. April 25th,
A. D., 1892.
is to give notice, that on the 25th day of
April, A. D., 1892, a Warrant in Insolwas
issued out of the Court of Insolvency
vency
for said County of Cumberland, against the estate of
FRANCIS E. ARCHER, of Portland,

SALE—The property No. 41 Chestnut
street, containing seven rents, over five
thousand feet of land. Sebago and closets;
yearly rental $630, yielding ten per cent net on
assessed value of $4500.
N. S. GARDINER,
185 Middle street.2-1

LET—Near town house, Cape Elizabeth,
for sale—$135.00 grade for
TO
well furnished house of nine rooms, shed Bicycles
$85.00, $45.00 grade for $15.00, $35.00
and stable attached: garden if desired. Fine

Aid Society of Portland, Me.
Lowest cost Life Insurance; unimpaired
reserve fund in state treasury, relatively largest
of any association in the State; responsible
management; only 26 single assessments total
since 1885.
Agent wanted, previous experience
not necessary. Correspondence Invited. 26-8

PROVIDENT

PICTURES! Those In want of a
a small amount of money,
on us.
Pictures framed
to ol der; moulding for sale; picture wire and
moulding hooks. E. D. REYNOLDS, Cor. Oak
and Con gress streets.3-1

PICTURES!
good picture, for
would do well to call

land, at Pleasantdale, on Brown street,
Cape Elizabeth; convenient to cars. Address
P. 0. BOX 795, Portland, Me.29-1

on

TO

WATERHOUSE* SONS are Still
SAMUEL
making those all wool suits to your measfor

FOR

LEASE—At SimonMost desirable locathe bay: fine beach for bathing. For
particulars call on or address
ALFRED
THRASHER, Willard, Me.3-1
LOTS TO
COTTAGE
ton’s Cove, Willard.

tion

one

MISCELLANEOUS.

3-1

SALE—A three story house on Long
Island, with double verandah around it:
12 rooms, with one acre or more of land. Will
make a first-class boarding house or a nice residence. Inquire of M. B. CHASE, Long Island.
3-2

SALE—35 ft Steam Launch with compound engines, very fast. She is lust
suited for cruising or passengers; also 21 ft sloop
yacht, both will be sold cheap for cash, for full
particulars address L. W. LOMBARD, Saco,
Me.29-4

rent

ROOMS.

FOR

LET—A large pleasant front room with
alcove, near Congress Square. Is heated by
steam. Has open fire place, hot and cold water
and bathroom privilege. Inquire at No. 145
High street.3 1

npo
A

TO

a

Pure home made jelley, large tumblers,
12VaC., new castina nuts, 10c., home made
pickles 10c qt, or 35c. gallon, fine mixed pickles
12c. qt., fine Eastport sardines 8c., new Persian
dates 6c., new Turkish prunes 6c., new buckwheat 15c„ new maple syrup 26c. qt.. good
cooking raisins 8c., round steak 10 to 12%e.,
nice corned beef 2 and 3c. per lb, 7 pounds fine
sweet potatoes for 26c. Orders ealled for and
delivered to any part of the city at JOHNSON
& LAMBERT’S, 24 Wlimot St.29-1

SALE—Farm of the late Daniel Allen)
in Cumberland, on road from Centre t®
Fine and sightly location,
West Falmouth.
near Cumberland Junction. M. C. R. R., and
within mile of church and post office; about 50
acres field, 25
pasture and tillage, balance
woodland and timber. A thrifty orchard of 60
trees in bearing; large modern two-story house
and ell, with fine elm shade trees; barn 40x80.
A very desirable summer residence or stock
farm; will not be sold for less than appraised
value. Inquire of W. B. Allen, Yarmouth, Me.

must

us.

THIS

)r

2-1

WANTED—More
you $1.00

Messenger’s Notice.
until

Boyd and

of

_2-1

WHEREAS.

THURSTON.

Scott’s

apr30

Edward P. Wilson and others
have petitioned the City Council to lay
out a new street or public wav in said city, beginning at southerly side line of Saunders
street, and through the northeasterly part of
said Saunders street, and along and upon the
northwesterly side line of land of Abby T.
Mitchell and others, t6, and to intersect with
Pleasant street. And, whereas, said petition
was referred by the City Council, April s, 1892,
to the undersigned, for them to consider and
act upon,

general agency

THURSTON'S PIANO

C!TY OF PEERING.

by

DR. HANS VON BULOW,
EUGEN D’ALBERT,
a

CORPORATION NOTICE.

Me.

lights in the mnsical firmament as

and

Either of the undersigned is authorized to
sign the Arm name in liquidation.
ATJG.G. SCHI.OTTEEBECK.
CHAS. S. FOSS.
Portland, April 29th, 1892.
ap30d3t

eodtf

KNABE.
and

tion.

CO.,

Portland,

apr9

This

be in good condition.
Address stating
age, lowest cash price etc., 463 Cumberland St.,
or call at room 3, 98
3-1
Exchange street.

LET—Pleasant rooms, single
in suites*
co-partnership heretofore existing be- TO with
board at 110 PARK ST. MRS. H. M.
THEtween
the undersigned under the firm
RICE.
of
28-tf
Schlotterbeek & Foss is this day dissolved by mutual consent.
All persons having claims against the late
firm are requested to present the same for payment, and all those Indebted to said firm are requested to make payment at once.
Accounts remaining unsettled by June 1st,
1892, will be passed to our attorney for collec-

is wanted at

corner

name

WIRE WINDOW SCREENS
AND SCREEN

wanted—A second-hand centre
BOAT
board hampton, about twenty feet long;

must

or

smal

WANTED—A clerk
CLERK
Haggett’s grocery store,

Lincoln streets.

on

EVERYWHERE

apr28eod4m

MALE HELP.

horse

WANTED.

or

One bottle of extract makes 5
The great temperance drink,
This is not only just ns good”
as others, but far better. One
SOLD

_3-1

WANTED—General
County; position worth $2000 per

call at your store
house
WANTED—To
and pay you cash for old rags, barrels,

Sparkling and healthful. Enjoyed by the
whole family.
No other root beer extract equals Williams' in strength and

ladies’ or children’s use. Call at
cars,
228 FEDERAL STREET.
9 a. m. to 4 p. m.

agent

ishing, bulling, etc. Silver plated ware repafred
reflntshed and enameled to prevent its tarnishing. The only complete manufacturing and
plating establishment in Maine. Send for price
list. STEVENS, WOODMAN & CO., cor. Tore
ana Union
Sts.jan!8tf

I RE

SALE—Extra fine family horse, sound,
FORkind,
stylish, fearless of steam and electric
safe for

_

AGENTS WANTED

WANTED—The
fine gold, silver and

3 UR ROWES’

acres

Union St.

AGENTS.

public

me.—Judge.

SALE or exchange for property in Portland. Good house containing G rooms with
of land, situated within 8 miles of the
city; cuts 8tons of hay; 10 acres wood and timber. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42 Ms Exchange
st3-1
WOR

■*-

_

558

Mrs. O’Brien—Good marnin’, Mrs. McCabe.
An’ phwat makes yez look so sad?
Mrs. McCabe—Shure Dennis was sint to th’
penitentiary for six months.
Mrs. O’Brien—Well! Shure, don’t worry.
Six months will soon pass.
Mrs. McCabe—Shure, that’s phwat worries

Yarmouth.

DISSOI

Dec.

Net amount of unpaid losses and

The certificates of cures by Ayer’s Sarsaparilla are verified by living witnesses.

was a

vention.

Such

of

value.

of
at

The Republicans of North Yarmouth
at their caucus April 80th elected the following delegates to attend the First District convention May 4: Wm. T. Dunn,
Edwin W. Ross, E. F. Landers, all in
favor of the election of Hon. Chas. F.
Libby for delegate to the national con-

have been notified in writing,
required
WE by
Revised Statutes, Chapter 47, Section

OF NEW YOKK.

gallons.

aged
Buxton, was found Sunday morning
half past ten alone and dead in his house.
He had been at Westbrook lately, but returned to his old home for a short time,
and evidently died as he entered the
door, as he was found in the entry.

BOOKLOSE

J. G. Beemer, President.

SUDDEN DEATH OF AN AGED CITIZEN.
citizen

SAVINGS BANK

To sell the new and popular
work, “Sweden and the Swedes”
all of
written by W. W. Thomas, Jr.,
IV. T. Woods, Secretary.
that to prove that you were of sound mind when
you gave away the rest.—New York Press.
Insures Plate Glass against Accidental Break- Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of the U. S.
age, File excepted.
THEY NEVER FAIL.
to Sweden and Norway.
STATEMENT.
J. N. Harris, 3 Fulton Market, New York
Address,
CAPITAL
PAID UP IN CASH $250,000.
City, says:
Rand, McNally & Co.,
“I have been using Brandreth’s Pills for
ASSETS, Dec. 31,1891.
the last fifteen years. There is nothing equal
Chicago, 111,
Real estate owned by the company,
apr30
3t
to them as Blood Purifiers and Liver Regulaunincumbered.$125,000.00
tors.
remains.;
Family lawyer—It will probably take

purity.

an

Greatest Cure on
and Neuralgia in

their worst chronic forms. 1 suffered twelve
years and tried every known remedy. Sufferers
to me and enclose stamp.
MISS E. S,
Ul.R East Harpswell, Maine. aprl6d&wlmo»

Lloyds Plate Glass Insuranc Go.

Buxton.

PORTABLE

un

may-i__dlw

The Way of the World.
Millionaire (to family lawyer)—Well, there,
I’ve made all the bequests I care to, and $5000

ened.

Reuben Harmon,

Corporation organized

der the Laws of Maine with
the following officers:
President—GEORGE BURNHAM, JR.
Vice President—JOHN E. BURNHAM.
Treasurer—CHARLES S. MORRILL.
Secretary—PEREZ B. BURNHAM.
Directors—GEORGE BURNHAM, JOHN E. BURNHAM, CHARLES S. MORRILL, PEREZ B. BURNHAM, JQSIAH BURNHAM.

some

Arctic salmon rnic., best sand soap 5c..
Babbit’s 1776 washing powder 9c., 100 crackers 25c., choice Porto Rico molassess 35c.
gallon, Calumet 2 pound can beef only 16c., best
raspberry jam 10c., a regular 50c. mixed tea for
cue., choice Formosa tea for 25c, good Java
cottee 30c., Fancy Rio 26e. Read our prices in
another ad.
29-1

will be carried on from and
after this date by the

a

was

Gray.

business heretofore

conducted bv the firm of
BURNHAM & MORRILL,

is

went off

—tK-THE-K**-

Portland, April 30,1892.

The

consequence.
Capt. Joshua Nichols was severely injured last week by being thrown upon
an inverted harrow while in motion.
His ankle was broken, his hip badly
lacerated and otherwise injured.
Mr. Kimball, the Cleveland millionaire
who has put several steamers into Penobscot

Elevator

45

\

FOR SALE.

SALE.

hoisting machinery—
ill good order, for sale very cheap, by
HASKELL & JONES, 470 Congress St., Portland, May 2nd.3-1

The firm of BURNHAM &
the upper part of the city, Vol. I
of Picturesque Europe.
The finder will
MORRILL is this day dis- LOST—In
ue suitably rewarded
by returning the same to
solved by consent.
April A. G. Sin.OXTERBEC'K.30-1
30, 1892.
Johnson & Lambert’s, 24 WilXfiOUND-At
inot street, the largest stock, the best
GEORGE BURNHAM, JR.,
goods and the lowest prices to be found in Portr
CHARLES S. MORRILL,
land.
Good yellow peaches 12V2c., fancy
1 rophy tomatoes 10c.. best blueberries
121/2c,,
JOHN E. BURNHAM.
best

Searsport.

BAYS:

FOB

DISSOLUTiONOFMRTNERSHIp”

by Corres-

Press.

E. S. Cyphers is putting np a building
on Main street, opposite the bank, which
will be occupied by Frank Nichols, pho-

Mr. GEO. F. HEALY, Waterville, Maine,

LOST AND FOUND.

38-1

E.B. ROBINSON & CO.
(ESTABLISHED 1847.)
Have removed to their elegant

warerooms,
400 Congress St.,
andofferhigh grmie
aml
at prices that
defy com-

Protestant waitress at (503
WANTED—A
38-1
_(JOXGEK8S ST.
pmhmu&"a'3NrSi
riano tuning personally attended to.
WANTED—For general housework in
a family of tw
G.1KE
Apply to MES.. O. M.
J’™,1”3 exchanged. Second hand instruments
o.

1A1ED, 389 Danlortll St,

37-1

£or aale<

feb!3eodly

FINANCIAL MB COMEMAL
of

Quotations Staple Products
Leading Markets.
Stocks and

in the

Bonds—Money Easy-Sterling

Exchange Quiet

and

Steady—Government

Bonds Bull and Steady—Railroads Quiet
and Firm—Stocks Closed Quiet and Firm,
Generally Close to First Frices.

Exchange

quiet

steady with actual
business in bankers'bills 4 87 for 60-day bills
and 4 88% for demand; posted rates at 4 88,3!
4 89%,
Commercial bills were 4 86%@4 88.
At New York, yesterday, money was easy,
ranging from lVst@2 percent.; last loan at
Frime mercantile
lYa, closing at lYa per cent.
was

and

paper was quoted at 3%@5 percent. Sterling
Government bonds were dull and steady. Railroads were quiet and firm.
The stock market after 12 o’clock presented few new features. The advices that the government would institute suit at Philadelphia to
annul the absorption of refineries there, and to
disrupt the monopoly, caused the sale of coir
siderable Sugar stock, which declined rapidly
from94Ys to 92%, against 95’/8 at the opening.
The effect of this was felt in Reading, which
yielded fractionally, but the rest of the market
failed to respond in any waa to the movement. A
partial rally occurred In Sugar, which rose 1
per cent. After 2 15 the market presented a
firm (jront all along the line, closing quiet and
firm, generally close to first prices.
Transatactlons at the Stock Exchange aggregated 199,100 shares.
Grocers’ Sugar Rates.
Portland market—cut loaf 5 Yac jconfectioners’
7c; pulverized, 6c; powdered, 6c; granulated,
Ec; coffee crushed, .'Hr c; yellow, 3c.
Retail

PORTLAND, May. 2.
R. R.—For Portmiscellaneous merchandise; for
connecting roads 142 cars.

Receipts by Maine Central
cars

ui uiauu

** nuitnaio

ltjloiI

ivoti

PORTLAND, May 2,
Flour firm and unchanged. Corn, Meal, Sacked Bran and Middlings are low er. Seeds firm
with Timothy higher.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Grain,
Provisions, Produce, etc.:
1892.

Flour.

Grain.

Superfine &
low grades.$4%@4%
X Spring &
XX Spring $4%@4%

Corn, car lots. 53@fi4
Com. nag lots.. 56 457
Meat, bag lots. 64@55
Oats, car lots... 41@42
;Oats, bag lots. .44@46
PatentSDrng
Wheat... 5 25@5 50iCotton SeecMich. str’gbt
! car lots. 25 00325 50
roller... .$4%@5 lOi bag lots. ?2e@27 00
clear do... 848,434% : Sacked Br’n
StLouis st’gt
: car ots.
819@20 00
rooler.So@5 12141 bag lots. »2l@22 00
clear do... $45/a@4% .'Middlings.. 320322 00
Wnt’r wheat
I bag lots.. S22@24 00
Provisions.
patents... 5 25 65 50l
Fish.

jPork.Bks.15

Cod—Large

clear.. .14
short Ctsl5

00315 60
76@15 00
00@15 26

Shore ....6 0036 50;
Small do.. 4 50(36 00 Beef .extra
3 50:5,4 50
Pollock
mess... r8 00@ 8 25
Haddock.. .2 005)2 60| plate.. .10 00@10 50
Hake.1 76@2 OOi ex-plate.10 50@11 00
Herring,box
jLard. tubs. 5%@ 7%
Scaled....
12516cI tierces... 5%@ 7%
;
Mackerel, bl
pails-6%@11
Shore ls..$
I pure leaf.10 @10V2
Shore 2s.. $
I Hams
10% @10%
Med. 3s...l3 00@$14| docov’rd.ll @11%
....

....

Large

3s..

oil.

!

Produce.
I Kerosene. PortCpeCran’s. bush. .2 251 land ret. pet... R%
Pea Beans. .195@2 101
Ligonia.6%
Medium do.
I Centennial. 6%
Ger. med.. .1 7532 101 Pratt’s Astral.. 8%
Yellow Eyes.l 75@2 OOi Devoe’s brilliant 8%
Cal. Pea-2 50@2 601
Raisins.
Insn Potat’s 85@ 40c;Muscatel... 1 50@2 00
Sweets
.3 50@4 OOlLondou lav’r2 0033 50
Onions—Ber
lOnpura layT.S @9%
tmuda.. ..2 25(5)2 SolValencia.
6%@7
Geese.
T4@16c
Sugar.
Chlokens...
155,17tblEx-aual’ty fine
Fowls. 13@ 14c] granulated_
4%
Turkeys.... 178§ 19cI standard do.411-16
Extra C.
4 y«
Apples.
No 1 BalaSeed.
wins.1 75@2 26 Red Top... 1 75@1 85
ating.2 25@2 60 Timothy.. .1 60@1 70
vap 3P lb..
8@ 10c Clover.... 12 @16
...

..

Lemons.
Palermo
.3 00@3 76
Messina... .3 60@4 00

Butter.

Creamery.26@28
Gilt Edge Vr’mt.22@25

Choice.20521
Oranges.
Valencia—6 00@7 25 Good.19@20

60|Store.18@19
Cheese.
Sicily.3 75@4 001
! N. Y. fct’ry... 12313
Eggs.
Eastern ext... .I6@161 Vermont. .18
@13%
Held..
jSage.14 @14%
Florida_3 6034

Grain

Quotations.

NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
CORRECTKDBY PULLEN, CROCKER & CO.
Saturday’s quotations.

Opening.

'JO
JO

Lowest.
Closing.

89%
90

CORN.

Julv.
40'

Opening.
Highest.

Mav.
47%
47 Va
47%
47%

40
4 5 i/a

Lowest.
Closing.

45%

Monday's quotations.
WHEAT.

July.

Opening.
Highest.

May.

90%
90%
89%
89*%

Lowest..

Closing.

90%
90%
90%
90 Vs

CORN.

J illy.
45%
48%
45%

Onenlng.

Highest.

Lowest.

Closing.

Mav.

47%

48%
47%
47%
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PORT OP

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.
Ar ar Hong
Kong prior to Apl 20, ship Wm J
Rotch, Bray, San Francisco.
Ar at Buenos Ayres prior to Apl 30, barque
Lapland, Davis. Boston, 56 days; Martha P
Tucker, Smith, New York.

marines.

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. May 2.1892,—The Flour marker-receipts 25,424 pckgs; exports 15 bbls
and 11,060 sacks; quiet and irregular'.sales 23,

Memoranda.

750 bbls.
Flour quotations—low extras at 2 65@3 35;
city mills extra 4 75 34 85; citv mills patents
4 65@4 90; winter wheat low tirades at 2
3 35; lair to
at 3 40@4
at 4 15
@4 90; Minnesota clear 3 50@4 40; straights
do at 3 90@4 60; do patents 4 16@5 00; do rve
mixtures 3 60@4 10; superfine at 2 35@3 00;
line at 1 85@2 65. Suothem flour is dull and
steady. Rye flour quiet and steadv. Cornmeal
quiet and unchanged.Wheat—receipts 202,500

65®

bush;exports204,956 biish;sales 162,000 bush;
unsettled, moderately active and easy ;No 2Red
in store and elev —, 98ys@99c afloat; 97Vs@

9944c fob; No 3 Red —c; No 1 Northern at
908/s@92%c; No 2 Northern at 80%®89%c;
No 2 Chicago at 907/s@91c; No 2 Mil at' 88%
@
89c. Rye Is dull and lower; Western at 80@
82c. Corn—receipts 114,027 bush;
exports
69,944 bush; sales 138,000 bush; stronger
with fair business; No2at50V2e elev, 6iy2c
afloat; No 3 at 45%@46V2 : steamer mixed at
47@49c. Oats—receipts 183,479 bush; exports
250 bush; sales 115,000 hush; moderately active and easier; No 3 at 33c ;do Whiteat35%c;
No 2 at 33Vs@36c; White do at 3644c; Mixed
Western at 34@30V2c;do White 34@40c ;White
State at 34@40c. Coffee—Rio dull and lower;
No 7 at 12% c nominal. Sugar—raw moderately aotive and firm ;tbe market for refined steady,
quiet; the outside quotations are those posted bv
trust
inside
cover
rengures
bate ;No 6 at 3%@4c;No 7 at 3 13-16®3 15-16;
No 8 at 3%@3%c; No 9 at 3 11-1G@3 15-6C;
No. 10 at 3%@3%c :No 11 at 3 9-16@3 13-160:
No 12, 344@3Vsc: Nol3, 3*/s@3% :oli All-115
-16@444c; Mould A 4 7-16@4 9-16c; standard
A 45-16;g4 7-16c; Confectioners’ A 4ys@4%c;
cut loaf at 5@5yac;crushed at 5355
c; powder
ed 4Va@4% e; granulated 43/8@4Vse Cubes at
4Vs@4%c. Petroleum steadv; united 58V2c.
Provisions—Boris is quiet and steady; Beet is
dull aud steady: beef hams quiet; tierced beef
nrmer;

miaaies

inactive. Lard lower and dull; Western steam
cloesd 6 46; city steam at 6 90; refined is quiet;
Continent at 6 60@0 80; S A 7 40. Butter is
in moderate demand and easy; State dairv 18@
20vac; do crm 22c; Western dairy 1244®14c;
do erm at 16@22e; Elgin at V2c.
Cheese in
good demand and firm; new State 9®i@10y3c;

fancy

at do

10»/8@1044c.

Freights to Liverpool firm with fair demand;
grain per steam —d.
CHICAGO, May 2. 1892.—The Flour market is steady and unchanged. Wheat lower ;No 2
Sprinf at 80c; No 2 Reu 86®87c. Corn higher;
No 2 at 4044c. Oats are easy; No 2 at 2§y3c.
Rye, No 2 at 7044c. Barley, NO 2 at 60@6lc.
No 1 Flaxseed at 9744c.
Provisions quiet—
mess pork 9 3744@9 40.
Lard at 6 1244@6 16.
Short rib sides at 5 70 S,5 7244- Drv salt meats
—shoulders 4 50@5 00;short clear sides 6 17 V3

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

bbls: wheat, 221.000
bush; corn. 221.000 hush: oats. 304,000 bush;
rye. 7,000 bush; barley, 38.000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 0.000 bbls; wneat, 183.000
bush; corn, 244,000 bush; oats.246.000 bush;
rye. 6,000 hush; barley, 26,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS. May 2. 1892.—The Flour maret is dull and weak. Wheat e/b®34 e lower; No 2
Red at 8344 c. Corn quiet and hrm;No 2 at 38c.
Oats are firm:NTo 2 at 2944c. Rye, dull. Barley,
no market: Minn—c.
Provisions—pork, standard, jobbing 10 12V3. Lard at 6 00. Dry salt
meats—looseshoulders 4 60; longs and ribs at
5 70; shorts at 6 85; boxed lots 15c more. Bacon-shoulders at 5 25; longs and ribs at 6 35;
shorts 6 60.
Hams 9 00@10 60.
Receipts—Flour, 7,000 bbls; wheat. 26.000
bush: corn 103,000bush: oats, 7,300 bush;
rye, 4,000; barlev. 40,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 4.000 bbls; wheat, 8,
000 bush; corn, 8,000
bush; oats, GOO
bush; rye. 0.000 bsh; barley, 00,000 bush.
DETROIT, May 2.1892.—Wheat steady and
steady ;No 1 White and No 2 Red at 89%@90e.
Corn steady—No 2 at 4044c. Oats steady—No 2
White at 82c; No 2 at 3044c. Rye easier—No 2
at 7644c.
bbls; wheat. 10,000 bus:
Receipts—Flour,
corn, 3,000 bush; oats, 8,000 bush.
—

Saturday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

July.

Opening. 80%
Closing.1 81%

81%

CORN.

July.
Opening. 39 Vs
Closing. 39yg

Mav.
40%
40%

Monday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

July.

Mav

Opening. 81%
Closing. 8OV2

81%
8OV2

CORN.

July

May.

Closing.39%

40%

Opening.

39>v

Boston Stock

40%

Market.

The following were to-clay’s quotations of
stocks nBoston:
Atchison. Topeka & Stanta Fe It. 34%
C. B.& Q.307V*
Mexican Central. 16 Vi
Union Pacific
43=/*
Boston <4 Maine R.170
do pfd.
Bell Telephone.
205
New York and New England it. 3ss/s
do pfd. 7 7 Vs
Wisconsin Central.
16 Vi
New York

Stocks.

Mining
(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. May 2, 1892.—The following
are to-day’s closing quotations or
mining stocks:
Col. Coal.r.. 3iv,

Hocking Coal.3 3
Homestake.14 00
Ontario.37 50
Quicksilver. si. H
do pfd.
17
Mexican.
New York

May

New4’s reg.136s/*
New 4’s coup.n 5=u
United States2s rec.J0o
Central Pacific Isis..107 V*
Denver&R. G. 1st.HCx-in

Krleads.107%

Apr.

uplands 74ic :do Gulf 7% c; do stained 6 11-16.
NEW ORLEANS, May 2, 1892,-The Cotton
market is easy; middling 7c.
CHARLESTON. May 2. 1892.-The Cotton
uiaiincu

10

iuiuuuu|j

SAVANNAH.

May

2.

v.

1892.-The

Cotton

quiet; middling 7C.
MOBILE, May 2. 1892.—TheCotton market
is quiet ;middling 6 15-16c.
MEMPHIS, May 2, 1892.—The Cotton market is steady; middlings 7c.

market is

Foreign Markets.

(By Telegraph.)
LIVERPOOL. May 2, 1892.—The Cotton

is dull: middling at 3%d: sales 3000
bales speculation and export 500 b,.ies.
LIVERPOOL. May 2. 1892.-Quotatio.isWinter Wheat 7s 2Vsd@7s 3d;Mixed America:
Corn 43 4d. Cheese 54s 6d.
market

~

OCEAN STEAMER

MOVEMENTS.”

FROM

FOR

TIMF

Caracas.New Vork. .Lagnayra. .May
Havel.New York. .Bremen
.May
Vigilaneia-New Vork.. Rio Janelro.May
City of Paris New York.. Liverpool.. May
Germanic-New York.. Liverpoo
May
Cienfuegos-New York. .Cienfuegos. May
Umbria.New York.. Liverpool.. May
Fumesia .... .New York.. Glasgow ..May
Glengoii.New York. .Rin JaneiO.May
Kugia.New York. .Hamburg. .May
\oendam
.New York. .Rotterdam : May

30.

i 15s,*
115s

inn'
107

HSCg
107%

;i

..

..

..

...

i.u

t

hampagneNew

York.

.Havre_May
May
May

Verra.New York.. Genoa
L dm .....-New York.. Bramen
New York.. Liverpool.
teutonic..
Ciivof Berlin .New York. .Liverpool.

....

...

of Government securities:

2.

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. May 2.
1892.—The Cotton
market is easier but unchanged :sales2261bales;
good ordinary uplands at 4%c; do Gulf at
544c; good ordinary stained at 43/ac; middling

...

Stock and Money Market.

(By Telegraph).
NEW YORK, May 2. 1S92.
The following are to-day 3 closing quotations
,,

Cotton Markets.

May.

Westernland

..

New York..

Antwerp

..

.......

...

..

...

1<

.May li
.Mav 1 i

May

Arizona.New York.. Liverpool. .Mav
Now York.. Liverpool. Mav
Servia
Elbe...New York.. Bremen
May
Wieland.New York. .Hamburg. .May
Obdam.New Yorlt.. Rotterdam. May
New York. Antwerp
Uelgenland
May
La Bourgegue New York". ..Havre
.May
City New York New York-. .-Liverpool. .May
Britauic.New York. .Liverpool. .Mav
...

A
4
4
'•
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

:
I
i
1
v
l
1-:
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On and after Monday, Oct. 5, 189t. Passentrains will Leave Portland:
Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Nashua, Windham and Kppiug at 7.30 a.

Castoria is Dr. Samuel Pitcher’s prescription for Infants
and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor

'or
fer

m. and 12.30 p. m.

other Narcotic substance. It is a harmless substitute
for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor Oil.
It is Pleasant. Its guarantee is thirty years’ use by

For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Waterboro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and
5.30 p.

Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys Wonus and allays

feverishness. Castoria prevents vomiting
Diarrhoea

cures

and Wind Colic.

Sour

Curd,

Castoria relieves

teething troubles, cures constipation and flatulency.
Castoria assimilates the food, regulates the stomach
and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. Castoria is the Children’s Panacea—the Mother’s Friend.

Passed Hell Gate 30tli, sell Flora Condon, fm
New York for Belfast; Jennie Greenbank, do
Rockland; Mary Augusta, do for do; Abbie
Bursley, do for do.
Passed Hell Gate 1st. schs W V Hutchings,
New York for Lubec; Telegraph, do for Rockland ; Nellie Grant. Rondout for Boston.
BOSTON—Ar 30th, sch SheepscOt, Sears, fm
Wiscasset.
Ar.lst, barque.G M Stanwood, Foster, from
Rosario; Nellie Smith, Wallace, Montevideo;
sehs Marcia Bailey, Cole, Wickford; Julia A
Warr, Bailey, New York; Quivet. Smith, Bangor; Victory, Brown, Damariscotta; Niger, Adams. Wiscasset: EL Warren, Colson, Belfast;
John Gerard, Robbins, Deer Isle; Flora, Lee,
Eastport; A J Miller, Garland, Saco; James A
Gray. Coleman, do; Eastern Light, Kelley, from
Macnias; Yulan, Look, do; Unison, Darter,
Bath; Alsatian, Snowman, Kennebec; Areola,
Hannah, Woolwich; Bertha V, Wilson, Millbridge; Antelope, Robbins, lioekport; W C
Norcross. Robinson, do; Mountain Laurel,WebKov

T?s\nlr1.i

I?

T>

Yoorcomh

Ha»

H Gay, Bryant. Damariscotta; Smith Tuttle,
Feltis, do; Katie Hall, Stinson. Deer Isle; L M
Warren. Greenlaw, do; Ellen Perkins, Smith,
do: Mary S: ..Is, Greenlaw, Kennebec; Pemaquid, Wheeler, Rockland.
Sid 30tll, schs Hattie M Howes, Tenant’s Harbor; Telumah, east.
Ar 2d, schs Hope Haynes, Gray, Port Johnson; E G Willard, Fuller, New York; Lincoln,
Wilson, Miilbridge; Nevada, Thomas, Bockland; Mascot, Lane, Rockport; Mary E Amsden, Hoboken; Palestine, New York; Emma S
Briggs, Blake, Roudout; Jos Souther, Francis,
Baltimore.
PASCAGOULA—Cld 30th, sch Charlotte T
P

Sibley. Cienfuegos.
MOBILE—Cld 30th, sch Sallie I’On, West,
Boston.

Castoria.

Castoria is an excellent medicine for children. Mothers have repeatedly told me of its
good effect upon their children.”
Dr. G. C. Osgood,
Lowell, Mass.

Castoria is so well adopted to children that
I recommend it as superior toany prescription
known to me.”
H. A. Archer, M. D.,
Ill So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Castoria is the best remedy for children of
which I am acquainted. I hope the day is not
far distant when mothers will consider the real
interest of their children, and use Castoria instead of the various quack nostrums which are
destroying their loved ones, by forcingopium,
morphine, soothing syrup and other hurtful
agents down their throats, thereby sending
them to premature graves.”
Dr. J. F. Kn.-cHEi.OR,
Conway, Ark.

Our physicians In the children's departspoken highly of their experience in their outside practice with
Castoria,
and although we only have among our
medical supplies what is known as regular
products, yet we are free to confess that the
merits of Castoria has won us to look with
favor upon it.”
United Hospital and Dispensary,

The Centaur

Company,

ment have

Boston, Maja-

Allen C. Smith, Pre*.,

TX Murray Street, New York City,

Fickett,

Ponce.

FALL RIVER—Sid 29th, sch Hannah F Kimbail. Rockport.
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 30th, sch Annie M Preachlas
VINEYABD-HAVEN-Ar 29th, sch Carrie C
Miles. New York for Boothbav.
Sid 29th, sch Nellie F Sawyer.
Sid 28th, schs B P Chase, and A B Mitchell.
Ar 29t.h, schs Mary E Anisden, and Pelesestine, Hoboken for Boston: Marcia Bailey, from
Wickford for do; Hope Haynes, Port Johnson
for Saugus; James R Talbot, Amboy for Portsmouth ; Mary Langdon, and Thos Borden, Rockland for do; Laura C Anderson, Portland for

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
DIRECT LIRE TO REW YORK.
Steamers

A Card to the People
These

days, remind us of the fact that
the hot Summer weather is coming, and with it
comes the demand lor ice, and the demand is
for the very best ice to he had.
Now, we have cut our ice from one of the best
lee ponds in the State, the Phiney Pond at Long
Creek. This pond is fed by mineral springs ana
makes the best ice on the market today.
We
shall supply all of otir retail trade with this ice
at a reasonable price. Our cards will be circulated around town this week and if you wish to
to have the best ice at a reasonable figure save
our card and when in,want of your ice, place it
in your street window.
We hope by prompt attention to busiwarm

and courteous treatment to the consumers, to merit a share of your patronage.
Kespectfully Yours,

ness

CIIIIM BROS. ICE 00.,
Telephone

Brendige. Trapani.

NEWBURYPORT—Sid 30th, sch J G Morse,
Kennebec; ManltOu, Rockland.
Sid 1st, schs W H Mitchell, for Bangor; Richmond, Rockland.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 30th, sch A Richardson,
Belfast.
Sid 1st,'sells E C Allen, Meady, Kennebec;
1
J H Edmunds, do.
Foreign Ports,
Ar at Melbourne Apl 22, ship Rembrandt.
Smith, New York.
At Hiogo Mch 31, ships Willie Reed, Y'ates.
from Philadelphia, ar 13; Titan, Allyn, for New
York.
Sid fm Manila 21st inst, ship Henry Failing.
McIntosh. New York.
KUlfm Havre 24th inst, ship State of Maine,
Curtis, New York.
Arat Barbadoes Apl 20th. sch S G Haskell
Richarnson, Cadiz, to load for North of llatteras.
Ar at

Cienfuegos April 22, sch Henry J Smith,
Adams, Barbadoes.
Ar at Matanzns Apl 23, sch D J Sawyer,Look
Oibarien.
Ski Apl 26, sch T W Dunn,Ross, Boston; 2Sth
barque John R Stanhope. Norton, Boston.
Ar at Hillsboro, NB, 29th, sch Mattie J Alios.
Crockett, Portland.
eld 80th. soli Henry, Calor, Newark.
Ar at St John, NB, 30th, sch
Chieftain, Gunter, Rockport.
( Id 30th, schs

E M Sawyer, Bagley, NYork;
;»eulan, Wasson, Rockport; James Barbour,
a mp, do; Everett,
Eaton, New York.
Spoken.

April 2d, lat 26 03; Ion 86 11, sch Frank S
‘a'reibir°m Pascagoula tor Norfolk.
April 29, ten miles S of Currituck, sch Win T
Donnell, bound south.
v

Manhattan and Cottage City
leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Pier 38,
East River, New York, on Wednesdays and SatFare, $4.00; Round trip,
urdays at 4 p. m.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
$7.00.
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent.
febldtf

PORTLAND
BOAT CO.

Foot

of Park

dtf

BOOTHBAY

uumimura

FREEPORT STEAMBOAT

CO.

PHANTOM will leave Portland
STEAMER
Plerfbr Freeport, touching at Falmouth

Forestde, Cousens', Great Cliebeague and Littlejohn’s Island and Wolfs Point, at 3 p. m. daily
(Sundays excepted). RETURNING, will leave
South Freeport at 7 a. m.. touching at all landings, commencing March 16th, 1892.
marlBdtfH. B. SOULE, Manager.

Calling

unit.

Outwards and Homewards

at Halifax

From

|
Liverpool. |

From
I From
I Portland. I Halifax.
Steamer.
LABRADOR
May 4.
May 6.

]

Bristol service ended for

to

$110; Sec-

DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,

Agents.

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Tuesday and Friday.
Long Wharf, Boston. 3 p. m. From
Pine Street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 3 p. m. Insurance one-hatf the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
From

any mixed
Paints in

commission.
Passage S10.00.

the World.

Mass.___oct22ilt.f

tW a

Bound Trip
Meals and room included.

mar26

_dtt

Flooraid
PAINT YOUR WALLS WITH

LLAID

THE SANITARY PAINTS.

HARD over night.
WITHOUT STICKING
S'”
1
vlllbV with high gloss.

S SHi I

8 FLOOR AND 12 ARTISTIC WALL COLORS.
THE CARY-OGDEN CO., Sole Manufacturers,
OUVBK ST., BOSTON.

EVERETT, & PENNELL,
COOK,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
AGENTS,

137 & 139 Middle St., Portland, Me.

apr23__eodSiti
GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

EPPS'S

COCOA.

breakfast.

of the natural laws which
•‘By ft thorongh knowledge
ot digestion
>>*i nutrition and
govern the operations
by a careful application of the h.
j.roperties of wellbreakfast tables
selected cocoa, Mr. Epp«>haa Pr<*v’:i
tch may save us
with a delicately flavo red bcyt-rt..
15
.judicious use of
many heavy doctor’s bill*r,
a
cons
such articles of diet that
u.tiy be gradually
built up until strong enougfi it.
very tendency to
;r(. boating arounu
disease. Hundreds ot subtile mam
ur ready to attack wherever tht-. e
point. W« may
v
shaft
by
ourselves wella
final
eBcapemany
fortlticd with pure blood and a properly nourished frame.
—''Civil Service Gazette.
Made Pimply with boiling water or milk. Sold only in
half-pound tins, by grocery, labelled thus:
••

.•

...

JASY1ES EPPS & Co.,

Homoeopathic ChBmists,
London, England.

_mar26__;
6Tu&wly_
ANMIJaL MUECTiflfc.'
__

annual meeting of the shareholders of
the GUMBEKLAMD LOAN AND BU ILDING ASSOCIATION -will be held at their
rooms. No, 31 Va bxchange street, on 'Wednesday, May 4tli, 1892, at 3 o’clock p.m. for the
election of officers, and the transaction of any
other business
conie before it.

The

apr26

Lin©

Allan

IP PAINT YOUR FLOORS WITH

r>4

818.00.

For freight or passage apply to F. P. WIN Cl,
Agent, 70 Long Whan, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, 89 State St., Fiske Building, Boston.

7irAnnmA»*

tfgYteKaljy
L.
JAMLb
RAOKLEJjT:

Sec’y
aid

*A’ot

run

in

stormy or foggy weather.

C. W. T. GODING.

arp28dtfGeneral Manager.

Falmouth Foreside Steamboat Co.

On and after Monday April 4. 1892 the
Steamer Alice will leave Town Lauding, Falmouth for Portland daily at 6.00 and 8.65 a. m.
1.00 and 5.00 p. m.
Returning leave west side
oi Portland Pier at 7.00 and 10.00 a. m. 2.40
and 6.15 p. m. Special arrangements for excursions, freight etc. can be made on board the
steamer with B. M. SEABURY, Captain.
apr2
tf

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.
Nov. 2,1891, steamer MERRYCONEAG, will leave Orr’s. Island at (1.40
a. m., _f°r Portland and intermediate landings.
RETURN leave Portland Pier for Orr’s Island
and intermediate landings at 3.00 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS,
oetldtf
General Manger.

ON

and after

Royal

Mail

Steamships.

BETWEEN PORTLAND AND LIVERPOOL
From

I

From

I

From

10th

Steamships | Portland. | Halifax.
Feb. ‘Mongolian I 17th Mar. 19th Mar
Mar. ‘Numidian, | 31st
2nd Apr
•'
Parisian,
| 14th Apr. 16th
30th
Apr. | ‘Mongolian | 28th
S. Numidian and Mongolian will carry cat-

A. A. Chenery and others have
WHEREAS
petitioned the City iCouncil to lay out
a

street or public way in said city, beginning
Ocean street running through land owned by
Chenery to the high water mark upon the shore
of Back Cove, in accordance with the plan
made by E. C. Jordan, civil engineer, and
whereas said petition was referred by the City
Council April 4,1892, to the undersigned, for
them to consider and act upon; therefore.
Notice is hereby given to all parties interested, that the joint standing committee of
the City Council on laying out new streets, will
meet to hear the parties and view the proposed
way on the seventh day of May, 1892, at three
o'clock in the afternoon at the proposed point
of starting, and will then and there proceed to
determine and adjudge whether the public convenience requires said street or way to be laid
new

at

out.

Given under our hands on this eleventh day
of April, 1892.
W. W. MERRILL, "1 Committee on
H. H. NEVINS,
|
G.W, LEIGHTON, )- laying out
E. M. JACOBS,
i
F. E. TRUE,
J new streets.

apl6

Liverpool
25th

24th
7th
*S.
tle and only cabin passengers. Cabin $40 to
$60, according to steamer and location of state
room; second cabin $26; steerage $20.
cm l mu I mu (Service of Allan Line Steam.
Riiuu liumi
ships
New York and Glasgow, via Londonderry,
every fortnight. Cabin $35 and upwards. Return $65 and upwards.
Glasgow to Boston direct, via Derry and
Galway. Prepaid steerage $19; intermediate
$30. Apply to H. & A. ALLAN and T. P.
McGOWAN, Portland, or U. & A. ALLAN
Boston.

d3w

FIRST

CLASS

PIA3NTOS
FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO

ORGANS
Very Fancy

or

ARRIVALS.

p.

LINE FOR

America and Mexico,

xnus

of Panama.

For Japan and China,
NEWPORT.sails Thursday May 5 noon
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannon Sts.
CITY OF PEKING sails Sat., May 21,3 p.m.
For Freight, Passage, or general Information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
E. A. ADAMS & CO.,
115 State Street, Cor. Broad St., Boston,
jelO
dtf
___

Boston Jteamers.
FARE ON1LY
$1.00.

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.
THE

STAUNCH

AND

P. HASTINGS’.
(IB

BOTANIC AND CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN
No 399 1-3 Congress Street, Portland.
For the treatment of all chronic and complicated diseases that flesh is heir to, all cases
given up as incurable, 1 will take them to make
a

cure.

Dr. Reed will not ask you any questions In
any way in regard to your diseases and after
you have a true examination of your case he
will tell you If you can be cured. Dr. Heed's
medicines are strickly pure aud put up to suit
each case, he thinks he can tell the difference
between a person afflicted with a disease or a
person becoming an entranced medium. There
has been a great many people who have lost
their lives by making the above mistake. Examinations at my office every day including Simday from 9 a. in., to 9 p. m. Examination by
letter stating their name, ptace or residence and
age and one stamp, .3) .00.
my22dtf

and Phillips, via Lewiston, 8.30
m., 1.10 p. m.; via Brunswick, 1.15 p. in.;
and for Rangeley at 8.30 a. m.
Monmouth, Winfclirop Readtield and Oak«
land, 1.10 and 5.05 p. m.
Wa&erville via Lewiston, 1.10, 5.05 p. m.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15, +11.30 p. ra.
Skowhegan via Lewiston, 1.10 p. m.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., 1.15, 311.30 p. m.
Belfast, 1.15 and 11.30 p. m.
Dover and Foxcroft, via Dexter, 1.15, 11.30
p. m.
Bangor via Lewiston, 1.10 p. m.: via Augusta?, 7.15 a. m., *1.15 and 311.30 p. m., ana on
а.

Sundays only

Alternately
Wharf, Portland
evening, Sundays excepted, at 7 o’clock
arriving in season for connection with earlies
trains for points beyond.
Through tiokets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, Ac.
Returning, leave India Wharf. Boston, every
evening, Sundays excepted, at 7 o’clock.
J. F. LISCOMB,
J. B. COYLE,
General Agent.
Manager.
dtf
sep!6

at 7.20

a. m.

Bangor & Piscataquis R. R. via Dexter, 1.15
and 11.30 p. in.; \ia Oldtown, at 11.30 p,
m.

Ellsworth and Bar Harbor at 1.15 and 11.30
p.

m.

Vanceboro, St. John, Halifax and Province*
*1.15 an,d tll.30 p. m.
Houlton, Woodstock, St. Stephen and North
Aroostook at 1.15 and 11.30 p. m.; St. Andrews, 1J.30 p. m.
♦Runs daily, Sundays included. $Night express with sleeping cars attached, runs every
night. Sundays included, but not to Skowhegan
Monday morning, or to Belfast, Dexter or oeyond Bangor, on Sunday mornings.
White Mountain* and Quebec Line.
For Cumberland Mills, Hebago Lake, Bridgton, Fryeburg, North Conway, Glen, Bartlett, and Fabyans, 8.45 a. m., 1.45 and
б. 15
St. Jolinsbury,
Newport
p. m.;
and Montreal. 8.45 a. m.. 6.15 p. m.; North
Stratford, Colebrook and Quebec at 1.45
p. m.; Jefferson and Lancaster, 8.4b a. m.
and 1.45 p. m.
The 8.45 a. m. connects for all points In Northern New Hampshire. Vermont, Chicago and
the West; and with the Canadian Pacific
Transcontinental train for Vancouver and Par
cific Coast poiuts.
The 6.15 p. m. train
connects at Montreal With trains via “boo’*
Line for Minneapolis and St. Paul.
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.

From Waterville and Lewiston, 8.35 a. m.; Augusta, Bath and from Rockland Mondays only,
8.40 a. m.: Montreal. Bridgton, etc.. 8.20 a.
m.,and 8 p.m.; Quebec, Lancaster and Bridgton
12.20 p. in.; Farmington. SKownegan and
Lewiston 12^25 p. m.; St. John, Bangor, Rockland, etc. 12.30 p. m.; Waterville. Bath, Augusta and Rockland, 5.35 p.m.; Farmington, Skowhegan. Waterville ancf Lewiston, 5.45 p. m.;

Montreal, Lancaster, Fabyans, Bridgton, 8.00

p. m.; Night Pullman
*Sundays included.

*1.40

a. m.

«

Portland. Kt. Baser! & Maohias Siaamboat Co.
Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND, (weather
permitting), leaves Portland—Slate Street
Wharf—Tuesdays and Fridays at 11.15 p. m.,
or on

arrival of train leaving Boston at 7 p.

m.

Rockland. Bar Harbor and Maehiasport.
Returning will leave Maehiasport Mondays and
Thursdays at 4. a. m., arriving at Portland
about midnight same davs.
PAYSON TUCKER.
Vice Pres, and General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHY. Gen’l. Pass, and Ticket Agent.
dtf.
Portland, April 1 1892.
■

ROYAL
Finest and

BLUE
—

New

LINE.

Safest Trains in the World
BETWEEN—

York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and
Washington
—VIA—

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA & READING R. R.,
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R.
All trains vestibuled from end to end, lighted by
gas. Unequaled dining car service.
timetable April 11, 1892.
Leave New York from foot Of Liberty street,
North River,
For Philadelphia at 4.00,, 7.45, 9.00. 10.00,
11.30 with dining car, a. m., 1.30, 2.15, 3.30
with dining car 4.00, 5.00. B.OO, 7.30 p. m.
12.15 night. Sundays—9.00, 10.30, 11.30
with dining car a. m. l.So, 3.30 with dining
car 5.00, 0.00, p. m.. 12.15 night
For Baltimore and Washington daily at 9.00,
11.30 with dining car a. m.; 1.30, 3.30, dining
car 6.00 p.m., 12.15 night.
Parlor cars on" day trains -Sleepers on night
trains.
Tickets via this line are, on sale at principal
Railroad offices throughout New York and New

England.

Boston 8t SWlaine R.

dtf

R.

4, 1891.

WESTERN DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland (Union Station) for
Soarboro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00, 10.15 a.
m., 3.30, 5.15. 6.15 p. m.; Old Orchard Beach,
Saco, Biddeford, 7.00, 8 45, 10.15 a. III., 12.40,
3.30, 5.15, 6.15 p. 111.; Ivennebunk, 7.00, 8.45
a. m., 12.40, 3.30, 5.15, 6.15 p. m.; Wells
Beach, 7.00, 8.45 a. m., 3.30, 5,1 o p.in.;North.
Berwick, Great Falls, Dover, 7.00, 8.45 a.
ill., 12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p. in; Rochester, Farmington, Alton Bay, Wolfboro, 8.45 a. in..
12.40, 3.30 p. ill.; Worcester, (via Great
Falls and Rochester] 7.00 a. m.; Manchester
and Concord (via South Newmarket Junction)
7.00 a. m., 3.30 p. m.; (via Lawrence)- 8.45 a.
ill.; So. Newmarket Junction, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, t7.00,
t8.45 a. m.. §12.40, 3.30 p. m.
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. m., 1.00,
4.00 p. m.
Sunday Trains from Union Station, for Boston and way stations, 12.56. 4.15 p. m.
EASTERN DIVISION.
From Union Station. For Cape Elizabeth,
9.00 a. m.; Amesbury, 9.00 a. ni.. 6.00 p. m.;
Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem. Lynn, Boston, (12.00 a. ill. daily) t9.00 a.
m., (§1.00 p. m. daily) 16.00 p. m.
Boston icr Portland, 7.30 a. m.. ($9.00 a. m.
daily) 12.30 p. m.. (.*7.00 p. nu daily.)

“IiAWSOW HOUSE,” FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.

ELEGANT STEAMERS

PORTLAND AND FOREST CITY
leave Franklin

everv

decl7

and South
Dr E. 30. Reed.

From New York, pier foot of Canal street
North River, for San Francisco via The Isth-

m.

Farmington

In Effect October

W.

R~

Brunswick, Batli, Gardiner, Hallowell and
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15, 5.00 and 311.30

Boston office, 211 Washington street.
dec22

Plain at

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.

—

California, Japan, China, Central

1891,

From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.25 a. Cl.,
12.10, 3.10, 5.40 and 5.50 p. in. From Gorham, N. n., 8.25 a. m.. 12.10 and 5.50 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.10 a. ru.,
5.50 p. m. From Quebec, 12.10 p. m.
TICKET OFFICE

dec24dtf

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY
—

of Canada.

Railway

MONDAY. Dec. 7,
Trains will run as follows:
Alter

For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 and 7.20 a.
m., and 1.10, 1.30 and 5.10 p. m. For Gorliam, 7.10 a. m.. 1.30 and 5.10 p. m. For
Montreal and Chicago, 7.10 a. m. and 1.30
p. in. For Quebec, 1.30 p. m. For Bucklield and Canton, 7.10 a. m. and 1.30 p. m.

for

CiTYOFDEERi UC,.
DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

W. W. WHIPPLE & GO.,

SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
For Forest City and Trefethen's Landings,
Peaks Island, Little and Great Diamond
Islands, at 9.00, 10.30, a. m., 2.16, 4.20 p. m.
For Evergreen Landing, Peaks Island, and
Ponce's Landing, Long Island, 10.30 a. m.,
2.15,4.20 p.m.

season.

Cabin, $40 to $G0; Return, $80
ond Cabin, $26; Steerage, $20.

ASBESTOS PAINTS
Have the

WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
/"COMMENCING Thursday, April 28, 1892.
For Forest City and Trefethen’s Landings, Peaks Island, Little and Great
Diamond Islands, at 6.30, 6.40, 8.00, *10.30
a. m., 2.15, 4.20, 6.10 p. ill.
for Evergreen
Landing, Peaks Island, and Ponce's Landing, Long Island, 8.00, *10.30, a. m., 2.15 p. m.
RETURN—Leave Forest City Landing,
6.20, 7.20, 9.15, *11.45. 3.30, 6.00, 6.25.
Leave Trefethen’s, 6.00, 7.05, 9.00, 11.30
3.15, 4.45, 6.46. Leave Little Diamond, 6.1'0,
7.15.9,10, *11.40, 8.25, 4.35, 6.35.
Leave
Great Diamond, 6.05, 7.10, 9.05, *11.36, 3.20,
4.40,6.40, Leave Evergreen, 8.55, *11.25,
3.10. Leave Ponce’s Landing, Long Island,
8.45, *11.15, 3.00.

STEAM-

Royal Mail Steamships.

nov23dtf

JOHNS

*

Winter Arrangements. On
after Monday, Nov. 2, Str. Enterprise will
leave East Boothbay every Monday at 7.15 a.
m., for Portland, touching at So. Bristol and
Boothbay Harbor. Every Wednesday, leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland, at 8 a. m., for Round
Pond, touching at Boothbay Harbor.
Every
Thursday leave Round Pond at 7 a. m. for
Portland, touching at Boothbay Harbor. Every
Friday leave Portland at 8 a. m. for Boothbay,
So. Bristol, East Boothbay
and
Pemaquid.
Weather permitting. No freight received after
7.45 a..m., on day of leaving,
marldtf
_ALFRED RACE. Manager.
and

No. 543—2.

OFFICE—Deake’s "Wharf,
Street.
apl

Philadfilnhia.
Ar 30tli, schs

Emma McAdam, Port Johnson
for Plymouth; Nulato. Amboy for Machlas.
Sid 30th, schs J D Ingraham, Bessie H Gross,
Alary E Amsden, Palestine, Marcia Bailey, Mary Langdon, Hope Haynes, Thos Borden, James
Barrett, Laura C Anderson, War Steed, Carrie
C Miles, and Nulato.
SALEM—Sid 30tli, sch Delaware, Franklin
for New York; Ivy Bell, east.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 2d, sell Clara A Donnell,

m.

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT C0„

STEAMERS.

CE!
ICE

and

For Gorham at 7.30 and 10.00 a.
12 30,
3.00. 5.30, 6.20 and 11.15 p. m.
50 Exchange Street, and Depot Foot of InFor Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westdia Street.
brook Junction and Woodford’s at 7.30
and 10.00 a. m., 12.30, 3.00, 5.30 6.20 and
Lowest fares from Portland, \ ?r mouth Junc11.15 p. m.
tion and Danville Junction as follows: To ChiFor Forest Avenue (Deering), G.20 p. m.
cago $20 and 815.75; Detroit $16.75 and
The 12.30 p. in. train from Portland connects $12.50; Kansas City $30 and $24.00; St. Paul
at Ayer Junction with
Tunnel
"Hoosac
$31.50 and.S26.50; St Louis via Detroit $23.75
Route” for the XVesfc and at Union Station, | and $19.75; St. Louis via
Chicago $28 and
Worcester, for Providence and New York, $21.75; San Francisco, California, $90 and
via “Providence Line,” for Norwich and
$56.75. These rates are subject to change.
New York, via “Norwich Line” with Koston
L. J. SEARGEANT, General Manager.
* Albany R. R. for the West, and with the
dec8
dtf
New York All Rail via
“Springfield.”
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m.,
1.30 and 5.50 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40,
8.35 and 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 4.30, 6.50 and 7.35
For Bangor, Bar Harbor, St. John, the
Whit© Mountains, Quebec, Montreal
p. m.
For through Tickets to all points West and
and the West.
South, apply to S. E. COEDWELL, Ticket On
and after
April 11, 1892, passenger
Agent, Portland, Me.
trains leave Portland as follows:
5. W. PETEEfe, Supt.
For Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewis*
C. J. WIGGIN, Gen’l Ticket Agent.
ton, 8.80 a. m., 1.10, 5.05 p. m.
dtf.
Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.15 a. m., *1.15,
oct5_
5.00 and $11.30 p. m.
Rockland and Knox and Lincoln Stations,
ISLAND STEAMERS.
7.15 a. m., 1.15 and on Saturdays only at 5.00

Custom House Wharf, Portland, Me.

FERNANDINA—ArSOth, sell Mary Sprague,
Simmons, Boston.
JACKSONVILLE—Cld 30th, sch Flora Morang, Moraiig, Philadelphia; Douglass Gregory,
Fernandina.
SAVANNAH—Ar 1st, sch Jennie F Willey,
Bulger. Haggett’s Cove.
CHARLESTON—Sid 30th, sch Jennie F Willey, Savannah.
Ar 30th, sch Laura E Messer, Gregory, from
Rockport.
FORT MONROE—Sid 1st, barque Charles G
Rice. Bailev. New York.
PHILADELPHLA-Ar 30th, sch Jeannie Lippett, Pierce, Portland.
Cld 30th, sch E S Newman, for Boston.
Ar 1st, sch Benj C Frith. Fales, Port Spain.
Ar 2d. sch C J Willrrd, York, Windsor, NS.
Ar 1st, sells W S Jordan, Studley, Kennebec;
Lizzie Babcock, Wheaton, do.
PERTH AMBOY-Ar 29th, schs Wm Flint,
and Decora, New York; Mary Augusta, do.
NEW HAVEN-Ar 1st, sch Chas H Trickey,

Grand Trunk

MAINE CENTRAL R.

Castoria.
•*

Domestic Ports,

for

m.

STAGE CONNECTIONS-DAILY-From W.
Minot for Hebron Academy; Buckfleld for W.
Sumner and Turner; Can on for Peru, DIxiieldaiid Mexico; also for Brettun’s Mills,
Livermore.
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.

DEPARTURES.

STATION FOOT OF PREBLE STREET.

Sart

vidence.

Railway.

IC, 1891.

Leave Portland via G. T. Railway, 7.10 a. m.
and 1.30 p. m.
RETURNING—Leave Canton4.30 and 0.30 cl

On

Mappsville, Va, April 08—One half of a large
four-masted schr, split lengthwise, has come
ashore on Assawoman Beach,—supposed to be
of the missing schr Tecumseh, which was
lought to have foundered in the gale of the
27th of March.
NEW YORK—Ar 1st. schs A R Weeks, Matanzas; Herald of the Morning. Boothbay; N F
Sawyer, Lanesville; Morris & Cliff, Rockland.
Cld 30th, barque John D Brewer, Josselyn,
Shanghai; sehs Myra W Spear. Caswell. Governor’s Harbor; Caroline C Foss,Crabtree, Mobile
Maud Briggs, Newport News.
Also ar 1st, barque Agate, Jordan, Port Spain
schs Dannetta & Joanna, Wallace, Clenfuegos;
A R Weeks, Henley, Matanzas; Augustus Welt,
Sproul, do; Stephen Bennett, Anderson, Brunswick; Ella B Kimball. Kimball, Norfolk; Herald of the Morning, Lewis, Boothbay; Ada S
Allen, Dudley, Calais; Glenullen, Mftchell, Pro-

Line,

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER ft. R.

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

SACO. May 2—Cld, sch John S Beacham, for
Rockland.
WISCASSET, April 28-Ar, schs Pearl, Barter. Boston.
May 1—Ar. schs Freddie A Higgins, Blake,
Belle Hardy, Boston; Mary E Crosby, fm Nantucket.
Sid, sch Sheepscot, Wells, Boston.
ROCKPORT, May 1—Ar, sell Irene Thayer,
Wall, Boston.
May 2—Sailed, sch Ira Bliss, Morton, Rockland.

¥orce$ter

In Effect November

Je27_____atf

Cleared.

Lambso 60@5 80.

uun; cut meats more active ana

Portland &

Sch Calvin B Orcutt, Pierce, Philadelphia—J S
Winslow & Co.
Soli Grace Webster, Barter, Windsor, NS—
Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Sch Morning Light, Nickerson, Barrington—
W C Rich.
Sch Viola M Brewer, Brewer, Barrington—
W C Rich.
Sch Pride of the Port, Lawry, North-east Harbor-W C Rich.
SAILED—Tug No 1, with barges No 3 and No
6 for Norfolk.

ac-

TEXAS AND MEXICO. Portland & Enmford Falls

2.

_

CHICAGO. May 2.1892.—The Cattle market

RAILROADS.

Semi-Monthly Parties, personally conducted
combining comfort, low rates, quick time, Pullman sleeping cars. Call on or address E. E.
CURRIER, New England Agent Southern Paeific Co., 1»2 Washington Sk, Boston, Mass.
]*nl9
aoddjn

Arrived.
Steamship Eleanora, Gove. New York—passengers and mdse to .1 B Coyle.
Steamer State of Maine, Colby, Boston for
Eastport and St John. NB.
Barque Addie Morrili, Andrews, Boston, to
load for South America. To Ryan & Kelsey.
Sell Cliilde Harold, Manson, Baltimore—coal
to Me Cent RR.
Soli Gen S E Merwin, Smeed, Baltimore—coal
to Me Cent KR.
Sell Bertlia Dean, Thomas, Baltimore—coal to
Me Cent RR.
Sch R D Bibber, Piukham, Philadelphia—coal
to Me Cent RR.
Sch Edward Waite. York, Philadelphia—coal
to Sargent. Dennison & Co.
Sell ,J W Hawthorne, Hoffses, New York—
coal to Randall & McAllister.
Sch Eva L Leonard, New York—brimstone to
Me Cent RR.
Sch Lizzie J Clark, Mitchell, Boston.
Sell Rebecca W Huddell, from St John, NB,
for New York.
Sch Ada. G Shortland, McIntyre, St John, NB.
for New York.
Sch Modoc, Perry, Addison for Boston.

9%
57

50':patents

RAILROADS.

CALIFORNIA,

PORTLAND.

MONDAY, May

tive and steady; best steers 4 30®4 60; others
3 80@425; feeders 3 25@3 75; Stockers 2 90@
3 10; cows at 2 00@2 25.
Hogs—receipts 34.000; shipments —; active;
closed steady ;rough and common at 4 00(5)4 25;
mixed and packing 4 35 3)4 56;prime heavy and
butchers’ weights at 4 65@4 60; light at 4 40@
4 65.
Sheep—receipts 8000; shipments 1000; slowand steady to lower ^Westerns 5 00@6 50; Texans at 4 25(®5 65; clipped natives 5 60®5 90.

fancy

miscellaneous.

--

mabinenevs

Chicago Cattle Market.
(By Telegraph!

uomesnc

r

j;; |gOta

:X,1

95%,

93%
do pfd.
Eichmona * West Pom:.
9
do nfd... 5u%

miscellaneous.
--

•••.

@6
Receipts—FIour.11.000

Mav.
90%
90%
90%
90%

July.

MINIATURE ALMANAC.MAY 3.
3 47
Sun rises .-4IS0 f Hicrti water f
Sun sets.0 46 j ®
4 47

30.

WHEAT.

Highest.

Sugar Trust.

—Kecelpts 17,000; shipments 4500; fairly

Railroad Receipts.

and, 100

Kansas raeiflc Consols.I09%x-ml13
111%
Oregon Nav. lsts.111%
108
Kansas Pacific ists.108
Closing quotations of stocks;
145
Adams Express.145
118y2
American Express.IIS
81
Central Pacific. 31
Ches. & Ohio. 24
23%
145
Chicago & Alton.147
160
Chicago & Alton preferred... 160
107%
Chicago. Burlington a uuincy.i 07 %
145
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co.. 144%
158*4
Delaware. Laekawana 14 West..l59y3
Denver <4 Bio Grande. 17Vs
17%
Erie. 30V8
29%
72
Erie preferred. 72%,
Illinois Central.103
103%
Bloom
& West.
Ind.,
Lake Erie & West. 25%
25Vs
Lake Shore.134%
134%
Lotus & Nash. 75%
70
Manhattan Elevated.123%
124 '*
Michigan Central.109 rs
109%
Minn. & St. Louis. j 2 vg
12%,
Minn. & St. Louis pfd. 27%
27%
Missouri Pacific. 59%
69%
New Jersey Central.139
139%
Northern Pacific common. 21%
21%
Northern Pacific pfd.59%
59
120%
Northwestern.120%
Northwestern nfd.144'
4*%
New York Central.114%
114%
New York. Chicago & St- Louis. 17%
118
do pfd. 74%
74%
Ohio & Miss. 20 %
20%
Out. & Western. 193/3
19%
North American. 145/3
14%
Pacific Mail. 3514
35
Pullman Palace.189% x-inl92%
Beading. 591/3
59-/6
Bock Island. 84%
84
St. Louis & San Frail.
St. Paul.
77%
77%
do nfd.122%
122%
Paul.
Minn.
&
112%,
Mann.112%
gt.
St. Paul & Omaha. 47%
47%
<10 pfd.
H0V3
115%
Texas Pacific, new. 10%
10%
onion Pacific. 43%
44
U. S. Express... 451
45
11’*
Wabash, St. Louis & raeiflc ..12
do pfd. 27%
27%

South

Harpswell,

pleasant seaside hotel lias
greatly
THIS
improved, aud is
supplied with ail the
modern improvements, including
and
been

now

hot

For Portsmouth and way siatious, 4.40 p.
tConnects with Rail Lines for New York,
South and West.
§Comrects with Sotmd Lines for New York.
{Western Division from North Berwick Sundays only.
•Western Division from Dover.
Through tickets to all points South and West
for sale at Union station. Congress street.
JOHN W. SANBORN.
Acting Gen. Man.. Boston.
D. W. SANBORN. Genl. Supt.
D. J. FLANDKR8. G. P. and T. A.. Boston
GEO. F. WHITNEY, Gen. Agt. at Portland.
oct3
dtf
m.

Me.
cold

sea water baths.
Scenery unsurpassed; good
bathing, boating and fishing. Open for guests
June 16th, 1892. Special rates tor parties.

HARPSWELL HOTEL COMPANY, PROPRIETORS
For accommodations or particulars apply to
J. J. POOLER, Manager, Portland, lie.
mai'24-tf

THE
NEW

PRESS.

ADVERTISEMENTS

MADE A II OF IT.

TODAY.

(CONTIXTJED FROM FIRST PAGE.)

AMUSEMENTS.

Billiard hall licenses were granted,
to the City Marshal’s approval,
to John K. Martin, James A. Pme and
James A, Conwell. Licenses were similarly granted to Patrick O’Malley as a
pawnbroker, and Mrs. W. H. Palmer for

subject

Mr. Kehoe moved that this board recede from its former action and concur
with the upper board* This motion was
carried by a vote of il to 9. This action
was taken immediately before adjournment, the board neglecting to pass the
appropriation bill after accepting the re-

NEW advertisements.

The weather today
is likely to be

ttormy.

Two committees of conference an employment office.
On motion of Alderman Tolman, an port.
appointed and met in conference.
FIFTH PAGE.
Finally, just before midnight, the lower order was passed that the committee on
Evergreen Cemetery.
The Atkinson Company,
board voted to recede, and the report state pensions be authorized to hire a
An attempt to give Evergreen Cemelimes Bros.
was accepted in concurreence with the
clerk at a salary not to exceed $100 per
Masonic goods; J. A. Merrill Ei Co.
Board of Aldermen. But the acceptance year.
tery $7500 instead of $6000 was lost on a
Steamboat for sale.
of the report did not, by any means, pass
Alderman Gallagher introduced an or- viva voce vote.
Portland yacht club.
Business change.
It required a separate vote to der authorizing the committee on drains
the bill.
Papers from the Upper Board.
Walter Corey Company.
Tho lower board apparently and sewers to build a wooden building
do that.
P.ines Bros.
Order fixing salary of Mayor at $1500 tor the
about
that little formality and at the foot of Hanover street for storage
all
forgot
EIGHTH PAGE.
The order was year. Passed in concurrence.
adjourned, so the appropriations have of building material.
Farrington & Bickford.
Petition of Maine Medical Society for use of
not yet been made.
amended by Alderman Stevens stipulatOwen. Moore & Co.
The Atkinson Company,
ing that the cost would not exceed $100, Common Council Chamber on June 8, 9.10 for
Salaries.
f. H. Wolf.
and Alderman Gallagher then moved its 4th annual meeting. Passed in concurrence,
The salaries of municipal officers were that further consideration be postponed.
Petition for arc light on Spring street at the
AUCTION.
A communication from the Portland head of May street. Referred in concurrence.
fixed for the ensuing year as follows:
F. O. Bailey & Co.
Alexander Fleming for sidewalk on westerly
City Clerk.Fees and $1200.00 Bailroad Company in regard to a sewer side of School street Referred in concurrence.
Assistant.
450.00
Petition of Maine Steamship Company and
through the mill creek flats with outfall
New Wants. To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found Treasurer and Collector. 2500.00 under
for abatement of nuisance caused by
Deering’s bridge, was received others
and similar advertisements, will be found under Clerks. 2000.00
Referred in
at foot of Thornes street.
sewer
the committee on drains and
through
their appropriate headings on page 6.
Auditor. 1400.00
concurrence.
sewers.
A letter from the city engineer
800.00
Messenger'.
Petition of St. Stephen’s chnrcli for payment
Solicitor. 1300.00 in relation to the same was read, and of damages from electric machinery. Referred
1125.00
Colonel A. W. Bradbury addressed the in concurrence.
Assistant Assessors (per diem).
For additional Local News see Assessors.
2.25
Petititiou of guests of Ottawa house for fire
for the city solicitor. It was
City Marshal. 1500.00 meeting
escapes. Referred in concurrence.
voted
to
for
future
the
over
matter
Petition of Bishop Healy and others for imDeputy Marshak. 950.00
lay
Fifth
Patrolmen (per
2.25

City ball; Gilmore.
City hall; Herrmann.

concur.
were

Page.

diem).

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

Yesterday
showery.

was

cloudy,

warm

and

General Station Agent Whitney has
put in a brass gong at the Union Station
to announce the

departure

of trains.

The Cape Elizabeth life saving station
was closed Saturday night until November 1st. No wrecks have oalled for the
attention of the crew the past winter.
The regular monthly meeting of the
Portland Yacht Club will be held tomorrow evening at the club house.
Portland Lodge, No. 142, N. E. O. P.,
will have a leap year party Wednesday
evening. All who go will have a good
time.

Chief Engineer.
First Assistant Chief Engineer.
Assistant Engineers.
Engineers of steamers.
Five department drivers (per diem)....
Captains of fire companies.
Clerks and stokers.

Members.
Officers Hose 8.

750.00
200.00
150.00
900.00

2.25
135.00
125.00

120.00
35.00
30 00

Members Hose 8.

Electrician. 1000.00

Truant Officer.
Clerk Common Council.
Superintendent of Clocks.

600.00
200.00
150.00
200.00
400.00

Superintendent of Burials.
Harbor Master.
Street Commissioner. 1500.00
Civil Engineer. 2000.00

First Assistant Engineer..... 1100.00
Second Assistant Engineer.I
TnA
Third Assistant Engineer.). 1700.00
(Last year 2d had $1100, and 3d $600.)
Superintendent of School Buildings. 800.00
Inspector of Buildings. 150.00
Forester (per day).
2.50

consideration.
A paper from the lower board in regard to a dumping place for rubbish
was laid on the table in non concurrence.
An order in regard to hand concerts
came up from the lower board and was
laid on the table in non concurrence.
Papers from the lower board received
concurrent action.
IN COMMON COUNCIL.

Absent—Councilman Howe of Ward 3.
The records were read and approved.
Councilman Simpson of Ward 1, introduced an order that a committee of two,
with such as the aldermen might join,
be instructed to improve the
isatn Houses

at the eastern end of the

at

cost

city,
$300, the same to be paid
out of the contingent fund.
It
was
passed unanimously, and Councilmen
Fair at Oakdale.
Simpson and Leighton were appointed
The fair at the new hall in Oakdale
But the original
upon that committee.
will be opened this afternoon, when adpromotor of the bath houses was CounHeal Estate Valuation.
cilman Kehoe, and he soon asserted his
mission will be free to all. This evening
Messrs. Virgil C. Wilson and William position as patron of the bath-houses by
a line entertainment will be given by
B. Irish made the following important introducing an order for $500 for buildMiss Annie Willey, Mr. H. W. Barnard
new bath houses.
President Mcthe values of real es- ing
and Mr. Robert Rexdale, consisting of report concerning
Gowan ruled Mr. Kehoe’s order out of
tate in this city:
it
vocal and instrumental music and readorder, as seemed to conflict with the
To the Honorable City Council:
first. But Councilman Pennell came to
Gentlemen—In compliance with an order of
ings. An unusually large quantity of
Mr. Kehoe’s rescue by stating that the
honorable
of
the
8th
your
the
body
tost.,
special
useful and fancy articles will be offered officers
appointed by order of the City Council, intention was to have a bath house for
for sale at the various tables, and re- October 6,1890, to assist the assessors in re- women.
Mr. Kehoe said that was exvaluing and
the value of real estate
as the “promiscuous
freshments of various kinds can be ob- belonging to equalizing
resident and non-resident taxpay- actlythe object,
of both sexes” in the present
tained. The electric cars pass the door ers of the city, beg leave to stats that they have mingling
finished their duties and submit the following bath house had seriously tried the city
of the ball, and the short and pleasant report:
fathers having this institution in charge.
As soon as practicable after appointment the
ride from the city, combined with the
Then there was an effort to lay the Kecommissioners entered upon their duties, and
varied attractions of the fair, will enable were engaged in the work about 14 months, in hoe order on the table, and it failed; but
which time every piece of real estate was exam- a moment after the order was defeated
all to pass a pleasant evening. The la- ined and
compared, values placed thereon, and on a rising vote, 9 to 9, the chair casting
dies have worked hard to make this an a detailed result, in book form, alphabetically the deciding vote against it.
arranged, was compiled, which volume, togethThis seemed to end the matter; but
enjoyable occasion, and deserve a large er with all memoranda, maps, etc., was turned
over to the board of assessor for their considerCouncilman Kehoe came up smiling with
attendance.
the first
The changes from last year are as follows :
Fire department drivers, increase of 12V4
cents per day.
Clerks and stokers, increase of $5 per year.
Members, increase of $10 per year.
Civil engineer, increase of $100 per year.

week in January, 1892.

ation,

Democratic Convention.

The delegates elected at the ward cauSaturday night to attend the convention May 11th to nominate a
delegate
to the Democratic National Convention,
met at the city committee rooms yesterday afternoon and selected these gentlecuses

Total

Club.
lsurnnam &

Morrill

Company.

The business heretofore conducted by
the firm of Burnham & -Morrill, will be
carried on from this date by the Burnham & Morrill Company, a company duly organized under the laws of the State
of Maine, with the following officers:
President—Geo. Burnham, Jr.

Value of the Real Estate,

determined by your commissioners, is $23,862,312, of which sum $23,382,062, is credited
to the city proper, and $480,255, to the islands,
showing an increase over the assessed value of
1890 of $677,512. and of 1891 of $367,712.
About $100,000 ofithis increase of value will not
be available for taxation until 1894, as the appreciation has been upon property specially exempted by vote of the City Council from any increased valuation, for a period of 10 years, the
limit expiring in 1894.
as

Vice President—John E. Burnham.
Treasurer—Chas. S. Morrill.
Secretary—Perez B. Burnham.
Directors—Geo. Burnham, Jr., John E. Burnham. Chas. S. Morrill, Perez B. Burnham, Josiah Burnham.
The

Auburn Burglar.

nade, and a. portion of North street. Values
were decreased in the older section, embracing
Atlantic, St. Lawrence, Waterville, Fore and

Washington

streets.

Wards 2, 3 and 4—Values were increased in
that section north of Lincoln street, between
Boyd and Green streets, including flats inside of
marginal way, that section embraced by Cumberland and Congress, Chestnut
ana High
streets and upper Federal street.
Values were
decreased in Washington and adjacent streets,
Fore, Commercial, Middle, Free, Union, Plum
and Cross streets.
Wards 5 and 6—Values were increased in that
section embraced by Congress and Portland,
High and Grove streets. Values were decreased on Commercial, Danforth and York streets,
Ward 7—Values were increased in that section embraced by Thomas street and the Western Promenade, Spring and Pine streets, and
that section west of Weymouth and Gilman
streets to city limit. Values were decreased on
West Commercial street.
Petitions Referred.

It appears that the man arrested
by
The following petitions were received
Deputy McCallum and Officers Fickett
and Skillins Friday on the suspicion that and referred to appropriate committees:
St. Stephen’s church, for payment of bill of
he was Gallagher, the man wanted in
repairs of $69,11, caused by electrical machinAuburn for breaking and
was
entering,
ery of the city lire alarm system.
Portland Stove Foundry Company, for pernot the man. He had given the name of
mission to lay a branch track from the Portland
Kelly and when Sheriff Lamb arrived & Rochester railroad across Pearl street into
the foundry yard.
here Monday he said Kelly was not GalMaine Steamship Company and others, that
nuisance caused by the sewer emptying into
lagher. Officer W. H. Smith thought he tlie
the dock in rear of Galt block be abated.
knew Gallagher.
He found him on the
Residents, that an are light be located on
Spring street at the head of May street.
street yesterday and when he
brought
Alexander Flemming, for a brick sidewalk at
him in the sheriff said he was the
man,
Gallagher to Auburn with

22

and he took

Smith to Franklin, he

him.

otherwise put
Stoddard

Blackboard Talks.
Itev. W. X.

Tenney,
evangelist,of
Lynn, Mass., is to give an illustrated
talk on “The Life of Christ,” this evening at 7.30 in the Advent Christian
Mr. Tenney will
Church, Westbrook.
show 30 movable pictures, besides his
crayon drawings. He is also to give this
talk at the Free Baptist church in Cornish tomorrow evening, and at
Sebago
I.ake Thursday night. These talks are
are

artist

welcome.

Sneak Tliief

Arrested.

thief, who gives the name of Fred
Brown, lias been arrested in Lincolnville
and committed to Wiscasset jail. In
A

Camden he
called at the house of
Mrs. Watson and stole some jewelry, and
at Gilbert Young’s lie stole a gold watch
and chain.
The fellow is said to have
tried operations in Portland.
Advices from South Africa show that
locusts are ravaging the country. A
swarm of the insects six miles wide, recently passed over the country near Gra-

hamtown, Cape Colony.

m

Cumberland
naveH

with

street

from

aenheit

Permits

Building permits

were

Granted.

granted

order for a committee to pr ovide additional bath houses for female bathers.
It took Mr. Kehoe some time to get this
order properly before the council, as
President McGowan ruled it out several
times on various technical pretexts. The
last pretext was that Mr. Kehoe had not
read the order before he sent it up to
the desk.
Mr. Kehoe, with considerable indignation, appealed from the decision, which
the chair refused to entertain on the
ground that in the council two members
are required to appeal.
The rules
backed the chairman’s ruling, so Mr. Kehoe had to subside.
Councilman Charles Dunn, Jr., of
Ward 1, presented a new city ordinance,
which was highly recommended by Col.
Bradbury for'the city solicitor and City

as

MarcVloll ftwroft

ordinance

provides punishment of not to
exceed $10 to prevent loitering about
public places and private residences for

unlawful and malicious purposes.
This
will cover a class of offences not covered
by statute.
Mr. Merrill of Ward 4 presented an order for the appropriation of $500 for a
Fourth of July celebration.
Mr. C. J. Pennell didn’t favor any
5-eent appropriations. There should be
a good $5000 one or none at all, and
moved that the order be laid on the ta-

ble.
Mr. F. H.
was

Little thought the matter
already under consideration by the

committee on estimates.
tabled 16 to 3.

fol-

lows :
Charles D. McDonnell, four-story brick building, 102-104 Exchange -street.
K. I-'. Ells, two-story wooden carriage house,
No. 117 Oxford street.
L. W. Tibbetts, one-story private stable, No.
23 Beckett street,
John L. Brackett, two-story wooden stable
and carriage house, rear 44 and 40 Aider
street.
Victualars’ Licenses Granted.

Victualers’ licenses were granted as
follows :
0. H. Stowell, Long Island; G. J. Hodgdon,
9GV!i Portland; J. K. Martin, E’almoutli Hotel;
Mrs. Mary Fobes, 475'Commercial; Nellie S.
Evans, Hampshire and Middle; James H. York,
Portland Pier; Henry G.Todd, 437 Commercial;
Janies M. Eagan. 07 Washington; V. C. Mountfort, Long Island; Jas. L Aggus, 413 Commercial ; John I,. Wilson, 18 India street, Mrs. M.
Higgins, 128 Middle; Foss & O’Connor. United
States Hotel; Jas. Herbert, Long Island; Robert E. McDonald. 109 Federal; Mary E. Shaw,
207 Fore; John Hernandez, 125 Commercial;
Elizabeth Cunningham, 251 Fore: Thos. J.
Flaherty, 10 Pleasant; John E. Mullen, 473
Fore: L. J. Perkins & Sou, 489 Congress; Albert Swenson, 30 India; Patrick J. Murphy, 53
Middle; M. J. Mulkern, 25 Clark; P. H. Erskin,
43 Middle; C. A. Ferris, 403 Congress.
Miscellaneous Business.

Permission was granted P. Southworth
to maintain a 50-horse power engine and
boiler at 109 Middle street.
The use of the Common Council chamber was granted the Maine Medical Association for tlieir annual meeting .June 8,
9 and 10.
Henry Brown and Charles B. Dyer
were licensed to sell gunpowder.
Henry P. Merrill, M. I)., and John S.
Bussell, members of the Board of Health
were appointed special police without
pay.
The Mayor’s salary was fixed at 81500.
Jeremiah Donahue, Luther A. Sterling,
George X. E. Kimball, Oscar E. Randall,
Charles W. Trefethen, Arthur J. Boyd,
John W. llanscom, and Frank M. Floyd
were appointed
special policemen without pay.

The order was

Band Concerts.

Councilman Simpson introduced an order to provide for band concerts during
the summer, but it was voted down, 10
to 9.
Fort Allen

Park.

Mr. Kehoe introduced an order direct-

ing the city civil engineer to establish a
line between the city’s Fort Allen Park
property and the land of Mrs. Anne L.
Pierce, according to compromise arranged by the park commissioners,
which divides equally between the two
parties the land in dispute.
'Tl.o

When the estimates came down from
the upper board there was a discussion
on the fire department salaries.
The

committee on estimates reported $30,125
but the aldermen raised it .to $31,425
in order to provide for an increase in the
pay of about 138 call men from $110 to
$120. Mr. Pennell objected to this increase, while Mr. Little favored.
Upon
a vote Mr. Pennell was supported
by
Messrs. Smith, Webb, Leighton, Chute,
in
all
while
Randall, Rines,
seven;
op-

and Dunn were the 9.
The upper board voted to adhere to
their action on school salaries and asked
for a committee of conference.
The
president appointed as a committee
Messrs. Kehoe, Merrill and Leighton.
Mr. Kehoe, for the committee of conference, reported that they were unable
to agree.
It was voted that the Chair appoint a
new committee of
conference, to consist
of five members, And Messrs. Prince,
Knowles, Melaugh, Dunn and Randall
were

appointed,

For

us.

for you to

deep

proof,

merly 89,
that;

at
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CHILDREN ARE KEEN OBSERVERS,
And it does not do to let the home lose any of its cosy beauty.
A new bit of
furniture once in a while will be but a slight expense and it makes the home
wonderfully attractive. By the way, what will add such light to a room as a bright
fresh carpet.

OUR CARPET SALE NOW GOING ON

example:

thoroughly

cape,

water

And the only thing to do is to repair the damage. Especially in a family of
children the furniture and dishes have a hard time and by the time ‘the little ones
are able to take care of things the furniture is in a bad way.

help

Three dark grey English Coats, double texture,

and

LOOK

$6.75 for-

at

sizes

attracting the attention of every houskeeper within reach of the newspapers.
Such prices were never before quoted on these standard makes and our only fear is
that our stock may not last and so the late comers will be
disappointed. Come early
and you will have a great variety from which to select.
Is

value

good

brown

Eng-

Coats, single texture,
$9, old price $12; sizes

at
a
-y-,

our

40, at

$9,

was

plaid Macintoshes
London,
$6.75,

And half
American

and

foreign
a

pro-

portionate discount.
It is

A

to buv.

this
!

store carries

an

REGARDING CHAMBER SETS.
We have a fine line ranging from the plain painted one at §18 to the elegantly
carved one in choice woods at $2.50 and $3.00. Mattresses, Bed Clothing and Toilet
Sets can be obtained at the same time. If you desire to see something pretty in
Chamber Sets, notice those exhibited in our show windows. They are beauties.

more

“OVER

than double the

Portland, added

to

the

equally

well known fact

that

prices

our

thing

are as

for every-

low

as

similiar

sold for anyin a posi-

values

are

where,

we are

tion to offer

advantages

in the way of selection
not to be found elsewhere.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

C. I. Hood St Co., Lowell, Maas.:
“Dear Sir: Twelve years ago I began to
have hemorrhages and four years ago became
so low that the
physicians told me

a

Western expression.

large part

aime i naa nm nun*

I kept on with Hood’s Sarsaparilla and In six
months was a3 well as ever in my life. It Is
now four years since I recovered, and I have
not had a day’s sickness since, nor any hemorrhage. If ever a human being thanked the
good Lord on beaded knees it was I. I know
that Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and that alone,
unquestionably Saved my I.ife.”
Messrs. Sawyer & Jennings, the well known
druggists of Cortland, say that Mrs. Huntley Is
a highly respected lady; her statement of what

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

Has done for her is worthy the highest confidence.”

cure
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is Indeed

a

Friend.”

NEW PARLOR SETS are constantly coming in and you will find many handbits of furniture on this floor. Our Easy Chairs, Rockers, Center Tables and
bits of Parlor Furniture will give your parlor the finishing touch it has long needed.
You know we have Easels, Pictures, Clocks, Curtains, Draperies, and in fact
everything in house fittings.
some

Is a handy bit of furniture. The Gunn is the best and gives great satisfaction. We
have cheaper ones though, and you can get them from $18 to $150.
Wouldn’t a
Folding Bed be just what you need? Perhaps it might save you the expense of
buying a whole chamber set.

IF*

YOU 'W.A.HXPX"

A Baby Carriage, a Sewing Machine, a Piano, an Organ, an Ice Cream Freezer, or
anything from parlor to kitchen, call on us. We shall be pleased to send you
catalogues and samples in case you wish to order by mail.

On May 3RD, 1845, Thomas
a Scotch bookseller’s son,
died in London. His "Song of
the Shirt,” v/ith its
Stitch, stitch, stitch,
r
In poverty, hunger *nd dirt,
And still, in a voice of dolorous pitch,

ATKINSON,

CEN’L

:i:

MANV£ER.

GREAT BARMINS

J. H. WOLF’S

Hood,

She sang this song of the shirt.

did much to ameliorate the condition of those who plied the
needle before the days of the
sewing machine. It was the grim
irony of fate that he himself
should die in poverty.

CLOTHINC: CENTS’FURNISHINC GOODS

Fate has more in store for you if
you will but look at our line of Men’s which were lately damaged by fire, smoke and water, at
and Youth’s Pants.
222 Middle Street, under Falmouth Hotel. In addition to
Several styles just received from this Creat Fire Sale, I shall offer a Bankrupt Stock of
the Johnson mills, warranted strictly
which I have just purchased of Seth L.Larrabee,

Clothing
assignee

of the Burleigh Clothing Company of this city.
The stock consists principally of Fine Spring Overcoats
approval because they’re always reli- in all shades, also Fine Suits in Worsteds, Cassimeres,
able. Pants $2.50 to $5 ; Suits $8.00 and Scotch Mixtures, and a fine line of Pantaloons, Children’s Suits and Cents’ Furnishing Goods. If will pay you
to $15.00.
Pants
from
to
call at once and examine the Greatest Bargains that
the
celDress
Elegant
Don’t forget the
ebrated King, Webber Pant Co., have ever been offered in this city.
equal to custom made, in the new place and number.
and

nobby patterns, $5.00

FARRINGTON

542

lstoxSthpdU

Quaker

GREAT CROWDS

our

to 8.00.

&

'VST' OLiP’S

BICKFORD,

Formerly Farrington Bros.,

“^2

“The

JBW

H.HAY&SOIUP^

her" time.

ISAAC C.

all wool, $2.75 to $5.00.
Also Sawyer woolens received

^ Jr

of

Middle, Pearl and Tine Streets.

Money

gry for Two Years

RANGE”

THE ATKINSON CO.,

There Was No Hope

and I should soon die. I could not be moved
from my bed. Under my face were napkins
continually reddened with blood from my
mouth. I could eat nothing and had no
action of the bowels for a week. The doctors
said the cause was ulcers in the 3tomach. At
this time my mother said she wanted to make
one more trial, and asked if I would take
Hood’s Sarsaparilla. I told her it would bo

rirsi

THE

It is the place too where the busy house wife spends a
It pays to have a good range. The Quaker is the best but
we have many varieties and at all prices.
Every house keeper says:
Is

variety of fine Underwear
kept by any other store in

In two weeks I was able to sit up a few minevery day. In a month I could walk
the room. One day I asked what
they were to have for dinuer, and said I
wanted something hearty. My mother was
so happy she cried. It was the

Refrigerator

The charcoal sheathing gives perfect insulation and the finish and details
most fastidious.
We also carry the well known “Baldwin.”

in-

comparably larger stock
and

across

Handsome

be there.

In view of the fact that

utes

found in

a useful ornament to a dining room.
It saves many steps too, as the food
be taken right from the table. We carry a fine line of the fielding, “New Perfection” in a handsome antique oak finish. It is the most economical of refrigerators
and one good point that every housekeeper will appreciate is this.
Any delicate
dish may be kept in the chamber without taking the flavor of other food that may

a

ing what, when and where

Thereupon the joint convention broke

but finding it would comfort her, I began taking it. In a few days the bloating began to
subside, I seemed to feel a little stronger, but
thought it only fancy. I was so weak I could
only take ten drops of Sarsaparilla at first.

be

appeal to the

The whole secret is know-

"P-

A Waste of

for your money may

Makes

very easy matter
to dress well and cheaply.

and Merrill.

Is the wife of Mr. W. S. Huntley of
N. Y., a well known carpenter and builder. Her frank statement below
gives only the absolute
truth concerning her illness and marvelous recovery by the aid of Hood’s
Sarsaparilla. She says:

“

DEPARTMENT.

$9.—

dozen other1

made to be sold at

Simpson, Tibbetts, McGowan, Knowles,
Kelioe, Verrill, Hicks, O’Brion, Melaugh

Cortland,

“

1.25.
1.10.
.85.
.80.

can

about Mr. Dixon to vote for him. So he
renewed Mr. Melaugh’s motion to lay
Mr. Wiggin’s nomination on the table.
The vote was close but Mr. Guptill’s
motion carried, 14 to 13.
The fourteen
who voted to lay on the table were:
Messrs. Gallagher, Tolman and Guptill,
of the aldermen, and Councilmen Dunn,

Mb3. Lettie Huntley,

“
“

made

were

a

“
“

The Ladies have become so accustomed to reading our crockery advertisements
that it is the first thing they turn to. Just now we are offering some great bargains
in Toilet Sets, the particulars of which you will find in another column.
Do not
think however that is all, bargains await you on every side and we will show you
a wide variety of pretty table trifles.

sizes 40 and

42, at

PRICES.

cents,
formerly
$1.00.
“
“

carpets, perhaps the best value

CROCKERY

same as

Two black and brown
in

Next to

a

above, size
$12.

60

our

-f

One dark grey

THESE

Roxbury Tapestry

38, 40, 42.

plain

AT

Velvet Carpets,
87
Brussels Body,
85
Wool extra Super, 55
45
Tapestries,

lish

laugh’s side,
Alderman Guptill said Mr. Wiggin was
the present incumbent and a Republican.
He was not prepared to say that he ought
to stay, and yet he did not know enough

School Salaries.

son

profitable

Both branches of the city government
assembled in j'oint session to elect subordinate city officers. Alderman Tolman
and Councilmen Kehoe and Smith were
macie a committee to collect, sort ana
count votes:
Nominations were then in order.
For engineman of Machigonne 1, Chas.
F. Harmon, was nominated by Councilman Simpson, and had 16 to 10 for E. W.
Porter. Harmon was elected.
For engineman of No. 2, Mr. Peter F.
Doyle was nominated by Alderman Guptill, while Alderman Josselyn nominated
the present incumbent. Peter F. Doyle
had 18, and W. C. Coring 10.
For engineman of No. 3, Alfred Wiggin was nominated by Alderman Rogers.
But Councilman Melaugh of Ward 4 opposed and moved that the nomination be
laid on the table.
It was defeated and
then Mr. Melaugh nominated Mr. Chas.
F. Dixon.
But before this could be
voted on there was a general rallying
which seems to have reinforced Mr. Me-

firmed.

Hicks, Verrill, Kehoe, Knowles, Simp-

be moved. The shelves
are a bit overcrowded and
as there is no cessation to
the stream of new goods
constantly coming, the
old ones must make room
for them. We will make it
to

G. A. R. petition for appropriation for decorating graves of soldiers Passed in concurrence.
Salary bill passed in concurrence.
IN JOINT SESSION.

posed were Dunn, Simpson, Tibbetts,
Knowles, Kehoe, Verrill, Hicks, O’Britn,
Melaugh, Merrill, Prince, Little, 12 in all.
So the increase of the aldermen was con-

The estimates committee placed the
school salaries at $80,000, while the aldermen cut it down to $78,000.
The
council put it back to $80,000, by a vote
of 10 to 9. Messrs. Smith, Webb,
Leighton, Randall, Pennell, Little, Rines, Tibbetts, Merrill and Melaugh were the 10,
and Messrs. Chute, Prince,
O’Brion,

to tell you of a
little lot of Men’s
Macintoshes that has got
us

concurrence.

Tliie

^Loitering
about public places; and it may be that
it was suggested by the crowd of clamorous office seekers who crowded the co r
ridors of the city building when Brother
Dunn’s party tirst came into power. The

rain reminds

THE

Referred,in

Relates to

„>■

better condition tor travel.

Building

Lectures.

The entertainment season will soon be
closed, but among the coming attractions one of the most delightful which
this community enjoys during all the
year is the Stoddard lectures, two of
which will take place this month at City
Hall, under Mr. Stockbridge's auspices.
The universal verdict in New York, Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia, and wherever
Mr. Stoddard has appeared, is that his
lectures were never more charming than
this year.
Certainly he has never had
larger audiences.

free and all

School street.

Residents, that

not to exceed

an

delegates: Wm. Henry Clifford,
Ilanno W. Gage and Charles McCarthy,
Jr. The opposing ticket, favoring Dr.
Valuations Were Generally Changed
Gordon, was Charles F. Guptil, C. Ain the following sections:
Cushing and W. H. Stevens. The Swett
Ward 1—Values were increased in the newer
ticket won by a vote of 30 to 6.
This is a section, including both sides of
Congress street
victory for the Young Men’s Democratic east of Munjoy, both sides of Eastern Prome-

men as

a

provement of Cumberland street.

PORTLAND, May 3, 1892.
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